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DECISION and ORDER

The Energy Facilities Siting Council, ·for the
reasons set out in its decision below,· hereby REJECTS
the Third Annual Supplement to the Long-Range Forecast
of Electric Power. Needs and Requirements for the
NEGRA system l , subject to certain conditions contained
in the Council's ORDER at the conclusion of its decision.
e·
I.

HISTORY OF THE PROCEEDINGS
On April 2, 1979, the Cambridge Electric Light,

C~nal

Electric, and New Bedford

~as

and'Edison Light

Companies (NEGEA) filed its Third Annual Supplement

1

The NEGEA Service Corporation operating companies
include Cambridge Electric Light Company, New
Bedford Gas and Edison Light Company and Canal
Electric Company (hereafter referred to as the
Companies). Effective Narch 1, 1981, the New
Bedford Gas and Edison Light Company changed
its name to Commonwealth Electric Company (CEC).
The other operating companies have retained
their names, but adopted the CEC logo.
'

.
i,

'-

·'

to its Long-Range Forecast of Electric Power Needs
and Requirements.

Publication and posting of the

notice of adjudicatory proceedings on this supplement
was completed by July 16, 1979.

The initial pre-

hearing conference in this matter was then held at
Council offices on August 10, 1979.

The Attorney

General (AG) was the only intervenor herein.
The period between that initial prehearing
conference and

th~
hearing
date
.
'

of November 17, 1980,
.

was occupied by discovery proceedings as well as by
attempts to accomm~aate the parties'

(NEGEA and AG)

involvement in ancillary proceedings at the Department

.

.

'2

of Public Utilities 1n D.P.U. 20055;

This was a

tJ..

joint proceeding on the petitions of several companies
I
including NEGEA's New Bedford Gas and Edison Light
Company for D.P.U. approval of

-

t~eir proposed
.-.. -.

purchase

of shares of the Seabrook Nuclear·Units I and II.
Since several of,the issues and much Of the evidence
adduced in D.P.U. 20055

w~~

similar if not identical

to those before the Council in this matt8r, such

2

THis docket number is the one commonly used in
referring to this joint D.P.U. proceeding.
The other docket numbers are D.P.U. 19738,
19734, 20109, and 72.

.
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accommodation seemed a practical and, in the long
run, an efficient course of action. 3
Although quite a bit of time passed between the
initial prehearing conference and the hearing, the
parties were able to save time during the EF5C proceeding by utilizing relevant material from the
D.P.U. proceedings.

At the hearing, a number of

D.P.U. transcripts and. exhibits were received into
evidence by the EF5C hearing officer (TR. p. 4-6)
and have been reviewed by the Council as part of
its deliberation in this case.
As stated, the EF5C hearing in this matter
took place on November 17, 1980.

The D.P.U. materials

introduced were complemented by the direct testimony
and cross-examination of the panel of NEGEA witnessed
(5. Robert Fox and Robert L. Fratto) as well as that
of the Attorney General's witness (Susan Geller).
Several other documents pertinent to Council consid·erations were also introduced and accepted as exhibits
(Tr. for list).

Finally, the parties~ briefs were

submitted on December 17, 1980.

3

The EFSC hearing officer offered to consolidate
this EFSC matter with the D.P.U. cases if it
would be helpful and avoid duplication for the
companies. The companies appreciated the offer,
but did not accept it.
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ANALYSIS

NEGEA's 1979 forecast supplement represents the
Companies' efforts over a number of years to comply with
Council regulations and conditions regarding its methodology.
The Companies' methodology has a long history of review before
the Council, and this current proceeding must consider progress.
made in addressing prior concerns and conditions (see 1 DOHSC
221 (Aug. 6, 1976), 2 DOMSC 66 (Jan. 26, 1978), and. 3 DO~iSC
37 (Dec. 5, 1978».
The NEGEA demand forecast, in this and past filings, is
based on a methodology which utilizes the "survey - interview
technique".

All major forecast components projected are based

on the result of .extensive interviews conducted in each town
and division 4 with major industrial and commercial customers"".
and local government officials, bankers, and developers.

His-

torical data on dwelling permits, energy sales and consumption
patterns are also compiled and analyzed.
In its previous conditional approval of NEGEA's second
supplement, the Council noted its concern with the reviewability of the Companies' methodology and attendant forecast,
a concern which has also been raised in the present proceeding,
and imposed a set of conditions which addressed necessary improvements in documentation, presentation, and preparation.

4

The

As used herein, the term division refers to the Cape and
Vineyard, New Bedford, and Plymouth divisions within the
New Bedford Gas and Edison Light Company, and Cambridge to
the Cambridge Electric Light Company . .
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Council felt that the issue of reviewability would be
addressed by the Companies'''... straight forl"ard and
continuing effort to revise and refine the interyiew technique, ••• (that "the) surveys will continue ·to be developed in
such a way ·that

jUdgemen~al

adjustments to this data will be

clearly specified and justified."
1978».

(3 DOMSC 37 at 40· (Dec. 5',

In approving the 1978 forecast, ..... the Council for

the present accept the survey-intervielq technique ..... · but
required ..... a more explicit documep.tation of all assUmptions. -,
and data particu~arlY those derived from the Companies'
interview process •••

The concern of the Council in stating

this requirement is the preparation and documentation of a
methodology that is reviewable by the Council Staff and intervenors."

(id. at 41).

if isc.ritical to~ote that the Council's decision on th~"
i

second supplement, as excerpted above, falls far short of
unequivocably approving the NEGRA -methodology.
.'._.
~

The Council

"

su~vey

accepted "for the' present" the

intervielq technique, and

viewed the Companies' efforts to improve reviewability as

.

-

fundamental and necessary_ to any determination of· the forecast's
.

reliability.

.

..

The Council's decision on the Second Annual

Supplement, as well as previous decisions, also noted the
absence of explicit consideration and quantification of forecast
components and assumptions such as price, space heating penetrations, conservation, appliance saturations and efficiences, and
load management (see council decisions op. cit. 1978 at 40-41,
- .....
-~

.

\

1977 at 67, 1976 at 225).
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Despite the Companies' contention that the interlude
between the Council's order on the second supplement (Dec.
1978) and the £iling of the third supplement (April, 1979) was
brief and that the Third Supplement rece±ved only limited
benefits by virtue of the" Prior Order (see Ex. NEGEA-4, p. 3),
it is still a fact that NEGEA has employed this same methodology
and has been cautioned as to necessary improvements" since the
time of the initial Council filing and review in 1976.

The

Council must find. that the present methodology employed' by NEGEA
does not reflect~he many improvements and enhancements the
Companies have long promised.

Further, it must be noted that"

while the supplement itself was filed in April 1979, the documentation of said supplement's demand forecast and methodology"
was not filed until

Aug~st

31, 1979, or some nrone months

aft~f"

,

the Council's Order was issued }DPU Ex. NB-8).
During the hearing, the Companies presented testimony
\.,hich described enhancements to the:NEGEA methodology nm.,
being pursued, enhancements which have been developed since the
Council's 1978 Order but are not incorporated in
supplement (~e Ex. NEGEA~4).

~he

present

It is the Companies' intention

that these enhancements will contribute to the next Council
'-.

filing (id at 3).

The Council cannot adjudicate that which is _

not yet before it; however, the extent to which the enhancements"
testified to will modify the present methodology leads the .
Council to believe that the present methodology is being largely
"the" Imodifications reaffirm the many
Jllrlc1ified by the Comoanies;
•
.

.

concerns noted previously by the Council and Attorney General.
The Companies did attempt to address the conditions

in~osed

-6.-'-:.
......

in the 1978 Order in the present supplement
NB-8, p.ll).

(~

DPU Ex.

The fact that the Companies claim they were

unable to thoroughly do so is evidence not of insufficient
time, but of the inherent weaknesses of the present methodology.5
The four conditions imposed in the 1978 Order related primarily
to the manner in which' the Companues should present,·describe,
summarize and document its data, assumptions, and judgement.
That the Companies did not so present data not collected does
not speak to the fulfillment of conditions, but rather to
serious limitations of the methodology presented by NEGEA.
The Council finds that the demand forecast presented by
NEGEA in its third supplement is based on seriously deficient.
statistical projection methods.

The methodology has at its

heart the survey-interview technique which, as it is designed .
.

(.~,'

and implemented, is inherently subjective and burdensome to
review, and inappropriate to the nature and size of the Companies'
s~rvice

area and the rigor required to develop a long-range

electric demand forecast.

These findings are explained in

detail below.
The NEGEA forecast is prepared separately for each of the
four divisions and is described in the Direct Testimony of

s.

Robert Fox (DPU Ex. NB-8, pp.12-18).

in each division is essentially the same.

The methodology employed
The methodology

~~ill

be discussed separately below for the Residential, Commercial and
Industrial sectors.

5

a

The departure of Mr. Ri~har~ K. Byrne at
critical point
during forecast preparatlon 1S noted by the Council.
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A.

Residential
The forecast of residential sales is the product of

the projected number of customers and average use by customer
type (with and without space heating, and off-peak water heating),
and a projection of sales to other or seasonal customers.
~bout

90 interviews were conducted in the 32 towns which comprise

the Cape, Plymouth and New Bedford divisions (see Ex. NEGEA-I,Q/A 2 for copies of the notes taken by the interviewer).

Data

collected during these interviews and historical building
permit data .are the basis for the projections of number of
new customers

(~

DPU

E~.

NB-8, p.14)'.

Projected new customers

are then furtherdisaggregated into customers with or without
electric space and/or off-peak water heating, based on historical
penetration data and information gathered from interviews
(id, p.15)

~:'

AVerage use for each customer type was projected
"

based on post-oil embargo historical trends, new customer billing
records, and judgements drawn from the interviews (id,).

Other

residential sales grow at the same rate as general customer
sales.

The historical data and calculations have been presented

by the Companies, enabling replication of the computational
steps (See Ex. NEGEA-I, Q/A 2).

The remaining steps in the

methodology, primarily the Companies' judgements or jU?gements
drawn from interviews, pose the most troublesome issues with
both the review and reliability of the forecast.

These steps

are those that transform the historical data into future
projections; these steps are largely subjective.

The interviews

conducted in each of the towns from which judgements about the
components of the residential sales forecast were drawn·do not
-8'"-'-

,., .... -.- .....-- ..'---

necessarily support those jUdgements, because of the design __
and implementation of the interviews.
First, the interview process is neither systematic nor comprehensive.

There is no pattern as to the number of types of

"interviewees in each town- or division.

For example, the only

interview conducted in Marion Was with an·otherwise unidentified
"Town Hall Employee".

In Plympton, the only interview conducted

was with the Secretary to the Board of Selectmen, while in Duxbury
and Marshfield,

a~out

seven interviews were conducted with private

builders, developers or business persons as well as building inspectors and

planners/engineers (see Ex. NEGEA-l, Q/A 2) •
".
The Companies' witness described the approach as one where

..--

t:OW!)
.

..... individuals we felt would be able to give us the most
information relative
-

to~the

..~.

forecast that we were trying to put
.:i:';

together" were interviewed and em attempt" \vas made to "touch
.

.'

base v/ith each town in the service area" (Tr., p. 86).

These

criteria, while important, do not ensure a comprehensive survey,
that representative opinions will be forthcoming, nor that
qualified individuals will be interviewed.

While the office or

position held by the interviewee certainly explains some of that
individual's qualifications, it does not ensure

th~t

those

qualifications are pertinent to the opinions and judgements
solicited. 6

6

Further, in each town, different types of experts

Despite this argument for qualification, it remains to be .
shown that a Town Hall Employee in Marion (or the many cther
unclear- descriptions ·0£ "intervimvees present in the intervie,"
notes) are qualified.
\
-9-
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were asked to make the same types of judgements, leading to a
problem with comparability of results.
Secondly, the interviews were conducted in a free-form
manner, using no standard questionnaire, format, or questions
(Ex. NEGEA-l, Q/A 7c-d).

A review of the interview notes shows

a variance in the topics discussed from interview to interview.
l"hile this variance could be a function of unsystematic notetaking, the reliability of interview data is difficult to assess.
Further, in the specific case of future dwelling unit projections,

th~

Company testified that the interviewees were given no
,

guidelines on which to base their projections (Tr. p. 88).
problem is that each individual may have based the

The

projectio~

on

different assumptions about the determinants of growth (mortgage
rates, inflation, employment opportunities).
Given the preceeding comments on the unsystematic nature of
·7.~~

identifying and interviewing individuals, the Council has serious
concerns with the quality and accuracy of the data collected.
Addi tionally, the Companies "'A:r:", unable to summarize the results
of the interviews statistically ·(as required by Condition 3 of
the 1978 Order) and thus, failed to show the reviewers a basis for·
the interpretation and use of interview data, and a basis for
judgements exer:cised.Again, NEGEA's inability to do so rests
not with the short time that elapsed between the Council's Order
and its filing of the supplement, but rather with the surveyinterview technique as designed and implemented by NEGEA.

The

difficulty here is that is is not clear to the Council how the
Companies made the judgeffients they made or whether anyone else
would make the same jUdgements based on the interview notes
-10,

.. -

presented; the classification and interpretation of the interview
data is subjective.

The Companies' inability to improve the

design and implementation of the survey-interview technique
during the course of preparing four Council filings, so that
the data it collects be reviewable, objective and quantifiable,
is inexplicable.
As has been previously noted in each of the three past
Council decisions, NEGEA has not yet developed bases' other than
judgement and trend analysis for its projections of average use
and penetration rates.

Average use for non-space or water

i

.

heating customers was based on recent trends, and "adjusted
downward on a jUdgemental basis (in order of 5% per year reduc"tion in the increase) in the latter years of the forecast .....
(DPU

Ex. NB-8, p. 15).
In the absence of r8-sidential end-use data, NEGEA's ability
~

~,

to quantify the effects of conseFvation, price and appliance
efficiency improvements is limited.

However, some basis other

than judgement and trends is long":overdue on these crucial aspects
of the residential forecast.
NEGEA did support its assumptions of existing and new space
heating average use with""wine empirical analysis (See Ex. NEGEA-l,
Q/A 8; HO-I, Q/A 5; and

DPU

Ex. AG-199, Q/A 1-1).

Despite the

exercize of judgement in the analysis and use of results, the
basis for the Companies' judgements is at least somewhat reviewable.
In the case of new customer space heating use, a total sample of
24 new customer's bills were analyzed to derive estimates for each
division.

The samples
\"ere "nat"representative,
by the Companies'
.
I
•

m.m admission, and ,.,ere judgementally

adjusted.

In the case of

-11.:_..... _0;."

;-~:-:.'_

...

~

.

existing customers' space heating use, historic data on heating
(fuel) degree days and average weather-sensitive use were compiled to derive a, trend in the value of kwh, per degree day for
each division.

The trend in reduction of this ratio

over the

past three years was examined; the ratio was then judgementally
reduced, extrapolated, and coupled with a normal degree day
estimate to yield an average use forecast.
As the preceeding discussion demonstrates"the'NEGEA

resi~

dential forecast methodolcgy and resultant projections have
many fundamental weaknesses.

Residential sales are the largest

sector of NEGEA System Sales (35% in 1979) and are expected to
remain dominant (38% of 1988 system sales).

All aspects of the

present methodology are severely deficient and require reevaluation
particularly the reliance on interviews in the projection of
custo~er, nu~er

and typ@, and average use by type.

should also reevaluate the

exte~t

The

Comp~~ies

to which their projections

rely on judgements; while 1he Council recognizes that judgements
will be exercized in the course of preparing any forecast,'NEGEA
must demonstrate that it is seeking to minimize its reliance on
interviewee, or company judgements as the sole basis for its
projections. ,

.....

_~-.

The Companies' have testified as to some of the changes they
expect to make in the present methodology (Ex. NEGEA-4, pp. 5-6).
While the details of these changes are, not before the Council in
this proceeding, the Council will note that the changes planned
are so fundamental that they suggest that the present
methodology is being largely 'a9andoned.
,,

The saturation surveys,
,

".
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the CO"flc"U1ies have undertaken, 7 the s '-"" .':'_.". questionnaire fo:rroat
developed, and the direct use of agency population projections
would appear to be of assistance in improving the reviewability
apdobjectivity of the Companies' residential sales forecast.
If interviews are to be used in future forecasts, they
must be designed and implemented in accordance with the guidelines outlined in Condition 1.

Further Conditions 1-4 of the

Council's prior order still apply; to wit, any judgements applied

'in the course of the residential forecast must be supported by
clearly presented statistical or enumerative summaries of
interview results.
The extent of present and expected conservation must be
explicitly addressed; the effects of price, increased appliance
efficiencies, and changes in the socioeconomic variables which
affect resic'lential sales also should be explicitly addressed •.'
In its next filing, NEGEA should present to the Council
how it expects to refine its residential methodology and data
base, why it has selected these new methods, and when the modi.fications will be in place

7

The Council would note, at this time, two concerns with the
Companies' saturation survey. First, the questionnaire presented in Ex. NEGEA-l, Q/A 22, does not appear to have been
administered to any Cambridge customers. Second, no questions appear which attempt to elicit \~hether the residence is
primary or secondary residence. If customers on Seasonal
rates were not sampled, this is of concern, particularly
since New Bedford is a summer peaking system. If only yearround customers were sampled, there is no assurance that some
less than year round customers won't be included in the results, especially for the Cape & plymouth divisions.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--:......:_-..:..:.:.....:...:.:..-c..:..::..=
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B.

Commercial
The Commercial class forecast is also developed based

largely on the results of interviews.

For the Cape and

Plymouth divisions, known load additions are added to existing
customer use for the first six and five years respectively of
the forecast; thereafter,

sales grow at the corres-

Comrr~rcial

ponding projected residential rate.

In the New Bedford division

the short-term growth rate was developed based on Company judgement; after the fourth year New Bedford division sales grow at
the projected residential rate (Ex. NEGEA-l, Q/A 41-42).

The

;

Cambridge Commercial forecast is based on known load additions
for the first three. years; past trends are extrapolated for the
latter years

(DPU

Ex. NB-8, SChedule F-3, p. 39).

In prior

supplements, the Companies assumed a fixed relationship between
Commercial and
ResidentiJal sales throughout the forecast period.
," .
The approach was changed based on the Company's observation of
a departure from this fixed relationship in "the past

fe\~

years",

possibly explained by increased conservation by'CoI~~ercial customers

(DPU

Ex. NB-8, p. 16) and/or a shortage of CorPlnercial con-

struction money (EX.

NEGEA~l,
..

-

Q/A 41) •
.

The Companies' approa2hto projecting Commercial sales has
several weaknesses and inconsistencies.

First, the choice of

the particular method used in each division is not justified.
While the departure from the historic fixed relationship betwee~
Residential and

COIT~ercial

sales has been noted for each of the

four divisions in the short-term, the year when the fixed relationship will return vari~s-fo~ each division, without basis as

.

to the selection of"a' partiCUlar year of the difference in years
". -,'

-14,~-~----~
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among divisions.

Further, the observed departure from the

historic fixed relationship in

rece~c

years raises the question

of why the Companies assume this fixed relationship will resume
once again in the future.

While the Companies cite differential

conservation responses on the part of Commercial vs. Residential
customers as explicative of the recent disruption of the fixed
relationship, the Companies offer no discussion as to why this
differential

response may change in the future.

While the Com-

panies cite the shortage of Commercial construction money as also
explaining the change in the historic ratio, the Companies do
not explain why tight money is implicitly assumed to have less
impact on residential construction.
The

known~load

additions method raises several further con-

cerns, which' are related to generic concerns with the use of
interviews.

If the interview process is not comprehensive, not

all load-additions will be made know and factored into the
forecast.

'.""

Further, the method ignores the possibiiity of attri-

tion among existing customers.
Both the New Bedford short-term forecast and the

Ca~~ridge

long-term forecast depend on the extrapolation of historic
trends, modified by Company judgement.

No specific theoretical

'or empirical basis has been provided for either the choice of
base years or the modification of growth rates, beyond Company
judgements and judgements drawn from the interviews.
The Council recognizes that the

co~~ercial

sales are

difficult to forecast, due to their diverse nature and the lack
of detailed data.

Nonetheless, the Council finds that the

methods chosen by the Companies rely extensively on Company or
interviewee judgements, and on historical trends which have no

-15j
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theoretical basis and are empirically contradicted.

.

Sales

to commercial customers comprise 27% of 197$ NEGEA system sales;
in 1988 their share is predicted to decline slightly to 25%,
.

.

nevertheless remaining an important sector to forecast reliably.
The Council finds that NEGEA's methodology for projecting
commercial sales needs to be fully reexamined before a reliable
forecast of sales to this sector can be accepted.

Regardless

of the methodlolgy selected, the Companies must support their
choice with a

discus~ion

of why the methodology was selected

over the. other po~sible approaches.

NEGEA should present an

analysis of the nature of commercial activity in its service
areaS , the determinants of this activity and of commercial
electricity use, and explain how its selected method is then
. appropriate to this sector.
If interviews are to be relied upon, they must meet the

.•

."~":

I

standards outline in Condition I of this Order, as well as
conditions 1-4 of the prior order. ···If .Comrr.ercial sales will
be projected based on residentiai'" sales, a theoretical basis
for this relationship must be provided.

Further, any trend

analysis incorporated theYein must be accompanied by a discussion of the underlying causal factors represented by time,
and why these relationships are expected to persist in the
future.

8

For examnle, commercial activity in the Cape and Plymouth
district; might be expected to be influenced by tourism.
The Companys' present methodology does not explicitly
"address this theory (~Ex. HO-I; QjA 4).

-16-

C.

Industrial
NEGEA's industrial forecast is developed based on the

survey-interview technique.

The Companies conducted inter-

views with management personnel of the largest
industrial customers representing 80% of industrial sales
(EX. HO-l, Q/A 2).

About 49 interviews were conducted for

the purposes of third supplement preparation, representing
about 13% of Cambridge and New Bedford's industrial customers
(id.)9.

The short-term forecast (1979-1984) is based on

forecasts supplied by interviewees, modified by Company
judgement (DPU Ex. AG-199, Q/A 1-2).

That portion of industrial

sales to customers not interviewed is assumed to grow at the
same forecasted rate as the sales to customers

intervie.~ed

(Ex. Ho-l, Q/A 3)., The long-term forecast for New Bedford
was developed based on CCIDpany judgement and the NEPOOL
forecast of Massachusetts industrial growth rates (Ex. NEGEA-l,
Q/A 54).

For Cambridge, potential development at several

major industrial sites was assessed in order to develop the
long~run

forecast (id, Q/A 53).

Industrial sales in the Cape

and Plymouth divisions, which represent 2.6% of total sales,
were Projected to continue as a small component of total
grm,-th, based, on' information from interviews on long-term
industrial growth potential (id. Q/A 53).

9

When asked for the nunilier of industrial customers interviewed
in a separate interrogatory, the Companies responded that
.. informa'tion gathered from 31 industrial intervie",s '-laS
utilized in the development of the Third Supplement industrii}l forecast". See NEGEA-l Q/A 52.
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Thus, the NEGEA forecast of industrial sales is primarily
based on interviews, supplemented by judgement, trends
and published documents on long-term industrial growth.
Similar to the residential analysis (infra~ pp.8-9), three
elements of the use of interviews will be discussed:

first,

the selection of industrial customers for interviewing; second,·
the structure of the interview; and third, the interpretation
and use of data derived from the interviews.

The Council finds

that each of these elements is unsystematic and rests on
judgement.
First, NEGEA did not choose the industrial customers to
be interviewed according to any selection criteria designed
to ensure the comprehensiveness and representativeness of
the resulting data.

For example, while it is clear that the

largest customers were eell represented, most smaller customers
.-:-::.:.

were not, arid different growth and electricity use patterns
can be expected of large vs. small customers.

Yet, growth

rates developed from interviews with large customers werE
extrapolated to small customers, despite the non-representation
of small customers in the interview group.
The second element of concern with the interviews is
their structure, including the nature of the questions and
the manner in which they were administered.

NEGEA does not·

use a questionnaire when conducting the interviews, only a
list of topics (Ex. NEGEA-l, Q/A 7).

Notes taken during

interviews do nct necessarily indicate the scope and

-18-
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comprehensiveness of the interviews and resulting data lO .
Review of interview data was severelv hampered by the lack
of interview structure.

The open-ended structure "was in-

tended to enchance an open and informational dialogue.so as
to maximize the range of inf;ormation acquireable" (id);
the difficulty with this approach is that the potential for
bias, lack of comparability, and non-comprehensiveness· is
increased.
The final element of concern with the design and implementation of the interview process is the Companies' interpretation and use of interview data.

The use and interpre-

tation of data is affected by the previously discussed aspects.
of selection of interviewees and structures of questions.

For

example, interview·results were extrapolated to all customers,
;,0,

without assurance of representativeness as to size or type
of industry.

Interviewees provided forecasts were judgementally

adjusted by NEGEA, as they were

"vie\~ed

as being somewhat

optimistic in the long-term" (DPU Ex.-199, Q/A 1-2).

These

adjustments lead the Council to suspect (as pointed out by the
Attorney General in DPU Ex. AG-237, p.39) tha.t NEGEA itself

10

The industrial interview notes were not provided for the
record, either in a "masked" nor original foarm (see Ex.
HO-l, Q/A 1 and DPU Ex. AG-199, Q/A 1-2). Council and
Attorney General Staff were permitted to review the masked
notes at the Companies' offices. Given the unsystematic
nature of the interviews and the notes, it was difficult
to assess 0at3 reliability. As is addressed in the Conditions
herein, NEGEA must make efforts to systematize and present
interview results in a reviewable manner.
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does not fully trust the reliability of its own method.
Again, it is unclear to the Council how NEGEA made the
specific judgements about industrial growth-based on this
unsystematic data, or that anyone else would make the same
judgements based on these da.ta.
A related issue is the possible staleness of the
interview da.ta.

Due to the "ongoing nature" of NEGEA's

interview process, it appears as though some of the judgements
made in preparing the third supplement were based on data
gathered during interviews conducted
(See Ex. HO-l, Q/A 2).

f~om

as early as 1975

However, it is impossible to ascertain

precisely how much and which third supplement projections were
influenced by interviews conducted in 1975.

Further, while

the ongoing nature of NEGEA's interview process provides an
excellent opportunity fIJ-r the Companies to verif-y the accuracy"·
of the interviewee forecasts, tne Companies did not so vQrify
the forecasts over time (See DPU Tr. 2B, pp.2l-22).
The remaining elements of the-industrial forecast methodology are also troublesome.

While NEGEA is no doubt prudent

not to rely on individual customer-provided forecasts beyond
'"---.

"the short-term, it is not clear that the Compilllies-' judgements
or the NEPOOL forecast 1l are any more reliable.

11

Use of the NEPOOL model forecast, or any other non-territoryspecific forecast, requires that representativess to the"
service area be demonstrated. For exarr.ple, the sales-mix
of industries in Massachusetts as a whole, and attendant
energy use patterns, has not been demonstrated to be
representative of industr~~s in the NEGEA system.
I
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l.

NEGEA should re-evaluate its approach to forecasting
industrial sales, particularly its primary reliance on
interviews and jUdgements.

While the Companies' plans to

utilize a standard questionnaire (Ex. NEGEA-3) will address
some of the Council's concerns with the industrial forecast,
the use of a standard questionnaire will not be a panacea.
The use of interviews is further subject to Condition 1 herein,
and Conditions 1-4 imposed in the second supplement Order (1978).
D.

Surnrn.<::ry:

Demand Analysis

The Council finds that the methodology employed by NEGEA
in its Third Supplement is unsystematic, subjective, and
difficult to review.

The resulting forecast, particularly

late in the forecast. period, is found· to be unreliable.
Further, the Council finds that the Companies' methodology
is inappropriate for a system of its size and nature, and lacks
the quantifiable detail that is critical to planning in today's
environment.
The Council does not prescribe the use of a particular
methodology, and has attempted to encourage the evolution of
NEGEA's forecasting methods into an acceptable methodology
through past reviews and conditions.

However, at this juncture,

the Council feels that stronger direction is needed in order that
the NEGEA forecast be reliable.

The Council is disappointed

with the lack of any evolution or improvement shmqn with this
methodology, and is concerned that any further efforts in its
development may be misdirected.
directed to

~mplemen~

Therefore, the Companies are

substantive and extensive changes to the

present methodology which reflect the Conditions .below.
-21-

III. SUPPLY ANALYSIS
A.

Introduction
The instant case involves, as part of the forecast supply

plan, the petition of the third in a trilogy of medium-sized
Massachusetts systems to solicit an increase in its entitlements to the Seabrook Nuclear station currently under construction
in Ne\. Hampshire.12 Financial pressures resulting from
contracting demand and the chronic weakening in the overall level
of earnings that is endemic to most utilities were the primary
impetuses for bringing these additional Seabrook shares to
the power market for resale.

NEGEA, which is heavily dependent

on imported residual oil as its primary fuel, has sought nuclear
baseload capacity to substitute for the much more costly oilfired capacity.

While the Companies anticipate modest demand
:)

growth over· the ten-year planning period under consideration;"-'
.I

-::he proposed acguisltion could be justified solely on the
basis of the economics of fuel substitution.
.,

Since the filing

of NEGBA's Third Supplement in April, 1979, the price of
imported oil has increased from approximately $15 per barrel.
to almost $40 per barrel.- ..

B.

The NEGEA System and Its Forecast of Needs
NEGEA plans its new

ca~acity

needs on the basis of the

combined coincident peak load forecasts of tte system's two

12

This "trilogy" had their respective petitions adjudicated
in a consclidated case before the Hassachusetts Department
of Public Utilities (D.P.U~ 19738, 19743, 20055, 20109, and
72). The other systems are Eastern utilities Associates
{"EUA"·}' and Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light COIUFany.
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distribution subsidiaries:

The New Bedford Gas and Edison

Light 13 and the Cambridge Electric Light Companies.

The

NEPOOL agreement accepts this arrangement (pp.2-3, Direct
Testimony of S

~obert

Fox, NB-8).

The two distribution

subsidiaries together serve approximately 240,000
a total of over 3,000,000 MWh annually.

custon~rs

The Companies

have projected a coincident peak hourly demand of 660 MW for
the

c~rrent

1980-81 power year (See Schedule F-l, op. cit).

In this proceeding New Bedford is seeking an additional
50MW ownership share in the SeabrOOK units 1 and 2.
With respect to the additional shares. in the Seabrook
units, the Council makes the same determination as it did
with EUA (See In Re Eastern utilities Associates System, 4
DOMSC _____ , December I, 1980) and Fitchburg (See In Re Fitchburg
Gas and Electric Company, 4 DOMSC _____ , January 20, 1981).
In theEUA case, the Council found that the Seabrook shares
are a necessary and expeditious means of reducing the system's
dependency on expensive fuel oil.

It is also clear that for

whatever merit there mayor may not be with NEGEA's load
forecast and forecasting methodology, the purchase of an
additional 50 MW'in Seabrook need not be predicated on lead
growth only (pp.28-20, NB-B}.14

Additionally, the Seabrook

shares are the only viable source of baseload.capacity available
to >'l.r.:G:""A at this tine (pp. !1-!', ':b-?).

13

Since the comrr.encement of these proceedings, New Bedford
has since been renamed "CortU""Go'" '~alth Electric Company','.

14

It mnst be noted that had NEGE!\ rerun its production
cost simulations 'to include uFdated prices, ~he Seabroo~
shares would appear to be an even greater bargain.
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The Council is not unaware of the fact that
Seabrook's ultimate cost and in-service dates for each of
the units are, as yet, moving targets.

While the Council

supports NEGEA's petition to increase its entitlement in
non-oil-fired baseload capacity, it cannot guarantee that
the Seabrook facility (or Pilgrim 2) wlil be timely completed
nor can it guarantee that this facility's final cost will be
as claimed in the record of this proceeding.

The Attorney

General's warnings and concern are here noted and appreciated~l~
Given these uncertainties and the Companies' stated position
that it cannot meet its projected capability responsibility
even with the timely addition of the new Seabrook shares,
it is apparent to the Council that either the Companies'
existing supply plan is grossly inadequate or NEGEA's forecast
of needs is excessive.

(Exh. NB-16, Schedule FI, Revised)

The Council would be seriously abnegating its public responsibility if it in any way endorsed the Companies' logic.
NEGEA has indicated in the record an interest in pursuing
the feasibility of a new coal-fired unit with a nominal size
. of 600 MW.

TvlO

candidate sites are under consideration:

(in Sandwich), and Somerset.

Canal

(D.P.D. Tr. Vol. XXIV at p.138;

AG-19. Response to Question 88).

A target in-service date of

1992 has been tentatively chosen (D.P.U. Tr. Vol. XXV at p.14).

,
I

15

Testimony of Paul L. Chernick, DPU 20055, pp.56-86.

iI
I

. t,
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The Council is very interested in this venture and requests
that it be informed of the status of this component of its
long-range supply plan as the Companies seek to resolve its
need, site, and in-service date.

c.

Alternative ,Energy Resources
NEGEA has indicated in the record of this case that it

"

has not analyzed the potential role alternative electrical
energy resources may play in its generation mix.
NEGEA-2, Response,to Q. 88).

(Exh.

These options include hydro,

wind, wood, and rkfuse-fired systems.

The Council adamantly

disagrees with the Companies' assumption that these renewable
resources are not worthy of the systems' active interest and
development.

Other systems operating in the Commonwealth

(and throughout the country) have commenced ambitious renew1J;

abIes programs.

NEGEA should do likewise.
/

D.

Conservation Initiatives,

Loa~Management

and Public Policy

The Council is on record in support
of cost effect load
- ..:
management and conservation efforts. 16

NEGEA, in response to

EFSC Staff queries, had indicated that the companies are
'----.
studying "load management opportunities" (Responses to
Question A-I, EFSC Staff Supply Questions).

The Council en-,

courages NEGEA to expeditiously pursue load management tech-

nologies and conservation initiatives as an integral part
of its future supply planning strategies.

16

These

See in Re Hassachusetts E'le~ctric et al, 4 nm·lSC
---'
February 26, 1981.

.
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..
unconventional times require unconventional energy
sources.

The Council urges the Companies to take the

lead in their service territories in promoting a more
economically and socially rational utilization of primary
energy resources tc help secure and maintain a healthy
and prosperous 'economy.

The existing stock of energy-

'consuming appliances, equipment, and structuresm'lDc " O_y
residential, commercial and industrial ratepayers were
never acqu~~ed with the thought that the current fuel
price mix would be what i t is today.

Ratepayers are con-

fused by erratic jumps in prices and chronic oscillation
between

rep~rted

scarcities and surpluses of the major

energy feedstocks.

The Council takes official notice

of the substance of New England Electric Systems' NEESPLAN
and Northeast utilities e Conservation Program for the
1980~~ as reputable models of Pdsitive industry action

that addresses these trend,: in prices and cos·ts.
dire~t

in particular, which took no

NEESPL.l\N,

"

public sector prodding

to generate, is well suited to the needs of its service
territory, public policy, and NEES stockholders. NEES'
'-.......
program is an on-going strategy subject to frequent adjustment and adaptation to economic realities and to
(And hence, NEESPLAN II).

ensuing practical experience.

The System is attempting to give the program broad public
exposure and to solicit customer involvement and support.

"

.

'"

.

I

'.
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NU's conservation program includes major efforts toward
prcmoting customer awareness and information tailored to
each ratepaying class.

Both systems are increasingly

emphasizing the usp of incentives to steer appropriate
and more cost effective customer investment and consuming
behavior.

They nOvi realize and appreciate the

fact that customers really seek specific services and
not raw energy (KWH) or demand (KW).

The Council does

not anticipate that the ratepayers of the NEGBA distribution subsidiaries will, collectively, be either hostile
or indifferent to sincere, mutual efforts to promote
more efficient and less costly utilization of energy.

IV.

ORDER
The points discussed above are now incorporated in

the following Council Order.

The Companies are'reminded
; ....,-

that the Council staff is prepared to assist with any
questions which may arise as the Companies proceed to
implement this Order.
Therefore it is now ORDERED that NEGEA's Third
Annual Supplement to its Long-Range Forecast of Electric
Needs .and Requirements be, and hereby is, REJECTED.
Approval of. future Forecasts or Supplement ,·;ill be contingent on the Companies' good faith effcrts with respect
to the Conditions that follow.
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Demand Conditions
1.

In the future Council filings any interview conducted
for the purpose of gathering data for the forecast
must meet the following standards:
a.

For each type of interview, a detailed statement of the purpose must be developed" which
identifies the types of data to be collected.

b.

Based on the stated purpose, selection criteria
must be developed and applied in identifying
interviewees.

Efforts to ensure representative-

ness and comprehensiveness must be made.
c.

All interviewees shall be identified, including
a description of the individual's specific
area of expertise.

d.

A standard interview format shall be administered
to each individual, using a written questionnnaire.

e.

~lliere

forecasts are requested as part of the

interview, a consistent set of questions about
methodology and assumptions shall be asked of
each interviewee.
f.

Results of the interviews shall be quantified
and summarized.

g.

Confidentiality may be discussed with interviewees, but promised only when requested.
The items to be kept confidential shall be
specifically designated, and protective orders
\-lill be granted by the El'SC as approprii1te.

.

"

.,.
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2.

NEGEA' s reliance on the survey intervievl technique
as the primary basis for its projections of demand
will no longer be acceptable methodology before this
Council.

The methodology's absence of quantification

of price, conservation, appliance efficiency improvements, changing economic conditions, load management
other key determinants and energy policies will no
longer be acceptable before this Council.
a.

The reliance on forecaster judgements and
historic trends must be minimized; where these
are reasonably employed (i. e.', it is shown
that no other method is feasible), the Companies
must fully describe the assumptions underlyin~
its judgements and tr.enQ analyses.

b.

Interview data cannot

be used as a substitute

for quantitative :malysis;

intervie\~

data alone

cannot

be used to project any forecast com-

onent.

The council does not prohibit the

of interviews in some manner in the NEGEA
forecasting methodology; the value of these
interviews in reinforcing the familarity of
NEGEA with its service area is apparent.
Should NEGEA attempt to combine interviewing
effectively with other methodologies (other
than judgement and mere trend analysis), the
Council would not object-provided that the
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interviews are conducted according to those

~l

certain standards enumerated in Condition 1
above.

1

1,.

These standards, developed to address

the many shortcomings of the current survey-

,

;

interview technique, should, if carried out

f

conscientiously, at least ensure that the
interviews are comprehensive, systematic and
subject to review.
3.

The choice of methods employed in future NEGEA filings
must be supported by a presentation of why the
method was selected.

This presentation should

be based on an analysis of the resources and

con~

straints to forecasting for NEGEA's service area,
and an evaluation of alternative methods and why
they

a~e

not feasible,

This analysis should consider

the availability, frequency, and level of detail of
data on socioeconomic variables, weather, customer
bills, conservation and other key determinants of
electricity demand.

1.

The Council directs NEGEA to appraise thoroughly

the potential for direct control of major residential
and commercial appliance loads for purposes of load factor
improvement.

This point should be specifically addressed
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by NEGEA in its nex~ filing.

The fact that these demand

management activities are being aggressively pursued
by other l1assachusetts utilities suggests to the Council
that this strategy may also be of value to NEGEA and its
ratepayers.
2.

The Council also orders NEGEA to pursue actively and

to support the promotion of renewable energy resources,
cogeneration and conservation in Massachusetts.

The

next NEGEA filing should also explicitly address this
requirement.
3.

Finally, the Companies' anticipated cooperation

with the Council's recent Administration Bulletin 81-1
is made a condition to this order.

An excellent foundation

to this response has already been established in the
record of this case.

NEGEA is requested to further

respond to the Council concerns as set out in Administrative
B~lletin

(a)

81-1 by:
Updating its analysis of the economic and
financial feasibility of converting to coal
the Canal Unit No.1, and

(b)

Appraising the technical, economic and financial
merits of alternative strategies (particularly
a new , coal unit) to coal conversion at the
Canal Station, and
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(c)

Detailing the effort necessary to maintain
air

quality and other environMental standards

as a result of conversion and alternative coalbased strategies.

~N(.,s)( ~ J

.J";',,,-e){- n"
J

Robert T. Smart, Jr., Esq.
Hearing Officer

This decision was unanimously approved by those members
present and voting at the Energy Facilities Siting Council neeting of May 7, 1981.
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CO)i:·l0:mSAL'I'JJ OF HASSACHUSETTS

Energy Facilities Siting Council

\
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

In the Matter of the Petition of
Co"E1om'leal th Electric Company
(formerly Ne~ Bedford Gas and
Edison Light Company) (for Approval
of An Occasional Supplement to
Its 1979 Long-Range Forecast
of Electric Power Needs and
Requirements (f\p' '~l \~:l~

EFSC No. 79-4B

DECISION
The Massachusetts Energy Facilities Siting Council (hereafter
"Council") APPROVES the immediate construction by Commonwealth
Electric Company of a second 115 kV transmission line on the
existing .Right Qf

Way'betw~en

Dennis and Orleans, subject to

the conditions'set out below.

Commonwealth Electric Company

(hereafter "the Company") may continue to use To,-don 101 to
keep the entire Right of lQay (hereafter' "RON") clear of. un-

.

~.~

desirable highgrowing species, in accordance with the conditions
spelled out in the ORDER below.

----I.

HISTORY OF THE PROCEEDINGS

The Company filed an Occasional Supplement on March 28,

1980, under Council Rule 65.3.

In the Occasional

S~pplernent,

the company described its construction proposal, and asked for
Council approval.

The Council, after requiring notification

by publication, posting, and dire'c-t m.:liling to abi.lttcrs, held

"
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a local informational hearing at the Bre,vster Community Ceni;.er
on June 11, 1980.

This hearing ,vas Hell attended,

The Hearing

Officer explained that citizens had a right to petition for
intervenor or participating person status for the adjudicatory
hearing to be held in Boston.
Fifty-tHO persons, many of them abutters to the existing
ROW, signed a single "Petition to Intervene", "Ihich had been
.

.

drawn up and Has fil~d on August 12, 1980 by Robert A.
Bartlett, Esq. of Plymouth.

An order .o.llO\ving the inter-'

vention Has issued 9n September 3, 1980.
After some discovery by the parties and the Staff had
taken place, an unexpected event occurred ,vhich caused some
delay in the proceedings.

"J

,'''.'

Attorney Bartlett \d thdreH, and
i

an appearance on .behalf of the Intervenors \vas filed by Kane
and Bahouth, of Boston.
The Company filed a mo·tion on January 7, 19 B1 to .. sever
the issue of the manner of long-term maintenance of a section
of right-of-Hay from '"

th~other

--

issues in this proceeding".

This motion, which raised several complicated legal issues,
was pressed vigorously by the Company, and opposed just as
vigorously by the Intervenors.
1981, the

In a ruling issued January 15,

Hearing Officer severed the issue of the scope of

Council jurisdiction over long-term maintenance of transmi ssion line rights-of-",ay from the hearing in this proceeding.
HO~'lever, the Hearing Officer" ruled that r(~levant cvidencc~

.

of the
on costs and c~~ironmcntal imoacts
.
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Co~npany's

proposed

line, including vegetation maintenance plans, Ylould be adm1.ssible.
'l~he

This was not the end of this jurisdictional dispute.

Intervenors 1 motion to reconsider the JClnu.3.ry 15 t 1981

ruling was denied on January 16, 1981; the Company's motions
to limit the scope of the proceedings and to reconsider the
severance were denied during the hearings on January 21,
1981 and January 27, 1981, respectively.

II.

COUNCIL JURISDICTION

The parties have held, and apparently still hold, very
different views as to the nature and scope of Council jurisdiction over transmission line siting and maintenance.
differing views were
in connection

pres~ed

These

by the parties during discovery,

with the Company's '''motion to sever", in

motions to exclude evidence, and finaJly, in the closing
arguments and briefs.

The Company h,as contended that the

Council's enabling statute and regulations permit it to
review construction of

ne~

transmission lines, but not

future maintenance of the rights-of-way.,

The Company sug-

gests the ROW maintenance is a matter left to the general
supervisory authority of the Department of Public Utilities,
and that regulation of herbicides has been left to the
Pesticides Board.
tlla t

The Intervenors, by contrast, assert

th8 manner of maint'enancc ofa right-of -\>JilY in con-

llCCtioIl with

Q

plan to construct h new tranSmiS!ii,on ' line

is an inseparabl'e par t' of such a plan, and therefore,' tha t
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the Council

mu~t

consider maintenance al terna tives and impac·ts

in applying its responsibility to "provide a necessary energy
supply for the commonwealth ,Ii t!l a minimum impac t on the
environment at the lowest possible cost", G.L. c. 164 §69H.
Intervenors also assert that the Council must examine environmental impacts of the Company's maintenance plan in

o~der

to

carry out its constitutional and statutory mandate to make
sure that all feasible
measures have been taken to avoid
,
damage to the environment.
The jurisdictional issues raised by the parties deserve
some comment.

The ,Council does not intend, however, to

state exactly how jurisdiction over maintenance of rightsof-way and herbicide use fn connection therewith is divided
i

between itself, the DPU, the Pesticides Board, EPA, the

-.

Department of Environmental Quality Engineering, and others;
.
- --.. - ..
such a task might be more appropria~e, in the right context,
for the Attorney General or a reviewing court.

TheCouncil

is not aware of any Attorney General or court opinions

----.

which spell out the scope of Council jurisdiction in,this
area.

The Council is, therefore, guided by the express

language and purpose of its statute and regulations.
The council looks at three factors - adequacy of
supply, cost, and environmental impact - in reviewing
new facility proposals.

'G.L. c. ·164 §§69H, 69,1.

It also

examines those pl:oposals for cons1istency with cut'rent
health, environmental protection, and resource use and
development policies of the state of Nassachus2ttS.

-y6-

The Council's Administrative Bulletin

1?-2,

made part

of its regulations by Rule 64.S(]}, rc:;uires that a company,
before it rouy construct a nel'; transmission line, describe
its planned maintenance practices and provide information
concerning surface waters and water courses, aquifers,
springs and major wells, wetlands, private on-lot wells,
and forest type and vegetation to be cleared.

Evidence

has been introduced by both parties on proposed and alternative maintenance practices, and on Cape Cod hydrology and
location of wells.

It is appropriate, given the mandates

cited in the previous. paragraph and given the kind of
information-gathering contemplated by Administrative Bulletin
80-2, that the:Council reV2ew the Company's maintenance plan
as part of the transmission line proposal and decide whether
i t is better than alternative maintenance plans;
In this proceeding, the Compan~ is proposing to
construct a new transmission line in an existing right-ofway which already contains a transmission line.

The pro-

posal contemplates that an additional swath - approximately
15 feet wide at the northerly edge of the ROW - be cleared
to ensure that no trees can interfere with the new lines.
It also contemplates that the existing transmission line
be taken out of service and repaired once the nel'; line
is installed.
the

110W lille

Consequently, the entire ROi'I snrrounding
-

not just ~hc ne~ 15 foot swnth - will be

maintained in the fu·ture.

l\ccordingly, the Council is
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reviel'ling, and is issuing un orUER on, main'tenance of bath
the presently cleared portion and the ne., 15 foot sl-lath
as part of this proceeding.

(Thl3 Council no tes I

ho~.;ever,

that

i t '-lould not have jurisdiction over maintenance of the already
cleared portion if the Company "lere not;. proposing this nel'l
transmission line.

The Council, in its analysis, is considering

those additional costs and impacts associated with the 15 foot
portion of the ROI".)

III.

COURSE OF TilE HEARING

The hearing ran thirteen days between January 21, 1981
and March 3, 1981.

Thirty exhibits were introduced by the

Company, h'lelve by the Intervenors.

In addition, a large

number of technical papers, calculations and summaries I'lere
received as "source documents" but not made part of the
record.
The Company pre-filed much of its testimony through
its Occasional Supplement and responses to information
requests.

Witnesses for the Company, in order of appearance,

were the following:
Dennis Henzel.

System Planning Representative for the

Company, and a Registered Professional Engineer.
Le"lis F. \'lells.

Pes,ticidc Program Supervisor for the

Mass~cllusctts Pesticides Board; holds n masters Degree in

Entomology.

(~:r.

Hells

poena ,,,as issued by the Hearing Officcl: at the Compnny's
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Donald E.

cu~mings.

Supervi~or

of the Asplundh Tree

Expert Company, which has maintained the Company's rights
of way in Massachusetts for several years.
Karl II. Deubert.

Professor at the University of NaS5a-

chusetts Cranberry Experiment Station; holds the degree of
Doctor of Agriculture from Martin Luther university, Halle,
'Germany.
Kathleen E. Thrun.

Analytical chemist at Arthur D.

I

Little, Inc.i received an A.B. degree from Northeastern
University in chemistry and h:'5 taken graduate courses at
Northeastern and at Boston University Medical School.
Philip A. Morrow.

Company's Senior Environmental

I
Engineeri, holds a Masters oegree
from Tufts university in the

environmental area of civil engine,{ring.
Robert M. Devlin.

Professor of plant physiology at the

University of Massachusetts; holds a,PH. D. in plant physiology
from the University of Maryland.
The Intervenors did not present evidence on direct
examination concerning need forthetransmi~sion line nor
on alternative routes.
tion.

This was done through cross-examina-

Their \"itnesses testified on technical issues relating

to maintenance of the line through the use of herbicides.
\~itnesses

for the Intervenors, in order of appearance, were

the follmving:

Herbert E.

Whitlock~

Private citizen who has been

President of the Association for the Preservation of Cape
Cod; holds a Ph. D. from Ne"l York Universit:y in physical
chemistry.
.

Scott Horsley.

Director of the laboratory

.

for.th~

Barnstable County Health Department; holds a Bachelor of
Science degree in biology and chemistry from South Eastern
Massachusetts Unive~sity, and is about to obtain a Master
of Arts degree in marine affairs from the

Univers~ty

of

Rhode Island.
Andrew Canada.
at the

U~iversity

Assistant Professor of Pharmacology

of Massacp

etts; holds a Doctorate in

Pharmacy from· the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and
Science.
Walter Hulica.

Employed as a·senior hydrologist at

-

the consulting firm IEP, Incorporated; holds a Naster of
Science degree in geology from the University of Wisconsin.
,

IV.

ANALYSIS

Summary of Proposed Line
The Company proposes to construct a 115 kV transmission
line on Cape Cod, bet\-leen Dennis and Orleans, "lith an imrnedia·te in-service date (hereafter Proposed Line).
\-lould be constructed north of <In

~xisting

The line

115 kV structure

(hereafter Exi~ting Line) within all existing lSD-foot wide
r ight-of-'·lay.

'fhe propos<ll require", \·,idening the cleared
-40-

..""~.

pO.t~

tion of the

(~>:isting

RON by (J,bou"t 15 fee"t . . The :Existing Litle

would then be repaired and would serve as a backup .to the
Proposed Line.
ne\~

If, in addition to the Proposed Line, a planned

line is constructed

bet\~een

Harvlich and Orleans (hereaf ter

Future Loop) the Existing Line would be removed (EX. NB-2,
p. 7).

The Proposed Line would extend from the Company's

existing Dennis Tap in a generally easterly direction through
the towns of Dennis and Brewster to the existing substation
to Orleans.
Single wood poles ,'Iill be used as primary sUfport structures for the circuits; steel poles will be used at high
stress. points along the ROW where the line changes direction
or encounters a long span.

Each pole will support three

phases from davit arms in a vertical configuration.

"

""""

Pole

heights will vary from 80-100 feet above ground and structures
will he spaced approximately 500 feet apart {EX. NB-3, Q/A
11).

The section of line from Brewster to Orleans (4.8 miles)

will be underbuilt with a 23 kV line.

The remaining portion

of line ,·;ill be constructed with the capability of being
underbuilt with a 23 kV line at a later date.

The estimated

cost of the project is approximately $2,185,000 (EX. NB-29,
February 29, 1981).
The priMary environmental ifi\?act of concern in this
proceeding is t:hc use of. herbicides in maintaining
vege tu tioD,

i:l par tiel! 1 Clr,

RO\'1

th(~ pc>tcn t. in 1. for cor1 t.:'l.mi na tion

of "grouIldwatcr ~nd pri~atc ~ells.

Tl~c5e impacts are dis-

clJssed below in detail.
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The Staff also considered the visu<11 impacts of the nc\,;
poles, \vhich \-:ill be some 20 feet taller than the existing
poles.

The Company analyzed the visual impacts of the poles

at the request of the Staff.

The Staff l s assessment of this

analysis indicates that the higher poles \vould not be significantly more visible than'the existing poles (EX. 1-1,

pp. 6-7).
Since the Proposed Line will be sited in an exis;ing
RON, other environmental impacts associated \"i t.h transmission
line siting v,ere revie\ved and found not to be significant.
The analysis of the Company's proposal which follows
will discuss the need for the Proposed Line, including an
evaluation .of alternative:,:.

An analysis of the environment.al

impacts of the Proposed Line, in particular the Intervenors'
concern with well contamination, will follow.
Need for the Proposed Line
The Company presents three arguments to support the need
for the Proposed Line.T\w of these arguments are related
to the reliability of servl;e' to Lmler Cape Cod 1 customers.
One is the deteriorated condition of the Existing Line; the
other is the lack of adequate back-up transmission capacity.
The third concern is the costs of line losses.

Each of these

arguments will be analyzed below.
1

The LOi,.•~er Cape reft;rs to the to\',"!1S of Chat.hztr.l, Bre;'Jstcr
Orleans, Eastha.l~(, ~':ellf]ect, '1'ru;C!, .:l~1.:; l'!·O~:i:lcetO!,·;n.
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I

First, the Company hilS stated that the Proposed Line \-,ill
increase the reliability of service to the Company's custom~rs
on Cape Cod.

At present, if the 115 kV line fails or is taken

out of service, an' outage \',ould result since ther:e is no redundant transmission capability to serve customers on the
Lower Cape.

In the past, back-up to the Existing Line has been

through a 23 kV distribution system bet\',een Handch and Orleans;
loads now exceed the capacity of this distribution system to
back-up the Existin~ Line (EX. NB-G).

At present this is the

only transmission line in all of the Company's franchise area
that cannot be taken out of service, at any time, without
causing customer outages (Tr. Vol. I, p. 146).
The Company had planned to address this reliability

"

problem by constructing a ne\'l 115 kv line in 'a neH RON from
/
2
Harwich to Orleans (the Future Loop Line).
Originally
scheduled for service in 1979-80, constru~tion is now delayed
until 1987 at the earliest because 'of unforseen difficulties
encountered in securing title (EX. NB-2, p. 5).

The Future

Loop Line will increase the-reliability of service to the
LO\ver Cape; hOvlever, the delay in its construction has contributed to the Company's present need for the Proposed Line
(Tr. Vol. I, p. 115).
2

The Future Loop Line is being pursued by the Company
because i t \'1Ould not only back-up the E~:isting Line
hut \"ould also provide reduI}dancy to an()~h!..::: ~xist!.ng
11:' kV line b(~t..\·lcc~n the D~~nr.is Ta~) ~r~d !!;:~:·,,·:lC;l.

T!1;_~

Companies have stated that i~l:cans8 of lhL~ \_:·~~lay ,~n
obtaining the right-af-way for thl"! Future LO()i) LJ.nC',
the Proposed Line will provide reliability in the
shor t~ternl.' Should the' Loa;) Line be cancelled, then
t!le Proposed LiTle i.s needed· for long-term reliability.
-43~

The Council has evaluated the above reliability arguments
presented by the Company.

The Company' s minimum demand \,as

13.7 MVA at the Orleans substation in 1980 (EX. NB-1, P. 5).
The 23 kV distribution sys·tem has summer emergency short-

term (12 hour) and long-term ratings of 15.3 and'13.3 MVA,
respectively.

Since even the short-term rating is now ex-

ceeded at minimum demand, if the existing 115 kV line were
out of service, it ~ould be necessary to shed individual
customers to avoid ~n outage.

The two largest customers

are a nursing home and an elderly housing project (EX.
NB-3, a/A 6) and could not easily be shed.

Moreover, there

are. no interruptible customers on this line \'Iho could be
curtailed (Tr. Vol. IV, p. 122), so rolling blackouts and
overloads are inLTllinent..

With the Proposed Line in service

and the Existing Line repaired, the potential for loss of
service on the Lower Cape would be mitigated. 3
The Council agrees with the Company that its inability
to deal with such a single contingency is an unacceptable
risk for the LOvler Cape and indicates a lack of system
reliability.

The Council finds that construction of the

Proposed Line would significantly reduce that risk and improve
system reliability.
3

The Council would encourage the Company to develop a
formal conti,ngency plan to eleal \·:1 th an unplanned outage
due to failure of the Existing LillC, particularly if
th(~ Pro!"".:osec.1 Line is not" .in~·sl~:~~~ice by thi~"; SllJn8~r,
\,:hen lo~ds exceedi.ng the 23 kv linels c.:lpZlcity \o!ill

occur (Sec EX.

NB~6,

Q/A 3) . .
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The second argument presented by the Company concerns
i!n;?Zlc-ts (:n

reliability cCtused by the prezent Clge and conc1i-

tion of the Existing Line.

The line is old and in need of

r~pairSi extensive evidence on the condition of the line

was presented to the Council (EX. NB-3, Q/A 1; EX.NB-1,
pp. 2-4).

At a minimum, the repairs would require a planned

outage of several hours' duration in order to replace two
damaged insulator strings (EX. NB-3, Q/A 2).
damaged insulators should be repaired, some
poles should be replaced.

4

Further, all
hard\~are

and some

Even ...,ith repairs, the Company

is concerned with the Existing Line's structural integrity
to withstand high winds or winter ice storms.
The recent outage history of the Existing Line demonstrates that none of the ou'tages can be attributed to problems
\-li th the condition of the line, except for a planned outage
in ,1976 to repair damaged insulators (I':X. NB-1, p. 4).

I10\~-

ever, two insulator strings are knOwn to have 50% or more of
the insulators damaged; due to safety risks to muintenance
crews, these insulator strings cannot be repaired without
a planned outage (EX. NB-2, p. 5).

Again, because of the

lack of a back-up to the Existing Line and the need to take
the line out of service to repair insulator strings, the
4

There \"ould be fe'wer pieces of hardware and poles replaced if the Exis,ting Line \Vere used as a hack-up feed
to the Lm~er Cape, whereas if it is the only 'feed, \~hich
it is now, then approximately 50 percent of the structures
neec: replacing ('l'r. Vol. I, 'p. 17.7).
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Council agrees that the nccd for repairs contributes to the
need for the Proposed Linp-.
Finally, the Company bases the need for the Proposed
Line on reduced line losses and line. ma.intenance costs.

The

Company testified that the Proposed Line, with new 795 kcmil
ACSR conductors, would have saved line losses of 1,011,816
kwh in 1980 alone (EX. NfI-3, Q/A

t;).

1'his translates to

$50,591 at 4¢/kwh, an estimated average cost of electricity

generated at Canal Station.

In addition, a new line will

be less expensive to operate and maintain than the Existing
Line.

Since t.he Company's reliability argument hinges on the

repair of the Existing Line, some of these maintenance costs
will be incurred with or without tteProposed Line, but future
operation and .maintenance costs \·,'ill be minimized if the
Proposed Line is built.
Alternatives to the Proposed Line were explored by
Council Staff through technical sessions and discovery.
An alternative site, specifically the Futur.e Loop Line, is
not a timely alternative to the Proposed Line (See p. 11,
infra.).

A temporary line would cost more than the Proposed

IJine (EX. NB-1, p. 14).

other alternatives explored \-lere

oneS that \wuld permit' repair of the Existing Line, so as
to provide some measure of reliability in the short-term.
One alternative would be to place a temporary generator

I,inc witllout
Ilccassitating
an butagc.
.
.

not practical because the

r.equir~d
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This alternative is

logistics, labaT,

pernd -tting, and rental and/or purchase costs arc prohibitive.
Further, the fuel costs alone for an appropriate size diesel
Q/~

generator are excessive (EX. NB-3,

8).

The Staff also considered the alternative of scheduling
curtailments for large customers so that the 23 kV line could
serve as temporary back-up while the Existing Line was out
of service and was reparied.

This alternative was found to

be impractical because the Company has no interruptible cus-

I

-

tomers nor large customers amenable to an outage (See p. 12,
infra.).
None of these alternatives, even if the practical aspects
of their implementation were resolved, address the most compelling aspect of the Comr.,:ny' s arguments for the need for
-

the line;

.-

that service to the Lower Cape is presently un/

reliable due to the lack of adequate back-up transmission
capability. - The Company's transmission system is designed
to continue to supply load even with the loss of a single
major component, such as the Existing Line.

This first

contingency loss criterion is not uncommon to the industry
nor is it unfamiliar to the Council (See 3 DO!-lSC 93, In the
Matter of the Middleboro Electric Light Department and
3 nm;sc 1, In the Natter of the Holyoke Electric Department).
The council finds that such a reliability criterion represents
pruden-t planning and agrees that the Proposed I,ine is the

electricity to its Cape Cod customers.
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Environmental Impacts
The Companyt~ plans for maintenance of the Proposed
Line's ROW were of concern to Intervenors in this proceeding.

Their specific concern is groundwater con~

.taminatioll related to the use of herbicides (Tr. Vol.
II, p.

90).

The Company's proposed transmission ROW vegetation
management program begins with initial construction, when
selected growth is cleared by hand cutting and machine
chipping (See EX. NB-1, pp. 8-12).

The ROW is then

maintained by employing selective chemical treatment to
those plant species '-Ihich will exc~ed five feet in height.
Grm-lth of vegetation wi thin cleared transmission
line corridors il3 constrained to allm-l-.for. access to
poles and lines by vehicles and to' eliminate danger to
the lines.

The Company proposes to apply herbicides,

through its contractor, the"'---Asplundh.Tree Expert Company,
'.

as a cost-effective solution to prevent reestablishment
of the tall growing species of vegetation.

The species

which will interfere with the line are easily identified and are the only ones that will be treated with
herbicides (EX. 1-2, Q/A 37).

Asplundh employees
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,.

sp=ay trees that may be as large

~s

5

f~0t

tall and

sprouts of certain species as small as 6 inches (Tr.
Vol. VIII, pp. 108 and 110).

The Company will use

selective clearing and feathering techniques

o~

the

ROW to leave as much natural vegetation as line
clearance requirements will allow.
The herbicide Tordon 101 is applied selectively
to individual trees on a regular basis, approximately
every three years.

The Company contends that such

selective vegetation management (EX. NB-10) reveals and
encourages the-growth of low shrubs and grasses under
the lines and taller shrubs and low growing trees along
the edges of the ROW.

The Company does not apply

herbicides within 50 feet of any known private or public
~lells

and the only work within 100 feet of wetlands

consists of topping off trees which might pose a danger
(EX. 1-2, Q/A 14).

The tree warden in each town is

notified prior to herbicide application.

The Company

estimates that selective spraying would cost approximately $85/acre on Cape Cod.

(Tr. Vol. III, p. 151).
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The Company estimates that an alternative technique of hand
cutting "ould cost five to ten'times as n:uch per acre as
selective spraying (EX. NU-1, p. 12 and Tr. Vol. VIII, p. 150);
frc~:~ently

to control

fast growing sprouts, involves disruption of estahlished
plants by machinery, and can be hazardous to the persons
operating °th:' machines.

The Intervenors' concern 'vi th this proposed maintenance
plan is th~t the herbicides;5 particularly 2,4-D, will reach
the groundwater and private ,,'ells located in or near the
ROW, and that 2,4-n and its metabolites pose a human health
hazard.

Both the Intervenors and the Company presented

evidence to Council Staff on the likely movement and
degradation of 2,4-D, on the hydrogeology of the Cape, and,
to a limited degree, on the

2,4-D.

ch~onic

toxicity effects of

The analysis belm'l briefly sU!:'.marizes the evidence

presented by the Intervenors and the Comrany, and traces the
con'tended behavior of the herbicide in the

ROi~

environment,

beginning with application, through movement and degradation,
to groundwater contamination and human health effects.
5

Toroon 101 contains two synth~tic organic chemicals
(besides inert addi,tives "ihich r~c1uce spray drift):
2,4-D (40%) and picloram (10'5) (EX. NB-27).
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The select.ive Clpplicat.ion methoc. used by .Asplundh Tree
Expert Company on the existing right-of-t·;ay is illustrated
in Exhibit NO-10.

The application is. short and produces

a very fine spray, which is made heavy through an inert
additive.

The quantity of spraying solution applied to one

tree depends on many factors, including the care ofapplication, the pressure of the spray gun, the size of the spray
gun nozzle, and the size of the target tree.

The quantity

I

testified to by Don 'Cummings, an employee of Asplundh, and
Dr. Karl Deubert, (Tr. Vol. VII, p. 102; Tr. Vol. VII,
p. 18) is approximately 240 milliliters per tree or sprout
on the average.

Tordon 101 is diluted with 99 parts water

to one part concentrate be"ore application.

r.

,

Approximately

one and one-half gallons of Tordon,101 per acre is applied
/

'.

(EX. NB-1, p.11).
The Company's expert \.;i tnesses testified that n:ost ·of the
spraying solution applied to a tree is absorbed into the
plant.

Some of the spraying solution drips off onto the

ground and some will ..drift...... to a non-target area either
during application or after the process of vaporization
off the tree.

Both the additives in Tordon 101 Clnd the

selective spraying method illustrat.ed in Exhibit NB-10 help
to limit drift; in addition, the chemical photodecomposes.
The percent of Clpplied spraying solution that. drips off a
t:rRC onto the 9rour!·J is up

many by Don curnmi.ngs

('f!:.

to··:l·_~fc:~:-:e:it"., ;t(;co~·:;in.,::

.\

Vol. VIiI, p. 137) .

to tcsti-

Dr. Karl

Daubert testified tllat as muell os four percent on the
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averag~

(with possibly one percent more if a small tree, or a tree
Hith little leaf surface to absorb the solution, is sprayed)

The leaching of the herbicide into the ground depends
on several circumstances, primarily the timing and quantity
of rainfall.

Asplundh Tree Expert

COillp~ny

plans to spray

in the summertime and to avoid spraying on days when rain
is expected.

The cAemicals stay on the ground until there

is enough precipitation to dissolve them, and leach them
into the ground.

The testimony indicates that, on Cape Cod,

approximately 43 inches of rainfall occurs each year

\~ith

16 inches available for g:r:9undwater re' ~large; .therest is
evapo-transpired (EX. I-10, picture #35).

Grouad,.;ater re-

charge, however, does not occur in the summertime (Tr. Vol.
IV, p. 60).
Extensive testimony was presented on the nature of
soils and groUnd\'later on Cape Cod by Intervenor \-ii tnesses
\'1hi tlock, Horsley, and Hulica and Company \-li tnesses Deubert
and Morrow.
10\-1

The Intervenors contend that Cape Cod soils are

in organics, the presence of \~hich are necessary to the

degradation of2,4-n.

Generally, there is a layer of soil

which varies in thickn~ss, up to five feet, that is part of
a zone of aeration that, extends to the ,·:ater table (Tr.
Vol. \', p.' 1-12).
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'i'h8 land sur face changes irt-egnlarly Oil the existing

ROW from areas of humus with grass to areas of bare gravels2.nd I \·;:1.th trees and shrubs prcs~nt throughout.

1\150

peat and clay layers preventing dO'.oJnwarc1 movement of rainfall
are distributed irregularly in both the topsoil layer and
in the rest of the zone of ae.ration.

Al though the existing

ROi1 is characterized by sandy soils, the topsoil layer does
contain 1-4% organic material (Tr. Vol. V, p. 104).

It should

be noted that in order for the chemicals to be leached do\'ln
to the \·;ater table, they would have to be carried 'Chrough the
topsoil and en·tire zone of aeration to the

~later

table by

rainfall.
Evidence \'ws presented on the break:dmYn of 2,4 -D by
both parties.

-The variables which affect the breakdmm of

2,4-D include factors such as time, temperature, humidity,
sunlight, the medium (air, trees, soil, water), and the
presence of organics and bacteria.

The half-life of the

compound (a measure of the time required for one-half of
the substance to be degraded, detoxified, or lost) is
determined by these variables.

The Intervenors contend that

due to the ROl1 environment, the herbicides will not be dearaded nol.- detoxified before reaching the \"ater table, and
~

\·,ill be ingested by private \·;e11 users, leading to adverse
heC11th effects.
~:::i

The COi:ipany cont;'~i1ds that th0 hc~rbicides

11. not rcrlch the \'iuter t:abl(~1 ('Eld thecc[orc, \·:.i.ll not
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..
E'VlaCnce
prCsentc0,1n
thJS case sho,·::; thilt neither 2,4-0

nor its metabolites have been subjected to rigorous evaluation regarding toxicity and health effects . . Dr. Cnnada, the

been involved in four to six consultations regal"Cling multiple
pesticides exposure.

The effects of 2,4-D have not been

isolated through these consultations.

Acute exposures to

2,4-D are not an issue in this proceeding, because the concentrations to be applied are too low (Tr. Vol. 2, p. 133).
Nhen questioned on.cross-examination about specific concentra·tions at \'lhich 2,4-D poses specific human health effects,
Dr. Canada said " ••• that data does not exist."

v,

p. 39).

data;

(~i:r. Vol.

The EPA is commencing an effort to gather such

i t is requiring manufacturers of 2,4-0 to conduct studies

of chronic toxicity, the results of which arc unlikely to
.
6
be available for several years (~r. Vol. v, p. 54).
Analysis and Conclusions
The evaluation by the Council of the above summarized
evidence on the behavior of2,4-D on this ROW considered the
method of herbicide use proposed along Hith the many factors
6

'I'here has recently been publicity regarding the use
of 2,4-D for utility right-of-way maintenance.
Several
sta t.e agencies (Pesticides Board t DepartElen t of Public
Health,· <mel the Department of. Environmental Quality
Engineering) are meeting to discuss and formulate
reco!nmonda"Lions r€qarc1ing the usc of 2,4-D.
':['he
Counc:.i 1 expects thl~ Company to nah~ any rC'coI.l~h7~nc1.:J.tions
i::;:;\.iC':': by t.he:--!.''' group::: ti!~(: t:.' !"::.';,:,):·t to ~'l~-:~ CCHir!.:;il
C1:~~T rc.~.;ltlt..\nCJ ch.:'!n.ges i!~ .1. t:; pro~x.:L::cJ m:Jln~.0n;H1CC

pl.an ..
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'-:hich affect the translocation of the herbicide to the
table.

\~ater

The Council finds that, given the quantity and con-

centration of herbicides the Company plans to apply, the safety
practices it plans to folle--f, and the degrade ticr: character-'istics of the chemical,·it is highly unlikely that the
herbicide will reach any private wells.

It is the cumulative

effect of the above factors that cbnvinces the CouncIl that
the herbicide will be degraded prior to ingestion by private
y/ell users.

Even ir:1 the unlikely event that some herbicide

reaches private

\~ells,

the lack of data on adverse health

effects of 2,4-D, and the fact that 2,4-n has been Ylidely
used in the United States for. a long period of time, indicate
that, in.the

concentratio~3

proposed for use here, a risk is

not posed sufficient to justify banning its usc .
.'

-

The Council finds that the amounts of the chemical
reaching the ground \vill be adsorped by the organics
present in ROW topsoil. 1

Even if the amount of herbicide

reaching the ground were greater than the range of 2-5%
and densely concentrated (See·p:

19, infra.). the organics

in the topsoil could retain all of the 'rordon 101.

The

half-life of the chemical, under RON conditions, is likely
to be 9 days

(Tr. Vol. X, p. 22);. the chemical ,-:ould fully

degrade in 1 to 2 months (Tr. Vol. XI, p. 39).
7

. Further,

'rhe testimony of Dr~ Karl Daubert, for tbe Company,
"nr0scnl.s a T;lodel of the IjklZ·ly <ld:ijCl-:.Jti:.I:; of 2,4-D
Cape Cod topsoil, \.l:::d.n rj cbnse.r\'t'l tive £1ssumptions
about the amount of the c!1f~iTlic.:11 reaching tb(;~ ground

by

and the presence of orgunics.
(Sec Tr. Vol. VITI,
pp. 12 to i::, for·a full explic<ttion of this mo(lcl.)
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even if the application of 'rordon 101 \,;erc

irrlJ'lt~t)iately

followed by heavy. rainfall, t:he chemolco1.l \';Olllt:'l l,e bound
up in the ,top:.'Oil.
Other "safety factors" built into the Company's plan
further reinforce the "bove findings.
Company

h=\S

Particularly, the

testified that it gives a 50 foot berth to all

knm·m \"ells when spraying; the Council applauds this additional
i'

safety factor and expects the Company to continue this
practice.

As the ORDER belm! sets out, the Company must

provide the Intervenors and other interested persons the
opportuni ty to identify the location of \,;ells \'.'i thin the Rm,
or withip- 50 feet of

V.

plan@~d

spraying.

FINDINGS OF FACT

The Council, in support of its ORDER, belO\';' makes the
following findings of fact:
1.

The proposed new 115 kV transmission line is needed

to ensure a reliable supply of ,electricity to the Company's
customers on Cape Cod.

At present, there is no "back-up"

to this line in the event of an unforseen outage; system
reliability will be improved by constructing this
line and repairing the existing line.
2~

1J.1 hc

route selcct:cd by the Compan::·~ is the best:
"
L.' t ." .11'
. . z]' .'1-'
:;
~

~1')

~.J

~

:.:1. --:

-;1.;"11__

\"..

;;

;. ::1:'\" - ( l •~ - •...
1. 7
'o_.':•.•
•. ~.:.

n~·hJ ni:1 t

·;

..

tllQ ne~d to acq\lirc cariemc~Ilts, min~mizcs additj.Oll~l cleRring
•
to bn done, tnUs

i

•

~eeplng

to

,1

min.imu:i1 aesthetic ilnd env.i.r.oa-
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fOellt.al impacts.
3.

Naintenance of this RO\': throuGh
the use of 'rordon
J.

101 in accordance \'1i th the Company plan tdll b~, less costly
and more effective. than any al t>:~rnCttive rna in tcnancc plan

suggested.
4.

In accordance with G.L. c. 30 §61, the council finds

that the en~~ironmental impacts ussocintcd ;·:ith the Company's

plan, in particular with the selective application of Tordon
101 for vegetation in~intenance, arc minhlal, and that the
Company's plan, subject to conditions in the ORDER below,
incorporites all measures reasonably necessary and feasible
to minimize environmental impacts.

VI.

ORDER

It is hereby ORDERED:
1.

That the Company may proceed fortht,·i th to commence
installation of its net, transmission ] inc as proposed.

2.

That the Company should continue to investigate the
possibility of acquiring a right-of-way for a future
Loop Line, and shotlld report to the Council on its
progress in its next annual filing.

3.

'i'hat the Company may maintain the Rm·: in accordance
\..,i th its plan as stated in
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a.

The Company shall not spray herbicides within.
50 feet of any known wetlands, public water
supplies, private 1'7ells and surface l'later,
whether they are in the ROW or not.

b.

The Company shall mee t '·Ii th the Intervenors and
abutters in a convenient public place before
undertaking any spraying of herbicides, in order
to identify private wells and other resources
near which spraying should be avoided.

Notice of

such meeting and of the date spraying'is proposed
to be commenced shall be by publication once a
week for two weeks in two newspapers of general
circulation in the Dennis - Brewster ~ Orleans area,
and by posting in the three town halls, said notice
to be posted at least two weeks in advance of the
meeting and remain in place until after the meeting.
Further, notice by mail shall be provided, at a
minimum, .to the persons listed in the accompanying
"List of Persons to Be Notified by l1ail", to all
abutters, and to all local and regional boards.

R

by ~jrrl--e.<--j-

'"

._,.,.
/ :-,~K'L.c..ut= v.. .
II

"

/

Robert T. Smart Jr., Esq.
EFSC Hearing Officer
This decision was unanimously approved by those members present
and voting at the Energy Facilities Siting Council meeting of
April 3, 1981.

i~,
\' L
\h i\J1}( .. V
1"-. ..) :.-

___
. _l~:lL"--__
il\1 I
•
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JoseHh s.
Chairman

---4(

.'

"l

k

Fltzpat~lc

-----

..

•

•
List* of Persons to nc Notified By Mail
--------------_._-_._--------=.._._-_.__.....

E. Hallauer
12'; Parker Avenue
Ne",ton Highlands, HA 02161
Fr~nl:

Rosarnond

Gag~

& i·lrs. P. Boken
H-2 5 Longvie\'l Drive
Orleans, MA 02653

Hr.

Hart.h{l H.

Stevens

Run Hill Roa.d
Br e';,/ster, lolA 02631

Orleans,

I'lilliam Barbour
1053 Long Pond Road
Bre\'/ster, HA 02631

Judge John Crane
17 North Road
Nutley, New Jersey

Gregory P. Kelly
RR2 Cranberry Lane
Brewster, l1A 02631

Susan and Matthe\·, Speight
Leland Road
Brewster, MA 02631

Edmund H. Ritchie
RR #2
44 Mayflower Circle
Bre\'/ster, l1A 02631

Jed and Paula Vallie
36 Mill Pond Road
Brewster, ~ffi 02631

Richard Lazarus
61 Dicks Way
Brewster, MA 02631
Roland H. Hayo
13 Longview Drive
Orleans, l1A 02653

6

LOIHjvie\'l
~;]\

Drive

02653

Barry and Nancy Souder
Run Hill Road
Brewster, ~ll\ 02631
Donald Stoddard
35 Cranberry lane
Bre"ister, MA 02631

MIM Coakley
Marilyn Thibodeau
589 Airline Road
Brewster, MA 02631
Anita G. Stanley
618 Setucket Road
South Dennis, HA 02660
La"lrence Burns
87 Sturbridge Way
Brewster, ~L~ 02631
Carolyn Constant
6 Cottage Lane
\\iest Bre\·;ster,
Ed~,;in

20

L.

l-:~;:.;!...

*This list "as crea ted after revievi
of questionnaires submitted as
Exhibits 1-11 and 1-12, and review
of letters received from private
citizens by the Hearing Officer.
These individuals identified wells
or water bodies close to or within
the ROI-] , and in hlo instances
specified the presence of beekeeping and organic gardening
businesses close to the ROI-].

Lyon

Grccn~icw

DD:':

NA

385 Red.Top Road RD#1
~m 02631

Brewst~r,

Drive

11:12
:)':::!lli:~;,

!:;t\

02641

!-1ic!l'lc:l Folcik
33 St.urhridsrc Ni.lY
J3rcwstel~,

NA 02631
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~~ON1\10NWEALTH OF HASSACHUSETTS

Lnergy Facilities Siting Council
)

Petition of the City of
Westfield Gas And Electric
Light Department for Approval
of the Fourth Annual Supplement to its Long Range Gas
Forecast
5 DOMSe
(22 December, 1980)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

EFSC No. 80-26

)

Tentative Decision and Order
The Energy Facilities Siting Council, for the reasons stated
below, hereby APPROVES Westfield Gas & Electric Light Department's
(Department) fourth Annual Supplement to its first Gas Company
Long-Range Forecast subject to certain conditions contained in the
council's ORDER at the end of this decision.
It was recomnended

that no adjudicatory hearing need be held

in this matter unless so requested by the Department or by an interested party as the Supplement contained no proposal for a new facility within Council jurisdiction.

The Department was so advised and

was asked to publish in local newspapers a notice of tentative approval
and notice of the right to a pUblic hearing if requested.
ANALYSIS
The Council finds that the conditions of approval set out in its
1979 Decision have been sufficiently met by the information supplied
in the Department's Supplement, its reply to the EFSC Staff Information Request of October 27. 1980, and telephone conversations between
the Department and the EFSC Staff.

In last year's Decision, the

Council expressed concern about the lack of any documentation
quired by EFSC Rule 66.5) in -the Department's 1979 Supplement.
present Supplement

is more throughly documented J
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(as reThe

but still needs

''iestfield

While the Council is aware that Westfield is a small

improvement.

company with limited resources and personnel available for preparation of a forecast, it nonetheless encourages the Department to
continue to improve its documentation in future

filings.

For the

next filing, .the Council asks that the Department address. a. particular concerns.
The first concern is the Department did not complete its reevaluation of its method for deriving the number of degree days in a
design season, as required by Condition 3 of last year's Decision.
While the Department has yet to complete its re-evaluation, it reports
that it is presently conducting research to determine the most widely
accepted method for estimating design degree days.

The Council consid-

ers this research to be a good faith effort to meet condition 3 and
thus accepts this effort for the time being as satisfaction of that
condition.

Given the Council's marked interest in this issue, it

is essential that the Department now take the necessary time to
complete its re-evaluation and to incorporate any consequent changes
in its next filing.

The Council reminds the Department that EFSC

Staff is available to answer the Department's questions on this point
and to assist Department personnel as best they can.
The Council's second concern goes to the Department's future
supply situation.

Although currently contracted - for volumes of gas

.from Tennessee and Bay state Gas Company appear sufficient to meet
the Department's forecasted normal loads through October 31, 1983,
the Department has not yet obtained the resources necessary to meet
the normal firm load for the remaining 3 seasons of the forecast period
(November 1, 1983 through March 31, 1985).

-61.. -.....
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The Department is presently

\'iestfield
negotiating an increase in its contractual allotment for 1983-85
from one of its suppliers, Bay state Gas Company, similiar to a
1980-81 increase.

The Department also looks forward to increasing

its allotment from its other supplier, Tennessee, but gives no basis
for its assumption that such an increase will, in fact, be available.
Thus, although procurement of the anticipated increases would insure
supplies which are adequate to meet projected normal firm load, at
this time it is still uncertain whether these additional amounts will
be obtainable.

The Council can therefore, APPROVE the Department's

supply forecast only through October 31, 1983 given the uncertainty
of its supply beyond that point.
It should be noted that existing gas supply contracts are
sufficient to serve existing customer requirements.

It is the

in~

creased requirements caused by new loads forecasted by the Department
which lead to the uncertainty of supply adequacy in the later years
of the forecast period.

Should the Department choose to add the

forecasted new loads, there is a critical need for the Department
to discuss its contigency plans in the event that firm additional
volumes from Tennessee and Bay State Gas Company are not available In light of the ongoing re-evaluation of the design degree day
standard the Council can not judge whether forecasted supplies are
adequate to meet design weather requirements, and will reserve such
jUdgement until the next filing when a more reliable methodology
should be in use.

However the Council notes that if the supply sit-

uation l's uncertain for firm load under normal ''leather conditions,
as has been shown above, it follows that the supply situation will be
even more precarious under design weather conditions.
Finally, the Council recognizes a definitive need to incorporate
-62_ .•
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I'les tf ield
conservation and the effects thereof in any forecast of requirements.
Conservation by gas consumers may be a significant "source" of gas
for a company and for this reason the Department is urged to consider
what effect, if any, conservation may have on its future load requirements.

The Council notes that the Department has projected base use

and heating use per customer to remain constant at the 1979-80 levels
throughout the forecast period.

These would be appropriate areas in

which to incorporate the impacts of conservation measures.

Factors to

consider in the evaluation of customer conservation should include,
but not be limited to, behavioral methods of conservation (e.g. reducing
thermostat settings) and conservation methods requiring capital expenditures (e.g. efficient water heaters, furnaces

and stoves, and

insulation) as well as whether the use of these methods can be expected
to increase or decrease over the forecast period.

The Council would

also ask the Department to document the bases for any of its judgements,
assumptions, and conclusions which it may

dra~

in regard to conserva-

tion and its effects.
In generaL the Department is encouraged to continue to refine its
projection methodology in all the customer classes so that past trends
and future expectations in each customer class might be accounted for
in projected customer use factors, rather than simply projecting a
constant level of use equal to 1979-80Ievels.

This is ·not to disparage

the Department's efforts to date; on the contrary, the Department's
disaggregation

of customer use factors by class and by weather and

non-weather sensitive loads is admirable for a department of its size.
Rather the Council wants to express encouragement to the Department to
continue in its efforts in this direction.
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Westfield
ORDER
Given the foregoing considerations and comments, it is now ORDERED

1

!

I

that the fourth Annual Gas Company Supplement submitted by Westfield Gas & Electric Light Department be APPROVED subject to the
following conditions:
1.

That the Department complete the re-evaluation of

it~

method

for deriving design degree days and incorporate the result of
its re-evaluation in its next filing, making all appropriate
changes over the forecast period.

2.

That the Department discuss and document, in its next filing,
its supply availability situation from November 1, 1983 through
the end of the forecast period.

In particular, the Department

should document its contention that additional supplies will
be available from Tennessee to meet projected requirements.

In

addition, the Department should report how its requirements
would be met if the increase from Tennessee is not forthcoming.
3.

That the Department, in its next filing, address the impacts of
conservation in more detail, including, but not limited to,
consideration of factors tending to influence conservation, how
these factors are likely to affect the forecast of sendout requirements, and the" bases for any judgements made and any conelusions drawn.

4.

That in its next filing the Department supply the following data
with respect to customer requests for conversion to gas heating:
a)

Does the Department evaluate the thermal integrity of the
house before converting the customer's heating system?

If

so, how; if not, why not?
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b)

Does the Department have or recommend any insulation
standards?

If so, what are the standards; if not, why

not?
c)

Provide and document an estimate of what percentage of
customers installing new gas heating units (new housing,
conversions or replacements) install high efficiency
burners as opposed to average efficiency burners.

Energy Facilities Siting Council

by
Barbara Robinson
Hearing Officer

: Dated at Boston this 23rd day of December, 1980.

•
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CO~10NWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities Siting Council

)

Petition of the Blackstone
Gus Company for Approval
of the Fourth Annual Supplement to its Longe Range Gas
Forecast
5 DOMSC
. (5 January, 1981)

)
)
)
)
)
)

EFSC No, 80-42

)

Decision and Order
The Energy Facilities Siting Council,. hereby APPROVES
Blackstone Gas Company's (hereafter "Blackstone" or the
Company") fourth Annual Supplement to its first .Gas Company
Long-Range Forecast subject to certain conditions contained
'.)

in the Council's ORDER at the end of this decision.

,;

As in past years, it was suggested that no adjudicatory
...

hearing need be held on the matter ,unless
so required by the
.~'.
-'"

Company or by a party in interest-as the Supplement contains
no proposal for any new facilities within Council jurisdiction.
The Company was so advised-.and \vas asked to publish in a local
newspaper a notice of tentative approval and of the right to
a public hearing if requested.
Analysis
The Council has completed its review of the Company's
1980 Supplement and finds as in previous years, that documentation was sparse and that~peak load data was not supplied.
i

Despite this limited initial presentation, the Council Staff
~Tas

able to augment the Supplement through an Information
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Blackstone
Request and subsequent telephone conversations.

After

reviewing the Supplement with the additional data gleaned
by the Staff, the Council can see that the conditions attached to last year's Blackstone decision were met to the best
of the Company's ability.
Therefore, in approving the 1980 Supplement, the Council
notes that it does so with two reservations.
these concerns the lack of documentation.

The first of

This is partic-

ularly significant due to the scant tabular filing requirements this Compan¥ must meet.

While the Council has found

Blackstone to be willing to supply information during verbal
communications, a proper filing should already contain most of
that data.

Therefore, the Council urges the Company to carry

this willingness over to its written documentation in future
filings.

:'1

For example, Company personnel maintain that 25 years

"
of operating experience forms the
basis for many of the judge-

ments and assumptions underlying the figures in the filing.
When telephoned and requested to elaborate on some elements
of this experience, Company personnel were able to detail
specific circumstances or occurrences which contributed to
these judgements.

This type of information allows the Council

to understand and appreciate the Company's situation better.
In future filings the Company's documentation verbally could
be incorporated in writing in those filings.

This simply re-

quires the Company to substantiate its judgements detailing
the specific experiences which .led to its conclusions.

The

Council asks that the Company, in sUbsequent filings, submit
a substantial ",nn .suhstantia.t",d discussion of hoi, its specific
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knowledgeof its service territory contributes to its conelusions regarding new load growth (additional customers)
over the next 5 years as well as its confidence that it will
be able to service these new customers.
The Company should also discuss the role of conservation
in the service area, since conservation by gas consumers may
be a significant "source" of gas for a company and, as such,
have a direct bearing on the forecast of sendout requirements.
Factors to consider here include,' but are not limited to, behavioral methods of conservation (e.g. reducing thermostat

,

/

settings) and conservation methods requiring capital expenditures (e.g. higher efficiency equipment, appliance and
insulation) as well as whether customer use of these methods
can be expected to increase or decrease.
requests that the

Compa~y

The

Co~ncil

again

substantiate the reasons for its

judgements and conclusions as to the effect of conservation
in its service area.
The Council's second reservation 'Concerns the lack of any
consideration of peak load in the Supplement.

Since gas comp-

anies are restricted by their supply contracts to maximum
daily quantities .of gas ~'-~
(MDQ), it is necessary to forecast what
figures represent the maximum sendout requirements for a specific time period. 1 Since it appears that neither Blackstone nor
Tenneco, its sole supplier, maintain any actual daily load

:t

~n

actual peak day load, as defined by the Council for forecasting purposes, is the maximum sendout occuring in a day
over an historical period. This figure is then a factor used
in forecasting future peak day loads for the forecast period.
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information, the Council understands that the Company cannot
supply peak load information in the manner usually required
in gas supplements (Table G-5).

Instead the Council asks

that the Company submit a Tenneco Gas statement Detail of
Blackstone's daily estimated pipline "take" as determined by
Tenneco for the 3 coldest months of the \'linter preceding the
date of filing.

This information will provide the Council

with Tenneco's evaluation of Blackstone's maximum load requirements as well as give some indication of whether or not the
MDQ is or may be exceeded.

The Council believes that this

I

data in lieu of peak load data, will be sufficient evidence
of the adequacy of Blackstone's supply.
ORDER
Given the forgoing considerations and comments, it is
now ORDERED that the fourth Annual Gas Company Supplement
l~

submitted by Blackstone Gas

Co~pany

be APPROVED subject to

the following conditions:
1.

That the Company be exempt from
"

f~ling

peak day informa-

tion on Table G-5.
2.

That, along with supplying Tables G-S and G-24 in subsequent filings, tfie-company improve its documentation
by communicating clearly to the Council in writing in
the filing its specific experiences which underlie any
judgement or conclusions drawn and used in that filing.

3.

That the Company include in future filings, a thorough
discussion of conservation, including, but not limited
to, consideration of various factors which might influence
conservation, how these factors are likely to affect
the forecast of sendout requirements, and the bases for
-69-
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any conclusions drawn as to the effects of conservation.
4.

That the Company submit, in each subsequent filing,
its Tenneco Gas Statement Details for the months of
December, January, and February which immediately
precede the submission of the forecast or supplement.
(e.g. next supplement, due July 1, 1981, will include
the Gas Statement Details for December, 1980, January,
February, 1981).

5.

That, in its next filing, the Company describe the
criteria it uses to define and plan for periods of
extreme cold. weather, i. e., periods longer than a
day but shorter than a heating season. The Company
should explain how it plans to meet sendoutrequirements during such

"J.

period of extreme weather during"'"

each of the forecast years; including a discussion of
the underlying assumptions made about the availability
and delivery of supplemental gas.

Finally, the Company

should discuss how its planning criteria performed in
relation to actual 1980-81 winter weather.

Energy Facilities Siting Council

. by
Barbara Robinson
Hearing Officer
Dated at Boston this 29th day of January, 1981.
\

Unanimously approved by council' members present and voting at
Council meeting on January 20, 1981.
Joseph S. Fitzpatrick
Chairman
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)

Petition of the Holyoke Gas
& Electric Department for
Approval of the Fourth Annual
S~pplement to its Long-Range
Gas Forecast
(December, 1980)
5 DOMSC

)
)
)
}
)
)

EFSC No. 80-23

)

Final Decision and Order
The Energy Facilities Siting Council, for the reasons stated
below, hereby APPROVES Holyoke Gas and Electric Department's (hereafter Department) fourth Annual Supplement to its first Gas Company
I

Long-range Forecast subject to certain conditions contained in the
Council's ORDER at the end of this decision.
It was decided that no adjudicatory hearing need be held unless
so requested by the Department or by a party in interest as the

4

supplement proposes no new faci ity with in Council jurisdiction.
Department was so advised and was

~skedito

The

publish in local newspapers

a notice of tentative approval as well as notice of the right toa
public hearing if requested.
.

."

-- .. -,,~

·Analysis
The Council concludes that the Department's fourth Annual Supplement
._~

adequately addresses the five
1979 decision.

cond~tions

of approval set out in the

In this regard, the Department has substantially ex-

panded and improved the documentation of its forecasting methodology
resulting in a coherent and reviewable supplement.

The Council com-

pliments the Department's successful efforts in this area and anticipates that future efforts at improvement of the forecast will be as
---

successful.

-

.. .... ,'....

-~
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As to these efforts, there are 2 major areas of concern which
the Council requests the Department to address in its next filing.
The first of these relates to the Department's method of deriving
the number of degree days expected to occur in a design season
(design season degree day) and the number of degree days expected to
occur in a design day (design day degree day).

The purpose of the

design standard in forecast methodology is to enable companies to
plan to provide for the coldest conditions most likely to occur.
In developing its design standard, the Department averages a series
of colder than normal historical days rather than using the coldest
historical period as its

~easure.

More precisely, the Department

derived design season degree day by averaging the sum of the degree
days in seasons which were colder than normal over the past twentyfive years.

The design day deg',ee day was derived by taking a \~eighted

average of the' number of daily degree d,ays above 60 for the past
twenty-five years.

These averaging techniques are lacking as planning

,tools as they do not appear to plan or accbunt~for the distinct possibilitythat conditions colder than the average will occur within the
forecast period.

Thus, the Council is concerned that the Department's

'------.

present methodology may not promote" adequate supply planning as its
design standard fails to capture or account for a condition which
historical data indicates may occur.

Therefore, the Council requests

the Department to explain and justify its use of such methodology in
its next filing.
The Council's second concern is the Department's assumption that
customer use factors (see tables G-l-avd G-2) will remain constant at

,

the 1979-80 levels throughout the forecast period.

This seems to

contradict the Department's statement that, in its opinion, customers

.
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"" Eolyoke
will continue to reduce their energy use due to increasing energy
costs.

Thus it appears that although "the Department anticipates

additional conservation, this conservation has not been accounted
for in the forecast of customer use.

Recognizing a critical need

to incorporate conservation in any forecast of requirements, the
Council would like to see this apparent contradiction clarified in
the next filing.
The council notes that conservation by gas consumers may be a
significant "source" of gas for a company.

,

In that regard it would

be useful for the Department to study and address the whole issue of
conservation in greater detail, as it bears directly on the forecast
of sendout requirements.

Factors to consider here should include, but

not be limited to behavioral methods of conservation (e.g, reducing
"

"

thermostat settings) and conser1.ation methods requiring capital expenditures (e.g.,

hi~her

efficiency equipment
and appliances, home
,
"

insulating) as well as whether the use of these methods can be expected
to increase or decrease.'

The Council tvou"li:(-also ask the Department
";'"

to document the bases for any of its judgements, assumptions, and conelusions drawn in regard to conservation and its effects.
ORDER
Given the foregoing consideration and comments, it is now ORDERED
that the fourth Annual Gas Company Supplement submitted by Holyoke Gas
and Electric Department be APPROVED subject to the following conditions:

1.

THAT, in its next filing the Department discuss the rationale for
its methodology for deriving design season degree day and design
day degree day standards.
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2.

THAT, in its next filing, the Department address the issue of
conservation in more detail, including, but not limited to,
consideration of various factors which might tend to influence
conservation, how these factors are likely to affect the forecast of sendout requirements, and the bases fOr any conclusions
drawn.

4.

THAT, in its next filing, the Department discuss the following
with respect to customer requests for conversion to gas heating:
a)

Does the Department evaluate the thermal integrity of
the house before converting the customer's heating system?
If so, how; if not, why not?

b)

Does the Department have or recommend any insulation
standards?

If so, what are the standards; if

~ot;

,

why

not?
c)

Provide and document an estimate of what percent of customers
installing new gas heating units (new housing, conversions
or replacements) install high efficiency burners as opposed
to average efficiency burners.

5.

THAT, in its next filing, the Company describe the criteria it
uses to define and plan for periods of extreme cold weather,
i.e., periods longer than a day but shorter thana heating season.
The Company should explain how it plans to meet sendout requirements during such a period of extreme weather during" each of the
forecast years, including a discussion of the underlying assumption made about the availability and delivery of supplemental
gas.

Finally, the company shoula:discuss how its planning cri,

teria performed in relation to actual 1980-81 winter weather.
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Barbara Robinson
Hearing Officer

Date~

at Boston this 29th day of January, 1981.

Unan~2ausly

approved by Cpuncil members present and voting at the

CouI::::il meeting on January 20, 1981.

Joseph S. Fitzpatrick·
Chairman
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COMHONlvEALTH OF lffiSSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities Siting Council
)

Petition of the Fall River Gas )
Company for Approval of the
.)
Fourth Annual Supplement to
)
Its Long Range Gas Forecast
)

EFSC No. 80-20

)

Decision and Order
•

The Energy Facilities siting Council hereby APPROVES
Fall River Gas

com~any's

(the Company) Fourth Annual Supplement

to its First Long Range Gas Forecast subject to certain
conditions contained in the Council's ORDER at the end of this
deci"sion.
Fall River filed the Fourth Supplement on September 30,
1980.

A public adjudicatory hearing was held on March 26, 1981
'3-.

ilt the Council offices, on the Supplement.

Notice was published

in the Herald News and the Standard-Times.

.The Department of

/

the Attorney General petitioned
intervention status.

to.int~rv~ne

and was granted

During the' hearing the Company's witness

was questioned by both the Attorney General and Council Staff.·
No facilities were proposed by the Company.
ANALYSIS
In response to the Conditions of the 1979 Decision, the
Company filed a more revie\wble forecast of requirements and
resources in the Fourth Supplement.
(e. g.

In particular, the mechanics

equations used) of deriving the forecastv,ere described

factors used (e.g.
or illustrated clearly, and the
.... projected
.
, •
•
.
1·
th
e
'.Ise P.2r custoiuer) Vlere repOrted. As 'd~scussec1 J.n nore deta~l, be 0'1'1,
~

revi8lolability of this forecast, like last year's (See Con:'lition 2, 1979 D-."'Cis;ion),
-76-

falls s..l,ort rrainly because the bases for the projections have not been ade<:l'_'atei)
addressed.
Customer Use Factors
Requirements for Residential Heat customerS (Table G-l)
were forecasted by assuming the customer use factors (Le. ba~e
use per customer and heating use per customer per degree day)
would remain constant at the historical 1979-80 levels.

This

means the Company has assumed that for the next five years
each existihg and new Residential Heating customer will continue
to use gas at the"rate at which it was used in 1979-80 in that
class.

i

In justification of 'projecting constant customer use

factors, the Compa~y testi:ied that although these factors ~ave
shown a decline over the last five years, due to customer conservation measures, the'Company feels that most of the conservatio~ meas~res

-

were tqxen
between 1973 and 1979. and that the
..
.
~..

most recent" two years have

sho~n

a levelin9 off of any

additional conservation effects.

More specifically, the Com-

pany testified that by 1980 the potential for temperature setbacks on water heating units had been exploited and that, although there still exists potential conservation effects from
the use of more energy efficient appliances, these effects
would not show up on a five year fOrecast due to the 20-30 year
life of most major gas appliances.

The Company has not provided

any quantitative studies or analysis of its Residential customers
to support these judgements.

Because of the lack of such

!"nhst~ntiatio:l,

the Council does not consider the Company's projection to be a"
.
reliable manner of incorporating
,, conservation in its forecast.
Regarding the other customer classes, the Company foreca~ted
"

"

sendout requirements by assuming the average use per customer
-77-

\vould remain constant at (Commercial - To.ble G'-3A) or near
(Residential without Heat - Table G-3B) the 1979-80 actual
average use per customer level.
that an

unsub~~antiated

Again the Council notes

judgement is not a reliable manner

of incorporating conservation in a forecast.
Recognizing a critical need to incorporate conservation
in any forecast of requirements, the Council directs the Company to attempt to get a better grasp on the potential effects
of conservation in its service territory.

The Council notes

that conservation by gas consumers may be a significant "source"
of gas for a company.

In that regard it would be useful for

the Company to study and address the whole issue of conservation
in greater detail, as it bears directly on the forecast of
sendout·requirements.

Factors to consider here should include,

but not be limited to, behavioral methods of conservation
(e.g., reducing thermostat settings) and conservation methods.
requiring capital expenditures (e.g., insulation, high efficiency
equipment and appliances) as well as whether the use of these
'methods can be eXPected to increase or decrease.

The Council

would also ask the Comapny to document and quantify, whereever possible, the bases for its judgements, assumptions and
conclusions· drawn in regard to conservation and its effects.
Forecast of Normal Requirements
The Company prepares its forecast of normal requirements
on a customer class level.

The heating seaso'l and non-heat:ing

season loads in each year for each class are derived individually.

This is accomplished by applying

custom~r

use factors

for each class in each season to the number of customers
.
'. expected
in each ·class, and the.expected degree days (DD) ""hen app:::opriate..
-78-
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As

before, the customer Use factors (i.e., base use per customer,
heating use per customer per DD) are derived by assuming they
remain constant at {Residential Heat, Commercial} or near
{Residential without heat, Industrial} the 1979-80 actual use
levels for each class.
forecasted by
sensitive use.

The Residential "lith Heat class is

differentiatin~ between

base use and weather·

The other classes had no such differentiation;

the average use per customer was the factor used.
Besides the previously mentioned concern over the unsub~
stantiated proj ection of cus·tomer use factors, the Council's
concern with this methodology is its utilization of an average
use per customer projection to forecast Non-Resjdential Loads_
The Company's methodology fails to differentiate between base'
and heating load and to account for a possible wide range of
load sizes in the Industrial and Cornmercialclasses that would
.;:y.

not be adequately reflected in an average use per customer
factor.

This concern is in actuality mitigated by the fact

that since the company projects only very minor growth in
those two classes over the

foreca~t

period, the use of an

·average load per customer is not as critical.

The Council

would advise the Company to re-evaluate this lack of differen-

.

tiation if growth increases among Commercial and Industrial
customers.
Forecast Design Requirements
The Company prepares its forecast of design requirements
at the total Company level (Table G-5).

It does this by

assuming that design require~'ts will be 4% greater than normal requirements. on a yearly basis.

The yearly design require-

-79.
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ments are then disaggregated into heating and non-heating
season design requirements by allocating 65% to the heating
season and 35% to the non-heating season.

The Company's

rationale for the 4% assumed increase from total Company
yearly normal requirements to design requirerrents is in
turn drawn from its assumptions about the effect of design
weather conditions on its customer classes.

That is, the

Company assumes that the Residential with Heat class will
account for·58% of· the total Comp.any load throughout the
forecast period,

~nd

its design requirements will be 6%

above normal on a' yearly basis.

The Comp'l:ny assumes the

remaining classes, consisting of 42% of the total Company
load, will have requirements 3% above normal during design
weather conditions on a yearly basis.

These assumptions

mathematically translat~ intq a 4% increase in total Com.

....

. .

7'.

panynormal requirements for a design forecast at a yearly
./

level.
The Council is concerned with the.reviewability and appropriateness of this methodology for the following reasons.
First, the reviewability is hindered by the fact that the
Company offered' no bases'-for the assumptions concerning the
effect of design weather conditions on its customer classes,
other than; the rationale of "Company judgement".
the

Comp.~ny

Although

defines a design non-heating season as 1500 DD

and a design heating season as 5000 DD (Table G-DD) based on
the coldest non-heating and heating season respectively in
.
the past 10 years, it does 'not .shml hO\~, if at all, these
seasonal standards are reflected in its forecast of design
requirements.
-80....--.,.--
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Second, the appropriateness of basing the uesign forecast on a yearly level rather than a seasonal level, gi.ven
the Council's review of a comparison of seasonal requirements
to resources is questionable.

Rather than basing it on a

yearly level and taking efforts to disaggregate into a. seasonal
.
level afterwards, it would seeill more appropriate to start
with a seasonal forecast.
Peak Day Forecast

."

The Company Prepares its forecast of peak day requirements
at the total Company level.

Although the Company explained

adequately its basis for the 1980-81 peak day load forecast,
its forecast for.·the remaining 4 years is not. reviewable.

The

basis for· the peak day forecast for the last 4 years of the
forec;ast period is described only as "company

:iud~ement".

This is

disturbing
because, given the total CO:llp-:my level of forecastina rather
.'
.. ..
"., ....
than deriving the peak day load of each custoilEr class separately, it is not cle

how the Company accounts for shifting in·custoiller loads (e.g., to
a greater heating load proportion).

The Company is directed to

make a greater effort to quantify, substantiate, and document
its jUdgments in future filings.
Further, The Company testified that its coldest day this
past winter was 71.5 degree days; however, the Company define~its
peak day at 70 degree days (Table G-DD).

Given the actual occuran(
.

-

of a day colder thatLLthe coldest day desiqned for, the Company is
directed to review {ts choice of a peak day, and make appropriat~
changes in future forecasts.

-81-

The Company testified that it is selective in taking
on new

cust~-is,practically

all of

~mich

are residential.

The sUfficiency of gas supply in the customer's area is
ascertained before the request is approved by the

~ompany.,

The Company testified that although it has a system in place
where its large suppliers of heating systems will notify the
the Compgny when putting in a new heating system, there are
m~ny

still

cases where the Company does not find out about
, .

the ne,V" load addition until after the installation is complete.

The Company further testified that such unauthorized

conversions are not yet a problem.

The Company is encouraged

to continue to improve its coordination strategy between gas
eguipment installers and inspectors and the

Comp~ny

and to

report such .improvement& to the Council in subsequent forecasts.
LNG Supply
The Company illustrates on Table G-22 its expectation that
the full volume of LNG contracted from·'Dis·trigas ,V"ill he available in each of the next five years.

The Company states that

if Distrigas deliveries fall short of contract volumes. there
will be adequate surplus LNG. and propane which the Company
could pick up 'on the open market.

Given the Company's testi-

mony that for the past two years it has received less than
Dist~igas,

the full contract volume from

it is likely that

the more expensive.open market purchases of LNG and propane
will continue to ,be necessary.

Because of this, the Council

finds that the Comr)~ny supply-~lan docs not necessarily reflect the least cost strategy.

Therefore, the Company is

-82-

directed to report in its next forecast, before the 1981-82
heating season, its efforts at developing alternatives,
other than spot market purchases of LNG and propane, to
Algerian LNG.
'-".

On the surface,' the Company' s forecast shmvs that the
Company has adequate facility capability and supply 'contracts
to meet its forecast loads over the next five years.

Yet

'it must be noted that uncertainties exist, such as supplemental
,
,

fuel availability, and customer requirements, which have been·
discussed in depth above. ' Despite serious concerns with
Fa:t:f:::Rivl;!r.· s

:xoi':ecas.t:·r~:th~ council"~,has'

decided to issue an:.

approval with conditions rather than an outright rejection.
The reason 'for this

~ecision

good faith effort to, and'

~n

is that the Company did make a
fact did, significantly improve,

upon last year's supplement. " Hmvever, the Company 'is hereby····
put on notice that the Council expects substantial improvement
in both the sendout methodology and supply planning, as
outlined in this Decision, if the Company expects to avoid
receiving a rejection n'ext year.
ORDER
Given the foregoing consideration and comments, it is
now ORDERED that the Fourth Annual Supplement submitted "by
Fall River Gas Company be APPROVED subject to the following
conditions:
1.

That, in its next filing, the Company document,
and quantify, whereever possible, the bases for
its

juag~m~~ts:and:conclusionsdrawn

,,-83-

in regard

...

~

·

"

.
to conservation and its effects.
2.

That, if significant growth occurs in Commercial
and Industrial load, the Company

re~evaluate

its methodology of forecasting requirements
in its next filing, particularly in regard to the
utilization of an average use'per customer factor
as the principle determinant of requirements•.
'3.

T~at,

before the 1981-82 heating season, the

Company re-evaluates its methodology of forecasting design season requirements, based on the
conCerns noted herein, and report to the Council
as to any changes made.
4.

That the Company review its definition of a
peak day' as 70 degree days and incorporate
any changes in the next forecast.

5.

That the Company document the Company judgements which are the bases for its forecast 6f

attempts to improve coordination strategy between
gas equipment installers and inspectors and the
Company, in order to lessen unauthorized conver~
,

sions to gas. .
7.

.'

That the Company report in its filing its
efforts to develop alternatives, other than
spot market purchases of LNG and

~ropane,

to

-84}'.:
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'

Algerian LNG.
8.

That the company submit to the "Council as part
of the next £iling which is due

~uly

1 an analysis

of the cost 'effectiveness' of displacing insecure
and expensive supplemental ~as supplies during
the heating sea"son \-lith conservation "supply"
, "thr"ough the implementation of ,; zero interest loan
" programs" .. the submittal of \'lhich has bee,:t "
, x'eguired by the 'Secretary of Energy Resources of

, "the Cornmom"eal"th pursuant to "letter dated" "
April" 24,"1981:, and

Chapte~ 465

by

of the ]..cts of 1980,

-R C2-J-fJJ..j- fl"vr;,tA/~)L
Robert T. Smart Jr., Esg.
EFSC Hearing Officer

,"

This decision was unanimously approved by those members present
and voting at the Energy Facilities Siting Council meeting 0:1; '" '"
,"

May:?, 1981.

.-

I

-"

,

"

'.

Joseph S. Fitzpatrick
Chairman

'"
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Energ¥ Facilities Siting Council
Petition of the Fitchburg Gas and
Electric Light Company for Approval
of the Fourth Annual Supplement
to Its Long Range Gas Forecast

)
)
)
)

EFSC No. 80-111\

DECISION and ORDER

The Energy Facilities Siting Council hereby APPROVES
Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company's (the Company)
Fourth Annual Supplement to its First 'Long Range.~ ForecaSe subject to certain conditions' contained in the Council's
ORDER at the end of this decision.
Fitchburg filed its Fourth Supplement on November '10,
1980.

A public adjudicatory hearing on the Supplement was

held on March 31, 1981 at the Council offices.

Notice was

published in the-Fitchburg centinnel, Gardner News and Boston
Herald.
,',

The Department of the Attorney General petitioned

to intervene and was granted intervention status.

During the

hearing the Company's witness was questioned by both the Attorney
General and Council Staff.
The Company installed an LNG vaporization facility at
its Westminster plant on Gardner Road (capacity 7.2 ~~lCF/day).
The Company did not apply for Council approval before installing the facility, 'nor did it apply for Council exemption.

The

Council has therefore referred the matter to the Attorney General.

-86-

ANAI,YSIS

In response to the Order in the' 1979 Decision, the Company

file~

in the present Supplement a more reviewable and

complete forecast of requirements and resources.

Certain neces-

sary documentation in order for the forecast to be considered.
reviewable, such as base load and heating increment factors,
and customer class breakdown percentages, was absent from the
filing,

The Company later provided this information when re-

quested by Council Staff.

In order for a forecast to be con-

sidered reviewable, assumptions, projections and methods

mus~

be sufficiently documented such that another person, given the
same information, could duplicate the forecast.

The Company is

therefore directed to provide in subsequent filings all numerical
factors \'7hich

\~ere

used in deriving the forecast of seasonal

sendout on Table? .G-l through G-5.
The Company's forecast of residential customer use factors(base,heating and average use per customer) shows these
factors steadily increasing over the next five years (Tables G-l,
G-2).

As the Company has admitted in its testimony, the actual

occurrence of such an increasing trend is unrealistic because of
deregulation of gas, and increased conservation among customers.
The Company testified that because of this, the methodology used
to prepare the forecast is being reviewed.

The Council finds

that such unrealistic results drawn from the current forecast
methodology do bring into serious question the reliability of
the methodology.

The Company is thereby directed to re-evaluate

its forecast methodology, including its method of forecasting
the number of customers ·in each class, load requirements for each

-87--------~-
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class anduse per customer.

The results of this re-evaluation

should be described in the next filing and incorporated into
the next forecast, before the 1981/82 heating season.

DESIGN STANDARD
The Council notes that the Company has defined a design
year to have 10% more degree days than a normal year, all of
which are allocated to the heating season.

Because of the im-

POrtance of defining reasonable and prudent design conditions
the Company should state in its next filing the actual coldest
non-heating and heating season in Fitchburg over the past 30
years and discuss how this compares to the Company's standard.

INTERRUPTIBLE LOAD
The Company sells a significant portion of its pipeline
volumes from Tennessee in the non-heating seasons to industrial
customers on an interruptible basis.

The Company's primary in-

terruptible market consists of two large papermills in Fitchburg.
The Company. testified that storage capacity and pipeline delivery
during the heating season is not available for this gas and
therefore the Company does not consider this gas to be available
as a supply source for its firm customers.

The Company further

testified that because of the cost of energy and the market climate
in Fitchburg, the industrial customers are hard pressed, and the
. Company is concerned about the potential loss of its interruptible
market,

To date the Co~pany has no formal plans of how it will

respond to this situation.

Because of the potential cost impact

of such a loss on existing customers the Council directs the Company

-88-

to report on its plans to deal ~ith this potential event in its
next forecas·t.

BOUNDARY GAS PROJECT
The Company is a member of the Bou~dary Gas Project, and
as. such has contracted to receive 1 M!1CF/day of Canadian natural
.gas, transported by Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company.

The Company

plans to put the volumes contracted for the non-heating season
into underground storage, to be withdrawn for use in the following hea·ting season. . To accomplish this, the Company has entered
into a storage agreement with National Fuel Gas for 250 ~~lCF of
storage and a firm transportation agreement for these volumes
with Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company.

This additional gas supply

would increase the Company's current maximum daily'and annual

.

;:~

volume of natural gas from Tennessee by approximately 33%1 and
13% respectively, when delivered at contract volumes .
. Table G-22 of the Supplement shOt"s the relationship of
this Boundary project to expected sendout requirements in the
Company's planning.

By the end of the forecast period, (November

1984) when the fUll contract volumes are expected to be available,
gas from the Project is expected to account for approximately2l%
of the normal load requirements for the heating season.

These pro-

jections indicate that the Company plans to rely significantly on
a new gas source, the existence of which is not yet certain.

The

Boundary Gas Project is subject to FERC approval, and is presently
l--InclUdes expectation of firm delivery of non-heating season
volumes in the heating season.
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still in the early stages of the adjudication process.

UI-

timate approval, and timing and availability of this supply
source is, therefore, not presently guaranteed,

This situation

leads the Council to conclude that the company's supply forecast
is uncertain as' it· relates to the Boundary Gas Project,

There-··

fore, in its next filing, the Company shou~d address in detail
the level of risk involved in relying on the Boundary Gas Project

.
as a supply source, the level of confidence the CompanY,'has in
its approval and delivery, and the Company's contingency
should the project .be

de~ayed

or disapproved,

p~ans

Furthermore, the

Company is directed to detail how i t will make up for the 90
and 2.5 MMCF the

co~pany

~~lCF

assumed would be available for tQe heat-

ing season and 'peak day respectively of 1981-82 1 the season in
which the Company projected its first deliveries from the project,
but later testified would not begin until the

followi~g

non-heating,
,"0

season (March 198L).

UNCERTAINTY IN SUPPLY PLANS
The Company testified that i t does not at the present time
consider the unreliability of its agreement for best efforts delivery of underground storage gas from Consolidated Gas Corpora. tion via Tennessee Gas Pipeline to be a substantial problem because
the volumes involved are not a significant part of the total daily.
sendout.

The council agrees with this yet notes the Company is

vulnerable to an extended period of cold weather to the extent
that the delivery of other supplemental fuels such a LNG and propane are uncertain.

The company testified that because of ' physical

constraints on its propane and LNG plant the Company is limited in
-90-

0

its use of supplemental fuels.

The Council

find~

that

this pl).ysical 'limita'tion' makes the Company' s customers
unacceptably vulnerable to a gas sl).ortage.

This is made

worse by the forecasted addition of more residential
heating load, which further narrows 'the margin

bet~een

peak day resources and requirements.
Although the Company has firmed up its supply situation
since .the last Supplement by ~ntering into five year'contracts
for propane, there are considerable uncertainties in the current
forecast, both

i~

the forecast of customer requirements and

supply availability, which have been discussed in depth
above.

The CounciTf'inds" "that there remain's an 'unacceptable

level' of uncertainty in the Company's'supply planning, and
that the Company

~s

taking an overiy optimistic approach to

matching proj'ec'ted supply and demand, in light of "the ex-","',
pressed supply unce'rtainties'.

Because of this high degree

"of vulnerability, 'the Council directs the Company to
explain in detail how and to what extent the foregoing
supply uncertainties are addressed in contigency plans of
the Company."

Cont"i'ngency plaj1ning is not vie,ved by 'the

Council as merely an academic exercise, but rather as a
necessary and

integr~l

part of the

Co~pany's

supply planning.

Despiteserious concerns \vith pitchburg' s forecast, the:
Council has decided to
~atherthan

~SsUe

an approval with conditions

an outright rejection.

The reason for this

decision is that the Company did make a good faith effort to,
and in fact ,did, significantly improve upon last year's
-91-

supplement. Hm'lever',' 'the' Company is hereby put on. notice'
tha~

the Council expects substantial

improvement 'in both

the sendout methQdolo'gyand supply planning, as outlined
in this Decision, if the Company expects to avoid receiving
a rejection next year.
ORDER
Given the foregoing consideration and comments, it is
".

nm" ORDERED that the FOurth Annual Supplement submitted by
Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company be APPROVED subject
to the following conditions:
1.

That, in subsequent'filings, all numerical
factors

wh~ch

were used in deriving the forecast

of seasonal sendout on Tables G-I to G75 be described.
2.

That, t.he

Companyre~evaluate its

roetholology for

forecasting requirements, including its method
of forecasting the number of customers in each
class, load requirements for each class and
customer use factors.
3.

That; in the next filing, the Company discuss
how its design standard compares to the coldest
non:-hea·tirtg season and heating season in the past ....
".

30 years.

4.

That, in'its filing, the Company address in
detail the status of the Boundary Gas Project,
the level of risk involved in relying on the

."

rroject as a supply source for new load additions,
the level of confidence the Company has in its

-92-

ap~roval

and timely delivery, and the Company's

contingency plans in the event the project is
delayed or disapproved.
5.

That, before August 1, 1981, the Company report

t~ the Council ho\.; it

\-lin

supply the seasonal

..' .

and peak day volumes originally assumed to be
available from the Boundary Gas Project in the'
heating season of 1981-82. "
6.

That, in its next filing, the Company desdribe the
likelihood and effects of a loss of a significant ."
portion of its current Interruptible marke~, and
report on its plans to address such an event.

7'.

That; in 'itsnext filing, the Company describe the
extent of its contigency planning, and if and how
· 'stIch
.. 'Planning protects against the above mentioned

8.

That the Company submit to the; Council as part of
the next filing which is due July 1 an analysis
of the cost effectiveness of displacing insecure
· 'ahd 'expensive ·s·u·ppl·ementiil. gas supplies during the
.'

hea·ti"ng 's'eaS'on \-lith conservation "supply'" through
the implementation of "zero interest loan programs", "
the submittal of which has been required by the
Secretary of Energy Resources of the comrnom.;ealth. --"_.
pursuant to letter dated April 24, 1981, and Chapter
· '465 of the Acts of 1980.
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". ":

by
Robert T. Smart Jr., Esq.
EFSC Hearing Officer

"

This 'decision' \'7a'S unahirlou'sly approved by those members present

and voting at the Energy Facilities Siting Council meeting of
May 7, 1981.

Joseph S. Fitzpatrick
Chairman

:

'.

"

...•-
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. .
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COMMONWEALTH OF r1ASSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities Siting Council
)

In the Matter of the Petition of
the North Attleborough Gas Company
for Approval of the Fourth Annual
Supplement to its Long Range Gas
Forecast (June 22, 1981)

)
)
)
)
)

EFSC No. 80-22

)

DECISION and ORDER

I.

INTRODUCTION
The Massachusetts Energy Facilities Siting Council, for

reasons set out in its decision below, hereby summarily
REJECTS the fourth Annual Supplement to the Long Range
Gas Forecast filed by the North Attleborough Gas Company
(Company).

This summary rejection isilssued as the Company

has filed an annual supplement So lacking in needed data
that the Council finds that said supplement cannot be accepted
for review.
A Tentative Decision in this matter was first issued
on March.28, 1981, after a "desk review".

The Company re-

quested a hearing on the Tentative Decision, which hearing
was held at the Council Offices on May 28, 1981.

The Com-

pany was represented by Jay L. Underhill, its President
and Treasurer.

Mr. Underhill did not supplement the Com-

pany's filing; rather, he spoke about the burdensome character of the Council's requirements and stated that i-he could
not meet tne:.conditiions in the Tentative Decision without
hiring an outside consultant.
rejection of the forecast.
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He did not quarrel with the

In its decision on the third supplement filed by
this Company, the Council expressed concern about the sufficiency of the data provided therein.
(September 9, 1980).

See 4 DOMSC 189

Although the Company has worked with

the Council St aff to some degree in an effort to upgrade
the level of information in the annual filing, the Council
still finds itself with the same concern about the present
filing.

The Council is mindful of the small size of this

company and will again, as if did last year, make an appropriate accomodati on in North Attleborough's filing requirements.

In its Order set out below, the Council will describe

exactly what will be expected of this Company in future filings.
II.

ANALYSIS
Last year, the Company's third supplement contained

a forecast of requirements but no historical data or documentation.

In its current filing, the Company provides

historical data and supply information 1 but no forecast
of requirements or documentation.

Thus, whereas the

filing may be said to have improved in one area (i.e., absence of forecast data) and again contains no documentation.
This is unacceptable.
In its decision on the third supplement, the Council
approved that filing but imposed certain conditions to be
met in this current filing.

The Council also advised that

1
The Company provided customer class sendout data (Tables
G-l through G-4) for the historical period 1975-1980; total
Company sendout (Table G-5) for the historical period; peak
day sendout data for the historical period (Table G-5); and a
summation of availavle facilities and resources (Table G-14,
Table G-24).
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jLJ

the Company consult with EFSC Staff as to possible exerno•

tions from detailed

fili~g re~uirernents

the size of the Company).

(a_ concession to

The Company did meet, at least

K.inimally, some of the" condi tions regarding historical data
reporting, but delayed any request for exemptions until it
filed the current supplement.
s~emingly

At that time, the Company

assumed that an exemption would be granted from

fiiing a forecast of requirements.

This assumption is

entirely unwarranted for two reasons.

First, a supplement

which contains no forecast of requirements for future years
is obviously of little use to the Council which must

ascer~

tain '1hether a company's gas supply is sufficient to meet
those requirements.

Second, this is not a matter where

Company size requires "accomodation."

Blackstone Gas Company,

the smallest ..gas company in !;Iassachusetts, and all other
gas companies submit forecasts of requirements.

In fact;

North Attleborough has reported such "data in past filings
"and is expected to continue such reporting in future filings.
Not to do so omits "essential data from the filing whiCh renders that filing unreviewable and subject to sum!nary rejection, as is the case here.
The Coun~ii· remains concerned about the complete lack
of" documentation" in the North Attleborough supplement. " The
absence of any discussion "of the effects of significant deter·
minants (~EFSC"Rule 66.5(~»

such as the price of gas,

the price of alternative fuel"s,: conservation, government
policies, supply availability and characteristics of

~orth

1',ttleborough service·territory on· the Company's sendout is

..
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a serious deficiency in the Company's present filing as
i t has been in past filings.
The Company has argued that it needs to hire an outside consultant in order to compoete and file its annual
supplement.

The .Counci1 believes that this work can be

done in-house, as i t is by other small gas companies in
Massachusetts.

However, the decision as to whether to

hire a consultant is properly left to the Company.
The Council also realizes that the Company's operating
experience over the past years will nececessarily from the
basis for:.many of the judgements and assumptions used in any
forecast.

In fact, the Council notes that a discussion of

the specific occurrences which contribute to such judgements
allows the Council to understand and appreciate the Company's
situation better and should be part of the documentation
required.

Thus, the Council expects that the Company will,

in all subsequent filings, include therein a substantial
and sUbstantiated discussion of how its specific knowledge
of its service territory contributes to its conclusion regarding load growth or lack thereof over the forecast period.
The Company should also discuss the role of conervation
in the service area, since conservation by gas consumers
may prove to be a significant "source" of supply and, as
such, have a direct bearing on the forecast of sendout requirements.

Factors to consider here include, but are not

limited to, behavioral methods of conservati m (i.e., reducing thermostat-settings) and conservation methods requiring
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capital expenditures (i.e., higher efficiency equipment
and appliances and insulation) <!s
~omer

~'7ell

as whether cus':-.'·

use of these methods can be expected to increase

or decrease.

Further the Council expects the Company

to discuss its policy towards new customers, includin~
conversions to gas heat, and the effect of this policy
on requirements. "
In .sum, \,hat the Company must do in its filing is
to assure the Coune'il, through an adequate level of data
and doc~~entation, that. the Company
has
sufficient capa..
.
bility to meet firm customer needs on both an annual and
peak day level.

To this end, there follows in the Order

below a precise ~elineation of what information is re~
quired from this Company in future filings.
Staff i~'prepared
:.

t;.
.

The Council.

answer' any,questions the Company
.

:

.might have ~bout this Decision and Order.
III. ORDER
Upon consideration of the reasons stated above, i t is
how ORDERED that the North Attleborough Gas Company's cur•

rently filed Animal Supplement ~o its Long Range',Gas Forecast be, and hereby is, REJECTED. ,The Company is further
,
ORDERED to incorporate the conditions set out below in. its
next forecast filing due on S!,!ptember 1, 1981.

The Council

is -'.amenable, :-and'indeed encourages. a responsive earl.y
filing of this forecast. , The Council. urges the Company to
discuss these conditions with EFSC' Staff so that the potential for m5.sunderstandings is lessened.

. .

In future filings"

'the Company shall.pio~ide an adeguate level of data and
do'curnentation for council revie" in accordance ~"i th the

.'

..
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above decision and the following conditions:
1.

The Company is exempt from seasonal reporting.

In-

stead, it shall report data on a yearly basis, the
year being defined as September 1 through August 31.
2.

The Company shall detail, in narrative fashion with
appropriate and available quantitive documentation,
how it plans to meet colder than average weather conditions which may occur over the forecast period on a
daily, weekly, and monthly basis.

3.

The Company will file Tables G-l, G-2, G-3A, G-3B,
G-4A, 4B, 4C.

On these tables, the number of customers

and annual sendout for each class for each year of the
historical period (1976-77 through 1980-81) and a forecast of the estimated number of customers and annual
sendout for each class for each year of the forecast
period (1981-82 through 1985-86) will be reported.
4.

The Company will file Table G-5.

On this table, the

Company will report a summation of historical and forecast annual sendouts for the firm customer classes
(Tables G-l, G-2, G-3A, G-3B and G-4C).

The maximum

daily sendout encountered in each year of the historical
period and a forecast of maximum daily s.€ndout in each
year of the forecast period will also be reported on
this table.
5.

The Company will discuss and document its service territory characteristics and the manner by which expected
annual and maximum daily load requirements for the
forecast period were estimated.
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6.

The Company will provide the following with respect
to gas

a.

conve~:sions:

The annual number of historical and expected
conversions by class (residential and commercial);

b.

recommendationi regarding insulation standards and
appliance efficiency offered to customers requesting
.. conversipn.

7.

The Company will file Tables G-14, G-15, G-16, G-17,
G-21,

G~24,

G-23 to the best of its abilities, and

file any, weather data it depends on in its forecast;
consultation with EFSC is advisable.
8.

The Company is exempt from filing Table G-22.
of

~his

In lieu

filing requirement, the Company will discuss

and document its ability to meet forecasted annual requirements with expected supplies over

th~

forecast

period and its ·ratiionale and confidence therein, along
with any uncertainties and problems.

Robert T. Smart Jr., Esq.
EFSG Hearing Officer

This decision was unanimously approved by those members
present and voting at the Energy Facilities Siting Council
meeting of June 22, 1981.

sJoseph S; Fitzpatrick
Chairman
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities Siting Council
)

Petition of the Bay State Gas
Company for Approval of the
Fourth Annual Supplement to
Its Long Range Gas Forecast
(June 22, 1981)

)
)
)
)
)

EFSC No. 80-13

)

DECISION AND ORDER
The Energy Facilities Siting Council hereby APPROVES
Bay State Gas Company's

(the Company) Fourth Annual Supple-

ment to its First Long Range Gas Forecast.

The Council also

APPROVES the Company's proposal to install additional air
compression capabi1ity at its Northampton and Lawrence facilities.

Both of these Council approvals are subject to cer-

t ain conditions contained in the Council's ORDER at the end
of this decision.
I.

Background and History of the Proceedings
Bay State Gas Company filed its Fourth Supplement on

November 15, 1980, pursuant to G.L. cc. 164, sec. 69I.

To

augment its existing propane-air capacity prior to the 198182 winter season, the Company proposes to install additional
air compressors at its existing facilities in Northampton and
in Lawrence.

Each proposed facility and the Council's re-

view thereof are discussed in more detail later in this decision.
On December 19, 1980, the hearing officer directed the
Company to publish notice of Council adjudicatory proceedings
on the Fourth Supplement as well as on the Company's con-
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struction proposals.

A pre-hearing conference was held

at Council offices on January 29, 1981.

At this con-

ference, Bay State was directed to schedule local public
hearings as required by EFSC Rule 62.7; notice for these
hearings was given pursuant to the hearing officer's instructions.
The first local public hearing was held at the NorthamptbnHigh School in Northampton on Thursday, March 5 at
7 pm and concerned the air compressor proposed for the
Bay State Gas Northampton site.

No one other than Company

and EFSC Staff personnel was in attendance.

A transcript

of this hearing is included in the record.
The second public hearing was held in Lawrence
Public Library in Lawrence on Wednesday, March II, 1981 at
7 pm and focused on the air compressor proposed for the
Lawrence site.

A presentation of the air compressor pro-

posal was made by Thomas Sacco, Bay State Manager of Gas
Supply Planning, and was transcribed for the record herein.
There were no intervenors in this matter.

After dis-

covery, an adjudicatory hearing on the Supplement and the
proposed air compressors was held on May II, 1981.

At

this hearing, the information compiled in the discovery
period was entered into the record and further questions were
answered by Bay State Gas personnel.
II.

Technical Analysis and Discussion
First it should be noted that the clarity and complete-

ness of the submitted Supplement and the cooperation of the
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Company personnel significantly facilitated the review of
the supplement and proposed facilities,
The Company developed its forecast of requirements by

assuming a 3% annual net growth in load requirements in
both the non-heating and heating seasons for each of its
firm customer classes in each of the five years of the forecast period.

The Company testified that a growth rate of

3% was chosen by management as a rate the Company can attain
through the use of existing facilities without the addition
of substantial distribution capability or supply.

The Com-

pany considers this 3% growth rate an optimistic forecast
and testified that strong marketing techniques will be
necessary to to achieve it.

11' .

In past years, the growth rate

has fallen short of marketing goals.
The Company testified that it is promoting the conversian of oil to gas heat, and is actively promoting commercial and industrial use of gas.

One example of its marketing

techniques is its promotion of rental conversion burners.
The Company promotes municipal conversions to gas by speaking
to local towns about the advantages and economics of gas over
other energy forms.
The Company testified that no major facility expansion l
is required to achieve this 1% growuh; it plans to use its
existing facilities more fully.

In addition, the Company

testified that no additional marketing expense will;,be needed
to meet the 3% goal.

1

The installation of proposed air compressors, discussed
later, is not considered to be major facility expansion.
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I

' JR'

_

The 3% growth rate is based on the assumption that
both the total company base load and heating load will
grow 3% each year.

The Company testified that i t moni-

tors its base load and heating load at least twice a year.
This is done by analyzing the most recent 12 months data
of degree days (DD) and sendout to determine the Company's
most recent annualized base and heating load.

This analysis

tells the Company how close it is to meeting its goal of
3% net growth each year.
Although i t is commendable and prudent that the Company
analyze the progress of base and heating load growth every
six months, the question remains as to whether the Company
can adjust it marketing and supply planning quickly enough
to keep on target.

The Company has evidenced limited know-

ledge of changing customer use requirements.

Theref6re,the

Council asks if i t is feasible to assume that the necessary
adjustments can be made.

The Company should have an under-

standing of the potential magnitude of adjustments necessary
to keep on target.

It should then be able to show that these

adjustments are feasible given the Company's service
territory characteristics.

To do those things, the Company

needs a better h~ndle on future customer requirements

in its service territory than it has demonstrated.

The

Council expressed a similar concern in condition 2 of the
decision on EFSC 79-13.

The Company states it has complied

with the Council's directive with regard to a study of customer use.

The Company apparently considers its six month

monitoring and adjustment program a sufficient alternative
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to an in-depth study of future customer use.

However, the

Council finds that such an alternative is lacking precisely
because a determination of the feasibility of necessary
adjustments cannot be made without a study of furute customers use.

Therefore the Company is directed to perform

a study of future customer use in order to develop a longterm forecast as a framework for analyzing the magnitude and
feasibility of potential adjustments to its marketing
and supply proceedures.

It may be helpful for the Company

to meet with Staff economists to discuss this.
The Company indicates that it will have an ample supply of gas.

With its assumption of a 3% net

~rowth

rate,

the Company has made plans to have available supply for its
needs in both a normal and colder than normal season for the
next 5 years at least.

In its supply forecast, the Com-

pany has made .four conservation assumptions which may
have the effect of under-forecasting supply availability.
First, the Company is not currently being curtailed by
either of its major suppliers, Algonquin Gas Transmission
Company (ACT) or Tennessee Gas Transmission Company (TGT).
While the Company has utilized both a short-term and longterm forecast of supplies provided it by the pipeline companies; it has chosen to use the more conservation longterm forecast for the last four years of the forecast period.
Second, the Company does not include Boundary Gas as a part
of its supply picture, ·although if the Project is approved
i t will be a significant additional source for the Company.
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Third, although the Company does expect that its storage
gas, delivered on a best efforts basis, will be available
sometime within the five month heating season, it has
testified that i t does not depend on these supplies for
any specific short-term interval within the heating
season.

Fourth, the Company has been conservative in

its estimate of heating season requirements during a

de~

sign year by assuming that all the additional degree days
that occur will fall in the heating season rather than
being spread throughout the years.
It appears from the record that, barring unforeseen
circumstances, the Company will have adequate gas supply for
its customers over the forecast period.

In fact, given

the judgements made by the Company, combined with its lack
of information regarding future customer requirements, it
is conceivable that the Company will have a "surplus" of gas.
While certainly this increases the reliability of gas supply
to Bay State's customers, i t should also be noted that such
a supply "surplus" could have an undesired financial effect
on the Company's existing customers.

Because of this possibility,

the Company'is directed to discuss in its next filing what
economic burden, if any, Bay State customers will assume
if indeed the Company has underestimated future supply and
overestimated customer requirements.
The Council does note some concerns with the Company's
forecast, other than the aforementioned lack of customer use
data.

The Company projected that 80% of the annual contrac-

tual volumes of LNG from Distrigas of Massachusetts Corpora-
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tion (Distrigas) would be available and delivered to Bay
State in each of the years of the forecast period, amounting
to 2,088,000 MMBTU or 1820 MMCf of natural gas.

The Company

testified that this projection was based on the previous two
years of deliveries from Distrigas.

The Comapny testified

that last year it received 66% of its contracted volumes and
the previous years it received 90%.

Although the Council

notes that Distrigas only represents about 6% of Bay State's
total supply, the Council is concerned with this forecast
for two reasons.

first, to 'average two years of historical

data, without considering future events, in order to arrive
at a forecast number is not necessarily reliable, especially
in the case of a supply source which has in the past been
shown to be very vulnerable to political and economic
changes.

Second, Distrigas itself has submitted a form

(form 16) to the federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
which does not present as optimistic a picture as Bay State.
Distrigas forecasts that in the next year, 1981-82, it will
only deliver 1482 M!1CF or 1,700,000 MMBTU, which is 338 MMCF
less than Bat State forecasts.

Because of these above men-

tioned concerns, the Company is directed to base its next
forecast of supply from Distrigas on a more comprehensive picture of 'the Algerian situation and likely occurences, including the most recent information available from Distrigas. 2

2
It should be noted that after the hearing the Company submittedfurther'information regarding the Distrigas forecast of
LNG availability. The Company stated that Distrigas based its
projection of supply for the 1981-82 year on the volume it recevied during the previous year, 1980-81, which amounted to 65%
of the contract volumes. Bay State feels that 65% is an overly
conservative forecast, because the current level of deliveries
is at or above 1-0% dfcontract, no shortfalls ar anticipated
and deliveries in 1979-80 were almost 90% of contract.
(See
Thomas Sacco's letter to Fred Nemergut, May 26, 1981).
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The Company states i t has enough flexibility through
the timing of deliveries of its pipeline gas, itsinterruption sales, and its liquefaction capabilities to cover an
event in which supplies of imported LNG from DOMAC are interrupted.

Becuase the Company does not define the magni-

tude nor length of such an interruption nor quantify its
flexibility in supply adjustments it is not clear from
this testimony how much insurance the Company has against
such a supply interruption.

The Council is interested

in receiving from the Company more hard data to aid such
an analysis.
A second concern of the Council relates to the Company's
use of annualized customer use factors, specifically the use
of annualized data to derive the base load and heating increment used for forecasting and planning purposes.

The

concern here is that such annualized data may not reliably
or accurately reflect differences that occur on different
days of the month and week.

This is illustrated by what

happend this last winter when the annualized base load
and heating load factors used by the Company did not reliably
reflect the actual load on the coldest day.

The Company

testified that although historically it has had no problem
with using this technique to forecast peak load, this winter's
unusualness has caused it to look at a different method of
forecasting peak say sendouts.

The Council agrees that this

is prudent and expects 'a discussion of the Company's analysis
in the next forecast.

In general, the Council must note its

concern that such a larte Company uses a simplistice methodology in
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forecasting, i.e., using annualizing base and heating load
factors to forecast both heating season and non-heating
season loads.
III.

Proposed Air CompressorsBay State Gas has proposed to add an air compressor

with an air capacity of 73 MMCF per hour at the Company's
propane air facility in Northampton, Massachusetts, and an
air compressor with an air capacity of 95 MMCF per hour at
the propane air facility in Lawrence.

Both compressors

will be located adjacent to existing air compressors.

The

addition of the two compressors will add 5866 MMBTU per day
to the existing propane air plant in Northampton and 9240
MMBTU per day to the propane-air capacity at Lawrence.
These represent.50 and 18 percent increases, respectively,
in peak day supply ofr each of these areas.

The estimated

total cost of purchasing and installing the Northampton
facility is $180,500, and the Lawrence facility is $215,500.
The record is clear that because of recent growth the Company needs these facilities to provide an adequate level of
reserve capacity in the Lawrence and Northampton areas.

The

planned load increases in each of these areas only serve to
emphasize this need.

The record also shows that the addi-

tional supply capability provided by increasing a single component (air compression) of each of the existing propane-air
plants in Northampton and Lawrence is a cost-effective,
environmentally sound and prudent sOlution to the diminishing
reserve margin caused by growth.
An approval of these air compressors permits and thus
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implicitly gives Council sanction to the Company's expansion
of its gas heating market in these areas.

Although such a

growth necessarily raises questions concerning the price impact on existing customers due to the increased use of
greater quantities of relatively more expensive supplementals
to serve heating needs, the Council is of the opinion that the
3% planned growth rate of the company in these areas is not
excessive, and is justified by the relatively optimistic gas
supply situation of Bay State Gas Company, the decrease in
energy costs to the former oil customers who are switching
to gas, and the stated promotion of conservation by the Company.

Thus, the Council finds that the proposed additional

air compressors are:needed to ensure an adequate supply of
energy for the Commonwealth at the lowest possible cost and
the least possible environmental impact.

The Council approves

construction of the air compressors with an in-service date of
October, 1981.
ORDER

Given the foregoing considerations and comments, it is
ORDERED that the Fourth Annual Supplement submitted. by the
Bay State Gas Company and the two proposed facilities be
APPROVED subject to the following conditions:

1.

That, in subsequent filings, the Company provides
the conversion factors in order to convert to an
MMCF basis at an BTU content of 1000 BTU per cubic
foot at 14.73 PSIA dry all gas data presently given
in MMBTU's.

2.

That the Company perform a study of future customer re-
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quirements in order to develop a long-term forecast as a framework within which potential periodic
adjustments to its marketing and supply procedures
can be made in order to meet the goal of 3% net
growth per year.

It may be helpful for the Company

personnel to meet with Staff economists to discuss
such a study.
3.

That the Company base its next forecast of supply
from Distrigas on a comprehensive picture of the
Algerian situation and likely occurences, including·
the most recent information and forecast available
from Distrigas.

4.

That, before its next filing, the Company complete
an analysis concerning the use of annuli zed factors
to forecast a peak day load, and describe the me·thod
of analysis and its results in the forecast.

If

the Company does not change its method logy so as to
use seasonal and daily factors rather than annualized factors, it should at least discuss how seasonal
and daily characteristics are accounted for in the
use of the same annualized base load and heating load
factor for both the non-heating and heating seasons.
5.

That, in its next filing, the Company discuss the
economic effects on its existing customers of a
possible underestimation of future gas supply and
overestimation of future customer requirements
resulting in "surplus gas".
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This discussion will

. '". be more useful. if the Company quantifies different
possible scenarios.
6.

That the Company submit to the Council as part of the
Ile.:~t

filing, due Septernber 22, 1981, ,all analysis of

the cost effectiveness of displacing insecure and expensive supplemental. gas supplies during the heating
season \'7ith conservation "supply" throt;lgh the implemen. tation of "zero interest loan programs", .. the submittal
of which has "been required by the Secretary of Energy
Resources of the Commonwealth pursuant to a letter dated
April 21, 1981,'and Chapter 465 of the Acts of 1980.

by (::,a6s..-..:f

~.

t

T J.J"Aavf . )

RobertT. Smart Jr., Esq.
EFSC Hearing Officer

This decision was unaniwDusly approved by those IT£mbers
pre~ent

and voting at the Energy Facilities Siting Council

meeti~g

of June 22, 1981.

-- 5"-Joseph S. Fitzpatrick
Chairman
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OF MASSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities Siting Council

co~~~Omv.&ALTH

)

Petition of the Berkshire Gas Company )
For Approval of the Fourth Annual Sup-)
plement to its Long-Range Gas Forecast)
(22'July, 1981)
)
"

EFSC 80-29

)

"

DECISION AND ORDER

)
The Energy Facilities Siting Council hereby APPROVES the
Berkshire Gas Company'"s (the Company) fourth Annual Supplement
to its first

Long~RangeGas Forecast.

The Council also APPROVES

,

the Company's proposals, contained in an Amendment to the aforementioned Annual Supplement, to construct the following facilities:
a gas main in the city of Northampton, propa~e storage facilities
....../

in the tOl'm of Stockbridge, propane storage "facilities and rail- .
road unloading facilities in the city of North Adams.

These

approvals are subject to the terms and conditions contained in the
Council's ORDER at the end of this decision.

I.

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF THE PROCEEDINGS
The Berkshire Gas .Company is a Massachusetts Corporation and

is engaged in the business of distribution and sale at retail of
gas in nineteen (19) communities in Berkshire, Franklin and Hampshire Counties, Massachusetts, and has approximately 24,700 gas

the fourth Supplement to their Long Range Forecast of Gas Requirements on Noverrber 3, 1980.

A public adjudicatory hearing regarding

the Supplement was held on March 27, 1981 at Council offices.
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.

i

I
Public notice of the hearing was published in the Berkshire
Eagle and the Greenfield Recorder, in a timely fashion.
The Department of the Attorney General petitioned to
intervene and was granted intervention status.

During the

hearing the Company's witness was questioned by the Attorney
General and the Council Staff.
The Supplement contained no proposals for new facilities
of any kind.
po~ed

,

j

Subsequently, on May 7, 1981, the Company pro-

an amendment to the Supplement.

The amendment included

proposals to construct and operate a new 8" gas main in'Nort-

i

!

hampton, propane storage facilities in Stockbridge and North

-;

1

Adams, and a railroad unloading facility in North Adams.
Public hearings regarding these proposed facilities were held
in Stockbridge on June 9, 1981, in North Adams on June 10,

!,
"

1981 and in Northampton on June 11, 1981.

Public notice of

!

i

these hearings was posted and pUblished in a timely fashion.

-}

On June 25, 1981 the Company and the Council Staff dis-

-I

I,
,

cussed the proposed facilities in an informal technical review

I

session.

The Company answered numerous questions and provided

-I

,i
'I

!
!
:

detailed information regarding the need for the proposed facilities, their cost and their environmental impact.

On July 1,

1

1
,

19,81 the Council received the Company's formal amendment to

their Forecast Supplement.

On July 7, 1981 a public hearing

was held in which the information requested at the technical
session was entered into the record and the Company answered
i

. i,

further questions regarding the Forecast Supplement and the
proposed facilities.

There were no intervenors in this pro-115-

ceeding.

II.

THE FORECAST
A.

Analysis of Forecast Documentation

The Council finds that the conditions of approval set out
in its 1979 Decision have been adequately met by the Company
through information supplied in the Company's Supplement, and
through testimony presented at the hearing.

The Council does,

however, recognize certain areas of concern regarding the
i

present forecast.
In the 19.79. Decision, the Council expressed concern about
. the reliability of the

Comp~ny's

methodology for forecasting

normal and design season sendout as well as peak day sendout.
It is apparent that the Company has made significant improvement in its forecasting methodology.

The Council commends

such efforts and encourages further improvements.

However,

the documentation of the improved method was too brief.

To

this end, the Council directs the Company to include in its
next filing a discussion of historical trends as well as a
discussion of the assumptions and bases underlying the projected customer use factors.
In last year's Decision, the Council also expressed particular concern about the lack of adequate documentation (as
required by EFSC Rule 66.5) in the Company's 1979 Supplement.
The present Supplement was more thoroughly documentated but
fell short of adequate reviewability.

A forecast can not be

reviewed if it can not be duplicated by another knowledgable
person given the same information.
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Reviewability, therefore,
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I
j

,

!

requires a certain level of documentation and/or explanation

j

not present in the Company's 1980 Supplement, although addi-

I

tional documentation later provided in response to Staff in-

1

,

quiries enabled the review to be completed.

'j,

therefore, directs the Company to include in subsequent

i,

i

'I

I

The Council,

filings an illustration of how forecasts of normal, design,
and peak day sendouts on Tables G-l through G-5 were cal-

,,

,

';

culated, and a listing of all projected customer use factors (e.g. base use per customer, average use per cUstomer
and heating use per custer per degree day) used in developing
the forecast.

It is the Council's belief that inclusion

of this information will not only strengthen the Company's
,'

••'t.,o

forecast, but expedite its review •

.

.'i

Berkshire testified that it is a member of

~L~SS

SAVE and as

such will participate in MASS SAVE's audit programs (Tr. Vol. I,

29).
,

i;

The Company also testified to other ways in which it pro-

motes conservation in its service territory.
continues to be a major concern for everyone.

Energy conservation
The Council re-

cognizes a critical need to incorporate conservation and the effects thereof in any forecast of requirements, as conservation by
gas consumers may be a significant "source" of gas for a company,
the Council therefore, compliments the Company's efforts to incorporate conservation effects in its forecast, principally in
the Residential Heating class (Table G-l), and encourages the
Company to continue its efforts to promote conservation among
its customers as well as to report the results of such efforts in
future filings.

In reporting such results, the Company should
-117-

explain its judgements concerning conservation in each of the
customer classes.
"j

j

Factors to consider in the evaluation of

customer conservation

should include, but not be limited to,

t1

I'Ij
II,
;

behavioral methods of conservation

(e.g~

reducing thermostat

settingsl and conservation methods requireing cpaital expen-

iI

ditures (e.g. efficient water heaters, furnaces and appliances,

j1

and insulationl. as well as whether the significance of these

:; I

methods can be expected to increase or decrease over the fore-

!IiI

cast period.
The Council notes thai: the Company included some residen-

!1

tial sales in the Commercial Class (Table G-3Al.

j1

the Council directs the Comapqny to include in the narrative

H

of the next filing the residential share of load on Table G-3A,

Therefore,

and the reason for combining some residential with commercial
loads.
B.

Deliverability of Supplies

The Company has achieved substantial improvement·in the
reliability of its supplies through recently approved agreernents for firm transportation of natural gas stored in facilities.in Pennsylvania and New York.

Firm supply of 1.27

~~lCF/

day (maximum day delivery) of stored natural gas is available
for the 1981-82 heating season.

Firm supply of an additional

2.36 MMCF!day (maximum day delivery) has been contracted for,
and will be available for the 1982-83 heating season.
oj

Supply

of 1.27 M}lCF!day (maximum day delivery) will remain on a best
efforts basis for transportation through the Tennessee pipelxne.

I

I'--=.~,,",-._._. __.-

These supplies are discussed in more detail in the sec-118-

il,
J

I

:1'I

'I
I
I

I
:1

tion of this decision pertaining to the proposed gas main.
The Council also notes that the Company is a member of
the Boundary Gas Pr?ject, and as such has contracted to re-

d

ceive 2 MMCF/day of Canadian natural gas, transported by

d

Tennessee Gas Pipeline.

.,I
'j

I

,I
I

!1

.;

This additional gas supply will in-

crease the Company's current maximum daily and annual volume
of natural gas from Tennessee by approximately 10% and 15%

!; 1;,

:!
"

respectively, when delivered at contract volumes. But the
•
Company does not expect the full contract volumes to be avail-

,

d

"

able immediately.

Rather 'the Company expects 25% of the,.

j
'I,

heating season contractural volumes of this gas to be avail-

;1

able by the 1982-83 heating season, increasing to 100% by

,~

the 1984-85 heating season.

.

.i

Ii

The Company also expects 50%

of the non-heating season contractural volumes to be available by the 1983 non-heating season, increasing to 100% in
the 1984 heating season.
Table G-22 of the Supplement indicates the relationship
of this Canadian gas to projected sendout requirements in the
Company's planning.

In the first year of delivery, Canadian

gas from the Boundary Gas Project accounts for 11% and 3% of
the normal firm load requirements for the non-heating season
and heating season respectively.

By the end of the forecast

period, when the full contract volumes are expected to be
available, these figures increase to 22% and 10% respectively.
These projections indicate that the Company plans to rely
significantly on a new gas source, the existence of which is
not yet certain.

The Boundary Gas project is subject to FERC
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I

1

j
approval, and is presently still in the beginning stages of
the adjudication process. Ultimate approval, ·timing, and

I

availability of this supply source is, therefore, not presently guaranteed.

I,
1
;

This situation leads the Council to con-

clude that the Company's supply forecast is consequently uncertain as it relates to the Boundary Gas Project, but in
so concluding adds that this level of uncertainty is not
necessarily cause for immediate concern.

The percentage of

normal firm load expected to be met by the Canadian volumes
is significant, but Table G-22 shows that the possible loss
of the forecasted Canadian supplies to firm customers couid be

,i
1

covered by reducing Interruptible Sales and Sales for Resale.
Although the Company apparently has this short-term "cushion"
of available supply, the uncertainty of projected Canadian
gas deliveries is still of concern to the Council.

The Com-

pany's expected load growth and its forecasted design requirements put increasing pressure each year on this "cushion".

The

Company itself has stated that if the Canadian gas contract is
not approved it will have to reconsider its growth pattern (EFSC
memorandum December 30, 1980l.

Therefore, in its next filing,

the Company should address in detail its contingency plans should
the supply of Boundary Gas be delayed or denied.
Lastly the Council notes that Berkshire forecasted that
Distrigas would deliver 90% of its contractural quantities of
LNG.

The Company bases this projection principally on the

percent delivered last year, which was 89%.

The Company testi-

fied that over the past four years the percent of annual contract volumes actually delivered has run as 10vl as 12% (Tr.
-120-
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~,,:

Vol. 1, 37).

In response to the Council's directive in the 1979

Decision*Berkshire stated that it would utilize its propane air
facilities as a peaking supplement.
III. THE PROPOSED ;fACILI.'):'IES
A.

PROPOSED GAS NAIN IN NORTHANPTON
1.

. Des·c·riptlon of: Proposed: Ga·s: Main

The Company has proposed construction oJ;_ an 8" high- pressure natural gas main in the city of Northampton, Massachusetts.
This proposed main

~'1ill

parallel the existing 6" high pressure

gas main running from the Greenfield sales station of the Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company to the southerly property line of Locust
Street in Northampton, where it will connect with the Company's
existing distribution system.
main is 2.5 miles.

Total length of the proposed gas

The proposed main will cross pUblic lands owned

by Hampshire County, the Massachusetts Department of Mental Health,
the City of Northampton School Department and the Smith Vocational
School, City 0:1; Northampton.

The main will haVe three

st~eet

crossings and will cross the;Mill River and lands classified as wetJ,anOs.

The proposed 8" main \'1ill be located in the strip of land

presently licensed for the existing 6" main.

A detailed map of the

proposed route for the new main has been provided by the Company
and is part of the record of this proceeding.

*

"(Exhibits-7, 8, 9).

?:he :,peci:Fic coni'ition contained. -hrEFSC 79-29 was: "That the Carp3.l1y explain
ha;,; ~t.plans to address tha short-term and long-term inpacts of an :i.mredi:ate
cessation of Algerian LL'lG deliveries. Specifically, h= '.;Quld the Cortpany
rreet each year's projected. requirements under this circumstance. ,. The CortpanY I
has stated. that the- capacity of the existing propane-air facilities \.;Quld bE! .adequate to supply the additional propane required. to :rraintain service during
a cut-off oLThG, (Ti. Vol. 2, 38). The Ccxnpany also stated. that the additional
propane storage facilities- approved. herein provide in=eased. flexibility in the
eve.l1.t of an Th'G cut-off (T:!:". Vol. 2, 39). Because of the Cortpany's assurances
concerning this:rratte.r, the Council has not attached. a similar condition to the
p:r;e.sent decision; ha;vever, the Council continues to regard this as a matter of
hig-nest concern.
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2.

Purpose of Proposed Gas Main

The proposed main will serve natural gas to approximately
4,500 gas customers in the Company's service territory.
The Company's Amendment to the 1930 Gas Company Forecast
Supplement states that the proposed 3" gas main is needed "to
"
'1
iI
'j

handle the increase in daily volumes (of natural gas) and to
provide additional pipe capacity necessitated because of lower
delivery

press~re

(of natural gas) from the Tennessee Gas Pipe-

line" (Exhibit 2, p. 19).
The Company has statec on the record that without the proposed 3" main the Company will be unable to transport increased
supplies of natural gas which have been contracted for on a firm
basis from the Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company (Tr. Vol. 2, p. 87)."Under present Company policy, no new gas hook-ups are being made.
The Company states thatthe new main will allow the Company to add
new customers-- both residential and industrial.
are customers who have requested

servt~e

Some of these

and have been unable to

receive gas due to supply limitations (Tr. Vol.· 2, p. 91).
The major issue raised by the autherization of this new
natural, gas main is whether new gas customers should be added
to

exis~ing

customer loads in the face of higher costs for in-

cremental supplies and uncertain future supply and price conditions.

This issue is discussed in detail in the next section

of this decision.
3.

Analysis of Proposed Gas Main
A.

NEED

The record in this case indicates that there is no

need

to construct the proposed gas main to serve existing gas cus-122-

tomers in the Company's service territory.

The proposed gas

main will allow the Company to add new customers and the issue before the Council in this case is the prudence of such
additional customer loads.

This issue must be assessed in the

context of future natural gas supplies available to Berkshire
Gas Company and other Gas Companies in the Commonwealth.
Two additional supply SOUrces and increases in Tennessee's
pipeline capacity have improved the outlook for natural gas
supplies in the Commonwealth since the supply-constrained period
in

~he

late 1970's.

The fir.st of these supply sources are the

underground storage facilities located in New York State and
Pennsylvania.

The availability of these natural gas storage

sites and the strong market for natural gas in the Northeast bas
led Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company to invest in a significant
upgrading of their gas transmission pipeline capacity from
New York State into Massachusetts.

As a result of the increased

pipeline capacity, the Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company has made
available new firm supplies of natural gas to Gas Companies in
New York State, the Commonwealth, Connecticut, Rhole Island and
New Hampshire.

In the Commonwealth, Berkshire Gas Company,

Haverhill.Gas Company and the Lowell Gas Company signed agreements
with the Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company for increased firm transportation of natural gas from the storage fa?ilities.

These

agreements have now been approved by the· Federal Energy RegUlatory
Commission {FERC}.

The contracts between the Berkshire Gas Com-

pany and the Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company provide for firm
transportation of 1.273 MCF (maximum dialy delivery) of natural
-123_ ••
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gas through the Tennessee pipeline to the Greenfield sales
station, commencing before the coming heating season (Exhibit 13).

An addi tiorial 2, 364 I1CF (maximum daily delivery).

will be available on a firm basis for the 1982-83 heating

I

season.

I

This new firm supply of natural gas from storage facilitiesrepresents a substantial increase in the firm supplies

1
j

available to the Company. The Company's prior agreement with

I1

Tennessee provides for 19,900 I1CF (maximum daily delivery).
From the standpoint of physical supply availability, the
recently approved agreement provides a sound basis for future

.,

,
,!

1

customer load additions.

I

availability of supplies, the Council must consider the cost

!

A,

However, in addition to physical

of the necessary facilities and the ultimate price of the gas to

"!

the consumers.

The cost of the proposed gas main and the

price of the storage return gas are considered in the next
section of this decision.

I
.\

The second major improvement in the natural gas supply

,

outlook for the Company and the Commonwealth is the Boundary

I
I

,I

Gas Project.

,'1I

authorities, this project will bring substantial additional

!I

firm supplies of natual gas into the Commonwealth.

!

Gas has signed a Precedent Agreement providing for 2,000 I1CF

Ii
! I

!11I

!1

If authorized by the FERC and the state and local

(maximum daily delivery) of gas from this project.

Berkshire

The Com-

pany has stated on the record however, that it will defer
adding new customers (aside from those who will be able to
utilize the firm storage return supplies) until final approval
-124"
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of the Boundary Gas Project and all sales agreements have been
finalized.

The Council notes that this is prudent Company

policy and wishes to emphasize this point.

Addition of new

customers must proceed in a prudent manner in order to avoid
jeopardizing the adequacy of supplies for existing customers.
The Council wishes to assure reliable supplies to existing
customers without unduly constraining the availability of
gas service to potential new gas customers.
B.

COST OF PROPOSED GAS MAIN

The total cost of the proposed gas main has been estimated
by the Company at $471,000.

This includes all materials, equip-

ment, contract services, Company labor, engineering and overheads.

The Company performed a detailed engineering/cost analysis

and determined that paralleling the existing 6" main with the
proposed 8" main is the most economical choice for transporting
the increased' gas volumes provided for under the storage return
agreement.
In addition to the cost of the proposed facilities, the
Council must consider the price of the gas to be delivered
through the proposed main and the effect of these new supplies
on the average price of gas to the Company's customer.

The

contract between Berkshire Gas and Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company
shows that the new firm supplies from the storage facilities will
be more expensiYe than the natural gas delivered under the existing
long-term firm supply contract, yet less expensive than the Com.1

pany" s supplemental supplies of propane and LNG.

The average

costs of the Company's present supplies and the firm supplies from
the storage facilities are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1
Average Cost per MCF*
Natural Gas (CD-6 Contract)

$3.19

LNG

$6.72

Propane

$7.51**

Natural Gas (Etorage Return)

$4.70

*

Costs as of May 1981

**

Includes costs of operating propane/air facilities
The addition of. the new firm storage return gas will make

it possible for the Company to sell more gas to more customers.
It is also clear that this growth will increase the average price
of gas to the Company's customers.

Assuming constant prices, the

addition of the. storage return gas to the Company's supply· mix
will increase the average price of gas sold from $3. 59/MCFat
the present time to $3.88/MCF in 1984-85.

These figures do not

include the potential supplies of Boundary

Gas

which are likely

to further raise the average price of gas sold by the Company;
nor do they anticipate the removal of gas price controls before
1985.
Several economic considerations are relevant to the decison granting the
gas main.

comp~ny's

request for approval of the proposed

The fact that the purchase of the additional gas

supplies transported through the main will increase the average
price of gas to all the Company's customers does not mean that
the proposal is without public benefits.

The expansion of the

gas heating market facilitated by the proposed gas main will
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i

displace oil presentlZ used for home heating in the Company's

I

I,

territory.

j

for approval for vaporization facilities (EFSC 79-25) the

j

Council stated,

,

j

I

In the decision on Boston Gas Company's request

"as long as the proposed •• facilities are not likely
to raise gas prices above oil prices then ~uch facilities can be found to be necessary for the Commonwealth as a whole ••• As long as any increase in gas
prices caused by adding customers is offset by decreases in energy costs to the former oil customers
who are switching to gas, the Commonwealth as a whole
has achieved a more reliable energy supply by reducing
its dependence on foreign oil without a net increase
_in energy costs"_
The decision to approve the proposed gas main in the present proceeding reaffirms the Council's position concerning expansion of gas heating in the Commonwealth.
measureable

ben~fits

In addition to the

of gas outlined in the foregoing citation,

the Council recognizes the intangible benefits of secure supplies
of domestic gas as opposed to foreign supplies of oil.
Another consideration important in the analysis of the costs
and benefits of the proposed gas main and the concomitant increase
;

in firm gas supplies is the payback which cOnsumers will achieve

i
i;

upon converting from oil to gas heat.

-, !;

Conversions involve cons i-

derable investments by the customer and the strong market for gas
conversions at the present time is primarily a function of the

,i

,,1• 'J
- I

price differential between oil and gas.

Under present federal

laws governing the regulation of gas prices, natual gas prices

i

: 1

1

!
1

, ,1

i
,
: i

i

:

will be decontrolled by 1985.

Although a tremendous amount. of

uncertainty exists over the long-term effects of gas price decontrol, the evidence at the p+esent time suggests that gas
prices ,vill rise substantially and the price differential that
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exists today between oil and gas will shrink.

Some analysts

believe this differential will disappear entirely as gas.and
oil prices reach parity.

In light of these prospects, the

Council is concerned about consumers who convert to gas in the
coming years.

Specifically, there is substantial uncertainty

. regarding the payback that these consumers will achieve by converting from oil to gas.

If the differential between oil and

gas prices is reduced or eliminated after decontrol of gas
prices, consumers will face long payback periods for their initial conversion investments.

In the extreme case of oil and

gas price parity, consumers may not recover their investment
costs.

The

Co~pany

should realize also that this will reduce

the market incentives to convert form oil to gas and could
result in a softening of the conversion market.

The Council

cautions the Company to bear these issues in mind when talking
to customers .considering conversion

to.

gas.

The Council re-

quests that in its next forecast, the Company address the costs
and benefits (from the customer's perspective) of converting
from oil to gas heat.

The Company should identify the factors

which affect this cost/benefit equation (e.g. age or efficiency
of existing oil burners, efficiency of new gas burners, insulation levels, cost of conversionl, examine the consumer's payback under different assumptions regarding the price of heating
oil and the price of gas to the Company's customers and offer
any documentation available regarding the future impact in the
Company's service territory of gas price decontrol.

c.

ENVIRONHENTALIHPACTS OF THE PROPOSED GAS BAIN

The record indicates that there will be no adverse environ-
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mental impacts due to the construction and operation of the
proposed gas main.
The Company filed a "Notice of Intent" under the Wetland
Protection Act, Massachusetts G,L. c. 131 sec. 40 on May 7,
1981 with the Northampton Conservation Commission and has
had ±ts preliminary hearings and final hearing granting approvalon June 2, 1981 (Exhibit 9).
In addition·to wetland protection, the route does not
require any cutting of trees over 6" in diameter.

Brush and

debris on the present right of way will be cleared and disposed
of in compliance with any regulation covering same.
As much as possible, all surfaces will be restored to
the same condition existing before excavation.

In locations

where washing or gullying could occur, proper breakers and
surface protection will be provided.

On agricultural lands,

the construction work will be so time to allow harvesting
of present crops.

Also on agricultural lands, appropriate

seeding of cover crop and fertilizer will be applied to restore
the land to existing fertility (Exhibit 2, p. 19).
Visually, the main will be out of sight by its nature of
being underground except for above ground casting vents and
roadway crossing and main line markers to witness the fact
there exists a gas main as required by regulation (Ex. 2, p. 20).
There will be no

sound or odor pollution from the pro-

posed 8" H.P. main (Exhibit 2, p. 20).
D.

ALTE&~ATIVES

TO THE PROPOSED GAS MAIN

The alternatives to the proposed gas main fall into two
categories:

(1) a no-build scenario;
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(2) construction of a

main having a different capacity and configuration.

Each of

these will be discussed in turn.
Approval of the gas main installation implicitly gives
Council sanction to expansion of theCompany's gas heating
market in the Greenfield Division.

Some of the issues raised

by this expansion have been discussed in the previous section
of the decision.

The Council recognizes, however, that con-

struction of the proposed main is not the sole means of expanding this market.
,

Several alternatives exist, including:

construction of LNG facilities, construction of propane facilities and installation of materials and equipment designed to

i'

i

increase the efficiency of natural gas use.
The record in this case indicates that construction of
,

.

the proposed main is a more economical means of increasing gas

I

supply than construction of either LNG facilities or propane
facilities.

In addition, the main is a more dependable means

of increasing supply than either of these two alternatives.
The Company's testimony does not, however, include comparison
of the proposed main with increased investment in energy efficiency measures, or conservation.
The choice between construction of the proposed main or
construction of alternative supply facilities such as LNG or
propane facilites is a clear cut either/or decision. Construction
of one negates the need (in the immediate future) of the others.
This is not the case with the conservation alternative.

The

Company has stated that natural gas conserved through increased
efficiency and changes in consumer behavior has supplied the

gas used to make space heating service available to additional
. i

l' t
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customers in the past, when no other new supply sources were
available.

The Company has submitted evidence of its efforts

to make consumers more aware of conservat±on opportunities
such as improved gas burners, more efficient water heaters,
insulation and weatherization.

The Council commends the

Company's efforts and wishes to stress that the increased
availability of pipeline gas does not diminish the need to
continue to expand the supply of "conservation gas".

Con~

servation carries with it a hpst of benefits to the Comrnonwealth including:

creation of jobs in the local area; long-

term savings which make increased purchases of other consumer
goods and services possible; and decreased dependence on
foreign supplies

o~

energy.

.

The second category of alternatives to the proposed gas
."

main is the construction of a gas main having a different capacity and configuration.

The Company has performed a detailed

engineering/cost analysis of alternative pipeline capacities
and has determined that the 8" main is the most economical
system to serve the increase in gas supplies (EX. 2, p. 18).
E.

CONCLUSIONS REGARDING THE PROPOSED GAS MAIN
•

The evidence in this proceeding indicates that the proposed
gas main in Northampton is an economical means of supplying
increased firm supplies of natural gas to the Commonwealth.
Without the proposed main, the capacity of the Company's existing
main is inadequate to transport the increased volume of storage
return gas which has recently become a firm supply.

The supply of

these increased firm supplies is more costly than the Company's
-131-

.

present firm supplies; however, it is more economical and
more reliable than construction of alternative facilties.
The costs of the proposed main are reasonable and there
will be little or no long-term enviroThuental impacts from
const~lction

or operation of this equipment.

The expan-

sion of the gas heating market made possible by the proposed main will 'benefit consumers in the Commonwealth who
presently rely on fuel oil for heating.

i

J
I
1

,

,•i
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E.

PROPOSED PROPANE
1.

STO~~GE

AND RAIL UNLOADING FACILITIES IN NORTH

AD&~S

Description of the Proposed Facilities in North Adams
Berkshire Gas Company's second proposal is to increase the
liquefied propane gas (LPG) storage capacity "af the LP-Air
Plant in North Adams and to improve railroad unloading facilities
(Ex. 2, pp. 8-9).

First, the plan calls for installation of

tWOJadditional60,OOO-gallon storage tanks above ground on a site
which now includes six (6) 30,OOO-gallon.LPG storage

tan~~•.

The

proposed addition would increase storage capacity at the North
Adams site from 180,000 gallons to 300,000 gallons.
Second, the Company proposes to increase its capacity to handIe LPG at the site .by ex-t.ending the present railroad siding and
adding two (2) additional railroad tank car unloading towers to
the two existing towers.

Each unloading tower is capable of un-

loading one 33,500-gallon railroad tank car per 24-hour day.
Therefore, the proposal would double the handling capacity to
134,000 gallons .. per day.
po~al

2.

The total estimated cost o'E·'the pro-

is $215,000.

Purpose of the Proposed Facilities in North Adams
The stated purpose of the North Adams proposal is to provide
an adequate and reliable supply of LPG product at the plant during
cold winter periods to supply customers in the North Adams area
(Ex. 2, p. 12).

The increased storage capacity would also accom-

modate growth in pipeline supplies ,.hich could serve new customers
in the area (Tr. Vol. 2, 37).
the proposal.
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The latter purpose is implicit in

3.

Analysis of Proposed Facilities in North Adams
A.

-Need
The Company's justification of need for the storage facility is based on estimates of days of storage under peak day sendout
conditions.

The Company calculated days of storage by dividing

the LPG storage tank capacity at North Adams by the "maximum
peak day LP-Air gas sendout" at the plant during the 1980-81
winter (Ex. 2, p. 5).

Using this method, the Company found that

the present .. LPG storage capacity allowed only 3.6 days of storage
compared to the 5-6 day period desired by the Company (Tr. Vol. 2,:
Berkshire claimed that "last \vinter's and previous \vinters' intense sendout requirem;mts over two to three week periods and
the consequent transportation hardships" necessitate increased
days of storage (Ex. 2, p. 6).

Deliveries of LPG by 10,000-

gallon truck (the primary mode) were delayed during the coldest
periods (Ex. 2, p. 13).
The Company's argument has merit.

Althoughthe Company's

method of calculating days of storage assumes a worst case (a.
series of maximum sendout days, the probability of which would
be slight), the weather data in Exhibit 10 indicate that near
maximum sendout conditions could occur four to five days in a
row during extended cold periods.

For example, during

~ebruary

10-14, 1979, the degree days stayed close to the peak (73 degree
days) and four of the five days were over 70 degree days based
on a wind chill factor.
The Company based the calculation of storage days on the 198081 winter, which probably represents a WODstcase in terms of
running low on LPG storage.
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The Company testified that at the

lowest point, LPG storage in the

',;

-

40,000 gallons:

~Thole

Berkshire system was 30-

less than half of the requirements for a peak

day (Tr. Vol. 2, 43).

Yet, the maximum daily sendouts in

1976-7~

(pipeline gas curtailments boosted LP-Air production) and 197879 were nearly as high as the peak sendout in 1980-81 (Ex. 10).
:.".:

The choice of the 1980-81 peak as a base overstated the peak day
requirements, but not enough to change the Company's conclu-

-.oj

,I

sion:

-I

-i
~i

during extended period's of cold weather, the LP-Air re-

quirements at the North Adams plant could drain.LPG storage

I

-J

tank~

before they could be replenished.

'oj

.:!
;:j

,,

The Company stated that the railroad unloading improvements

.'!

.-;

'i

were needed to increase flexibility in the LPG delivery systems
(rail and truck).

The Company is able to receive LPG in North

Adams by railroad tank car and transport the product in BerkshirE
..y...

...•

Gas Company trucks to LP-Air plants,:in Greenfield, Hatfield,
Pittsfield, and Stockbridge

(Ex~

2, p. 13).

The proposed unload:

facilities would expand the amount of LPG that could be handled
per day.

For example, if the proposed storage capacity at

North Adams (300,000

gallon~were

nearly empty, the tanks would 1

refilled by rail in two to three days once rail cars arrived.
One day of unloading could provide nearly as much LPG as would
be required on a system-wide peak day.
Other justifications of need for North Adams storage and
railroad unloading improvements are evident in the record of
this case.

The proposed facilities in North Adams are con-

sistent with the Company's growth plans (Exhibit 1, pp. l-4).
While the Company forecasts a constant normal peak day LP-Air
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'.

~t.1

Ii

m

sendout (139

~~lCF)

over the forecast period, the additional

LPG storage and delivery flexibility will allow the Company
to provide back-up to increased volumes of other firm and
•

best efforts gas supplies.

The relatively high price of

LPG* will discourage greater annual use of LP-Air.

However,

during extended cold periods, LP-Air would be a key supplemental
supply in the Berkshire system.
Another justification for the proposed North Adams facilities is the need for. additional LPG storage in.the event
of a cut-off of supplies of Algerian LNG.
tional storage at North Adams (9.1

~~CF)

The proposed addialone would cover

peak day LNG sendout (3.7 MMCF/day) for 2.5 days (assuming
consecutive maximum daily sendouts and not considering existing
LPG storage).

The Council trusts that the Company

~,ould

seek

a less expensive alternative to LP-Air for LNG replacment
over the long term.

In the short term, the additional LPG

storage capacity at North Adams provides Berkshire with valuable
flexibility.
iI
Ii

II
, I

j;

The Company also testifed that it "backed off" pipeline
gas and used more propane at the request of bhher companies

-{ !
i '

in past winters, including 1980-81 (Tr. Vol. 2, 41).

:ttI
1I

allowed gas companies further along the Tennessee pipeline

iI
Ii

"
Ii
I 'j
II

1 •

:J j
iJ 1

i

!

d~
!

I .

i

j -;

That

to use the extra pipeline gas and compensate Berkshire.

If

the Company were to increase its LPG storage capacity at
North Adams as proposed, the Company would have more flexibility in meeting its own requirements and making gas avail-

il :

I; .

,

I'

i;

H
:j

*

The Company'testified that the price of LPG (presently
$7.5l/MCF) is expected to remain above the price of LNG
(presently $6.72/MCF over the forecast period (Tr. Vol.
II, 36).
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able. to other companies during extremely cold periods.
B.

Cost of the Proposed Facilities in North Adams
The Company estimated the total cost of materials, equipment, labor, services and overhead for the North Adams's project at $215,000 (Ex. 2, p. 10).

The project would be financed

by short-term'loans and all expenditures related to the project
would "be rolled .into the rate base" (Tr. Vol. 2, 71).
fore, all customers

~n

There-

the Berkshire service territory would be

sharing the costs of the proposed storage and unloading facilities.

The benefits of the new facilities would be shared

primarily by about 8,700 gas customers in the North Berkshire
County area, especially new customers which could be added
when new pipeline supplies can be backed up by LPG storage.
Customers in the other divisions of the Company would benefit
somewhat from the availability (by truck) of LPG from the

:"

..

North Adams plant.
The costs of the storage and unloading facilities would be

,

partially offset by savings related to the new facilities.

I

additional LPG storage may allow the Company to avoid penalties

The

I

I

II

($10 per MCF) for taking pipeline gas over and above daily allot-

I
I

\

Ij
)I
I
1

!

ments, purchase more LPG before the heating season when prices
may rise, and avoid costlier weekend deliveries of LPG by truck
(Tr. Vol. 2, 40, 76).

Further, the rail unloading improvements

would decrease demurrage charges for rail cars; reduce weekend
deliveries, overtime, and switching charges; decrease hazardous

i

waste charges by the Interstate Commerce Commission; and save on

i

transport charges if truck rates exceed rail rates, as the Com-

I

pany expects (Tr. Vol. 2, 76-78).

i

I
,i
, \

.. ,,
: i

1
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C.

Environmental Impact of Proposed Facilities in North Adams
The proposed storage tanks and unloading facilities at
North Adams would have no adverse environmental impact
(Ex. 2, p. 14).

The project would be constructed on an existing

site next to existing storage and unloading facilities.

The

site is located in an Industrial and Commercial zone; the
nearest residence is 600 ft. from the site.

No odor or sound

pollution or any other emissions would be expected from the
additional facilities.

Truck deliveries to the plant would be

spread more evenly over time, and such deliveries may decrease
if the Company uses the rail unloading facilities to capacity.
The Company is regulated by the Mass. Department of Public
Utilities (DPU l1725H, Section 4) and has filed this proposal
with the Department of Public Safety.

Further, the Company

has obtained approval of the Town of North Adams for a Flammable Liquids Storage Permit (Ex. 2, p. 14) •
.

'

i;

D.

Alternatives to the Proposed Facilities in North Adams
The Company discussed four alternatives to the proposed

: ,i
i

facilities:

(i) maintain the present storage capacity,

(ii)

i

• I

increase storage capacity, but less than proposed, (iii) install additional storage capacity elsewhere, or (iv) add LNG
storage capacity at the site or elsewhere (Ex. 2, p. 10).
The company's choice of the proposed facilities over the four
alternatives appears to be reasonable:

the enlargement of the

existing facilities was planned years ago (Ex. 6), the location
has the advantages of rail access and ideal proximity to the
North Adams lateral of the Tennessee Gas Pipeline, and the size
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of the tanks are most practical in terms of cost and delivery
of equipmen t.
The "no build" alternative viould be the most reasonable
course of action for the Company if Berkshire and the Council
were willing to risk that the 1981-82 winter would not be severe,
that LNG supplies would not be interrupted, 'or that pipeline
supplies would not be curtailed.

However, the value of increased

reliability, although unquantified, weighs against taking'these
risks.

The benefits of not building would be a slightly lower

rate base, but if real costs of storage facilities increase,
costs of future construction could negate the short-term rate
benefits.
Conclusions Regarding the Proposed Facilities in North Adams
The Company has demonstrated a need for additional storage
capacity at North Adams.

The proposed facilities would

provid~

greater reliability at a reasonable cost with no environmental
impact.

Alternatives could achieve the same system benefits only

at greater cost or greater risk of unreliable service.

C.

PROPOSED PROPANE STORAGE FACILITIES IN STOCKBRIDGE
1.

Description of the Proposed Propane Storage Facilities
Berkshire Gas Company's third proposal is to increase the
LPG storage capacity at the LP-Air Plant in Stockbridge (Ex. 2;
pp. l-2).

The Company would add two (2) 30,000-gallon st9rage

tanks' to an existing site that was built to accommodate the proposed tanks.

This $100,000 project would triple the existing

storage capacity from 30,000 to 90,000 gallons.
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2.

Purpose of the Proposed Propane Storage Facilities
The stated purpose of the Stockbridge proposal is "to provide an adequate and reliable supply of LPG product at this
plant during cold winter periods to supply customers in this
area"

3.

(Ex. 2, p. 5).

Analysis of the Proposed Propane Storage Facilities
A.

Need
The Stockbridge proposal is similar to the North Adams proposal, shares a similar need, and is justified by the same criteria.

The Company found that the present LPG storage capacity

at Stockbridge allowed only 1.7 days of storage (Ex. 2, p. 5).
The proposed facilities would increase the days of storage to
5.1.

The analysis of the Company's criteria regarding the North

Adams proposal, above, also pertains to the Stockbridge proposal.
Although the Stockbridge project includes no rail

unloadin~

improvements (the LPG is delivered only by truck), the benefits
of increased storage for the Stockbridge area and the system as a
whole are sufficient to justify the project.
agrees with the Company:

The Council.

"sound planning would call for increased

storage capacity to allow for an additional reliability margin
to afford greater flexibility in refilling LPG storage tanks
during periods of intense sendout" (Ex. 2, p. 7).
B.

Cost of Proposed Storage Facilities
The Company estimated the total cost of equipment and installation at $100,000 (Ex. 2, p. 2).

The cost issues discussed

in the analysis of the North Adams project, above, pertain to
this project as well.

However, the offsetting savings in rail-
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related activities are absent for this project.
,
'r

the new facilities would be shared primarily by about 2,600 cus-

I

I

The benefits of

tomers in the Company's South Berkshire County area.
C.

Environmental Impacts of the Proposed Storage Facilities
The proposed storage tanks would be constructed on an

,

existin~

I

I

site in an agricultural area.

,i

four sides (Ex. 3).

I,
i

One abutter has farm land on all

The proposed facilities would not engender

greater truck traffic in Stockbridge (Tr. Vol. 2, 70).

:!
il,

Currently

"

about three trucks per week deliver propane to the site.

:1

.'t!

With

,!

,

additional storage capacity, deliveries could be spread out over

:1
.J

''!,I

time and, consequently, the incidence of truck deliveries during

,-;

i

;j

the winter would not increase noticeable (Tr. Vol.

~,

70).

"I

:-j

No odor or sound pollution or any other emissions would be

'j

'.

expected from the additional facilities.

Because the tanks will

be mounded underground (as opposed to the above ground tanks'

in

North Adams), the Company will install an electric powered recti-

i'I
~

fier and ground bed to protect the buried tank from corrosion.
The Department of Transportation will monitor the rectifier (Ex.

i

;j

p. 2).

The Company is regulated by the DPU and has filed this proposal with the Department of Public Safety.
Stockbrid~e

..

Further, the To,m of

approved a Flammable Liquids Storage Permit for the

;0

facilites (Ex. 2, p. 7).

~l

.,

!i

D.

Alternatives to the Proposed Storage Facilities
The Company presented the same four alternatives to the
Stockbridge project as above for the North Adams proposal.

The

proposed project appears to best satisfy the need for storage

.,,
r

by adding to an existing storage facility as originally planned

]\

".,i

(Ex. 3).

The location of the present plant is practical and

i
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established.
The "no build" option would be reasonable only at risk of
unreliable service, as discussed above regarding

alternatives~

to the North Adams proposal.
Conclusion
The Company has demonstrated a need for additional storage
capacity at North Adams.

The proposed facilities would provide

greater reliability at a reasonable cost with no adverse environmental impact.

Alternatives could achieve the same system

benefits only at a greater cost or greater risk of unreliable
service.
Given the foregoing consideration and comments, it is now
ORDERED that the fourth Annual Berkshire Gas Company Forecast
Supplement and the proposed facilities described in the Amendment to the Forecast Supplement be APPROVED subject to the
following conditions.
1.

That in its next filing the Company illustrates how
. the forecast of normal and design season sendout and peak
dav sendout on Tables G-l through G-5 were calculated.
The Company should also list all projected customer use
factors.

2.

That in its next filing the Company discuss historical
trends and judgements used as bases for projections of
customer use factors.

3.

That in its next filing the Company address the issue
of conservation in more detail, including, but not limited
to, considerations of factors which influence conservation, how these factors are likely to affect the fore-
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:j,
:~

cast of sendout requirements, how the Company's con-

:j,
i!

servation efforts can be improved, and the bases for any

"

conclusions drawn.
4.

That in its next filing the Company addresses in detail
its contingency plans should the supply of Boundary Gas

"

IojI

be delayed or denied.
5.
d

That in its next filing the Company analyze the costs and

I" '

benefits (from the customer's perspective) of convert-

!"t

ing from oil to gas heat.

I'
II

The Company should identify

the factors which affect this cost/benefit equation (e.g.
age or efficiency of existing oil burners, efficiency
of new gas burners, insulation levels, cost of conversion), examine the customer's payback under different
'I

assumptions regarding the price of heating oil and the
price of gas to the Company's customers and offer any
documentation available regarding the impact in the
Company's service territory of gas price decontrol.

"

I

Robert T. Smart Jr., Esq.
EFSC Hearing Officer

;i

This decision was unanimously approved by those members present
and voting at the Energy Facilities Siting Council meeting of
July 20,' 2981.
;J

Date

Joseph S. Fitzpatrick
Chairman
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In the Matter of the Wellesley Municipal Light Department
DOMSC

(April 30, 1981)

EJ?SC No. 80-40
J?ourth Supplement to the Long-Range J?orecast 1980-89

-------.,......---This decision concerns the 4th and most recent annual supplement

for the municipal light department' of the town of Wellesley

(EJ?SC No. 80-40) hereinafter referred to as "hTellesley".

In this

case, the Council is issuing a REJECTION since the department
neither submitted a supplement nor made any apparent attempt to
do so.

Thus, the department has shown a distinct lack of interest

in its statutory responsibilities under M.G.L.c. 164 section 691
which requires i t to file either a long-range forecast or annual
supplement with the Council each year.

"'.'

This is not the first time

the Council has found i t necessary to reject a supplement by this
department.

AS will be discussed later in this decision, Wellesley

has historically exhibited a lack of diligence in preparing and
submitting its filings.
The Council has no authority to compel a utility to fulfill.
its statutory responsibilities; the Council can only attempt to
prod a utility into filing.

Telephone conversations, always

initiated by the Staff, revealed that the department had recently
undergone a change in management:

consequently, the new management

was finding it difficult to complete the supplement.

Although

the original filing date had been April 1, 1980, the Staff agreed
that an extension would be appropriate in order to allow the new
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·.
mqnagement additional time to prepare the supplement.

Theex-

tended deadline was set for November 10, 1980, felt by the Staff
to be a generous amount of time.

Wellesley was also invited to

consult freely with the Staff regarding any difficulties encountered
in the supplement's preparation.

At this time, it was understood

that the department fully intended to meet the extended filing
deadline; however, when no supplement was received, there was no
explanation forthcoming.

The Council finds this apparent lack of

cqoperation by Wellesley to be unacceptable, especially in light
of the department's record of non-compliance with filing requirements.
To date, there have been five filings required from each
electric utility:

one long-range forecast and four annual supple-

ments to that forecast.

Wellesley has submitted only three filings

and only two have been approved.

In 1977, ongoing litigation

involving the department prevented it from preparing the 1977 supplement.

The Council, fully aware of the shortage of manpower faced

by many small utilities, did not issue a rejection.

Instead, the

Council "rolled-over" the 1977 filing and required the department
to include the 1977 information in the 1978 supplement.

In addition,

the company was requested to address fully certain issues in the
1978 Supplement.

However, in 1978, Wellesley submitted an incom-

plete and inadequate supplement which was eventually rejected
after numerous unsuccessful attempts by the Staff to obtain necessary
additional information.

This current and second rejection brings

the total absent or unacceptable filings for this department to
three.
Such a condition exists

with no other utility, except the

Norwood Municipal Light Department.

On the contrary, most small

utilities have been diligent in meeting their filing requirements
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and l;1 communicating ,,,ith the Staff.

The process has been

mutua ely beneficial, enabling refinements and improvements
in da~a requests and reporting techniques.
:1:n the interes..t of fulfilling its own statutory responsibilit~·

per M.G.L.c. section 69H, the Council will, as in 1978,

send ~ copy of this decision to the Board of Selectmen in the
~nd

town

to the Department of Public Utilities for any action

it may deem appropriate pursuant to its supervisory authority
under M.G.L.c. 164 section 76.
~he Council ~ill require the department to meet with the

Staff before the next filing is submitted so that any problems
the c~partment encounters regarding the filing can be addressed
and a~~propriately remedied.

The Council sincerely urges this

depar~:ment to cooperate with the Council and assures the depart~~at

ment

assis~-

the Staff will, as

ah~ays,

continue to be available to

in the preparation of the forecasts.

Order
(':;iven the foregoing discussion, it is nm; ORDERED that
the
pany

f~urth
~e

Annual Electric Supplement of Wellesley Light Com-

REJECTED and that the following procedures and data be

incor~orated

1)

~he

for the next filing:

company shall meet with the Staff at a mutually

~onvenient
~;he

second long-range forecast due April I, 1981, to

~iscuss

~o

time and place before the submission of

the forecast's format and content, and thereby

aid the company in submitting an adequate filing.
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2)

In t';e next filing, the company shall fully address
the ,'ondi tions of Approval set out in the Council's
1979 Decision.

Barbara Robinson
EFSC Hearing Officer

Dated at Doston this 30th day of April, 1981.
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In the Matter of the Norwood Municipal Light Department
DOMSC

(April 30, 1981)

EFSC No. 80-41
Fourth Supplement to the Long-Range Forecast 1980-89.

This decision concerns the 4th and most recent annual
supplement for the municipal light department of the town of
Nonwod (EFSC No. 80-41), hereinafter referred to "NOr1.>100d".
In this case, the Council is issuing a REJECTION since the
department did not submit a supplement nor did i t make any apparent attempt to do so.

Thus, the department has shown a distinct

lack of interest in its statutory responsibilities under M.G.L.c.
164 section 69I which requires it to file either a long-range
forecast or annual supplement with the Council each year.

This

is not the first time the council has found it necessary to reject
a supplement by this department.

As will be discussed later in

this decision, Norwood has historically exhibited a lack of diligence
in preparing and submitting its filings.
The Council has no authority to compel a utility to fulfill
its statutory responsibilities; the Council can only attempt to
prod a utility into filing.

To this end, the Council reduced

the filing requirements for Norwood's 4th annual supplement and
granted the department successive filing extensions.

Although the

Staff asked the department to submit formal requests for the extended
deadlines, none were received.

Furthermore, when the deadlines

passed and no filing had arrived, Norwood failed to notify the Staff
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or to explain the reason for not complying.

The Council finds

this apparent lack of cooperation to be unacceptable, especially
in light of Norwood's record of non-compliance with filing requirernehts.
To date, there have been five filings required from each
electric utility:

one long-range forecast and four annual supple-

rnents to that forecast.

Norwood has submitted only three filings

and only two have been approved.

In 1977, ongoing litigation in-

vOlving the department prevented it from preparing the 1977 supplement.

The Council, fully aware of the shortage of manpower faced by

many small utilities, did not issue a rejection.

Instead, the Council

"rolled-over" the 1977 filing and required the department to include
the 1977 information in the 1978 supplement.

In addition, the company

,,"'as requested to address fully certain issues in the 1978 Supplement.
EOI'/ever, in 1978, NOrl-lOod submitted an incomplete and inadequate
supplement which was eventually rejected after numerous unsuccessful
attempts by the Staff to obtain necessary additional information.
This current and second rejection brings the total absent or unacceptable filings for this department to three.
Such a condition exists with no other utility, except the
Wellesley municipal Light Department.

On the contrary, most small

utilities have been diligent in meeting their filing requirements
and in communicating with the Staff.

The process has been mutually

beneficial, enabling refinements and improvements in data requests
and reporting techniques.
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In the interest of fulfilling its own statutory responsibility
per H.G.L.c. section 69H, the Council will, as in 1978, send
a copy of this decision to the Board of Selectmen in the town and
to the Department of Public Utilities for any action it may deem
appropriate pursuant to its supervisory authority under M.G.L.c.
164 section 76.
The Council will require Norwood to

mee~

,

with the Staff

•

before the next filing is submitted so that any problems Norwood,
encounters regarding the filing can be addressed and appropriately remedied.

The Council sincerely urges this department to

cooperate with the, Council and assures the department that the Staff
will, as always, continue to be available to assist in the preparation of the forecasts.

Order
Given the foregoing discussion, it is now ORDERED that the
fourth Annual Electric Supplement of Norwood Municipal Light Company
be REJECTED and that the following procedures and data be incorporated
for the next filing:
1)

The company shall meet with the Staff at a mutually
convenient time and Place before the submission of the
second long-range forecast due April 1, 1981, to discuss
the forecast's format and content, and thereby to aid
the company in submitting an adequate filing.

2)

In the next filing, the company shall fully address
the Conditions of Approval set out in the Council's
1979 Decision.
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Barbara Robinson
EFSC Hearing Officer

Dated at Boston this 30th day of April, 1981.
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TENTATIVE
In the Matter of Chester Municipal Light Department
(April 30, 1981)

DOMSC
EFSC No. 89-30

This decision concerns the Chester Municipal Light Department's fourth annual supplement to the long-range forecast
filed September 12, 1980 pursuant to M.G.L. c. 164, sec. 691
and Chapter G of the EFSC Regulations.
•I

rev~ewed

The Supplement was

by the Council's staff.

The Department posted notice of an adjudicatory hearing,
but the Council received no responses to the notice.
the small size of the Chester

syste~

Due to

and the distance from

Boston, the absence of proposals for new facilities, the lack
of change in the forecast, and the lack of public interest, the
hearing officer decided not to hold a public hearing in this
matter.

Technical issues were adequately covered in an infor-

mation request (April 15, 1981).
Chester is served by Western Mass. Electric Company (I¥MECo)
under an all-requirements wholesale power agreement.
filing shows

a

The 1980

2.4% compound annual growth rate for total re-

quirements 1980-1989 (compared to a 5.2% rate forecasted for
1979-1988 in the 1979 filing).
dology is judgemental.

The Department's forecast metho-

Projections in this 1980 forecast

based on several factors:

are

consumers switching from oil to elec-

tricity for home heating or supplementing oil heat with quartz
heaters; wood heat replacing much demand for electricity in
space heating; slower growth in housing construction due to
higher transportation costs from Chester to regional employment
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centers; and little or no growth in industrial and commercial
customers due _to transportation costs from Chester to regional
markets.
Due to the small size of the Chester system and its contractual relationship with ffi4ECo, the Council will raise any
substantive forecast issues in the review of the WMECo (Northeast Utilities System) 1980-99 forecast.
The Department met two of the conditions in the Council
decision on the 1979 forecast:

the 1980 forecast includes

calculations of average use per customer and the Department
notified the Council in response to an information request
that Chester has not established a "purchase power" rate and
has not had any requests for such rates. l
not meet two other conditions:

The Department did

tables \vere not typed and not

_.'-

all annual percent changes were calculated in the tables.
The filing needs

improvement.

The filing is difficult to

review due to the lack of narrative, incorre-ct or missing calculations,2 and historical data that is inconsistent with previous filings.

1

The one wind machine in the Chester service territory indepently generates only about 300 Kw.

2

The "annual percent change" in Tables E-1, E-2 and E-8
should be calculated as follows:
for example, on Table E-1, annual change in the number of
customers in 1975 should be

[<

# custaners 1975 - #cust=ers 1974)7licusto~rs 1974] X 100

10
[(499 - 439) -;- 439J X 100 "'439" X 100

or

= 2.3%

Note, also, that the column labeled "Sales for Resale" in
Table E-8 should be zero since Chester does not sell any
pm'7er to other utilities.
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For a system like Chester, which receives all the power
it needs from a wholesale supplier, accurate and complete
historical data may be more important than reasonable statistical projection methods.

The conditions in this decision re-

flect the need for Chester to spend a bit more time in completing
the tables.

The Council realizes that the Department's staff

is small, but accurate and complete data are important.

The

Council reminds the Department that the EFSC staff is available
to answer questions at any time.
ORDER
The Council APPROVES the Chester Hunicipal Light Department's
1980 Supplement subject to the following conditions:
1)

In future filings

Chester will submit TYPED forecasts

and calculate annual percent changes indicated on the
tables which are applicable to Chester.
2)

The Department will submit accurate and complete historical data for the years 1970-1980 to the best of
its ability.

3)

The Department will file Table E-ll which shows peak
load (MW) for 1970-1980 and 1981-1990 (forecast) as completely as possible.

Barbara Robinson
EFSC Hearing Officer
Dated at Boston this 1st day of Hay, 1981.
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In the Matter of the Concord Municipal Light Plant
DOMSC

(Hay I, 1981)

Petition of the Concord Municipal Light Plantl£or Approval
of the Fourth Annual Supplement to its Long-Range Forecast.
-

-.-

- - - - --

Introduction
This decision concerns the Concord Municipal Light Plant's
fourth annual supplement filed on July 25, 1980 pursuant to
M.G.L. c. 164, sec. 691 and Chapter G of the EFSC regulations.
The supplement was reviewed by the Council's staff.

This deci-

sion addresses the forecast methodology, projected demand requirements, and the power supply plan.
History of the Proceedings
,The Light Plant published notice of a public hearing on
March 19, March 26, and April 2, 1981.
no responses to the notice.

"

The Council received

The hearing officer suggested that

no adjudicatory hearing be held.

The rationale for this ap-

proach was that no new facilities were proposed, no significant
change from the long-range forecast was noted, and technical
issues were covered s~fficiently in a technical session with the
EFSC staff, held April 16, 1981.
The Forecast
Concord is served by Boston Edison Company under an allrequirements 'Nholesale power agreement.

The 1980 filing shows

a 3.9% compound annual growth rate for total requirements 1979-
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1989 (ce-;;\pared to a 2.5% rate forecasted for 1978-1989
in the 1'179 filing).

This difference in growth rates·

reflects projections of greater industrial growth over
the fore"ast period.

The Light Plant satisfied the con-

ditions ~et in the Council's decision on the 1979 fore~
cast:

ttle bases for methods and judgements were addressed

in the f:\.ling and in the technical session;

Concord has

not file.~\ "buy back" rates with the Federal Energy Regulatory CO~~lission, but the Plant Manager has decided to use
Boston E,\ison's wholesale rate

as the rate Concord would

pay for r'ower from a small producer.
Analysis .vf Demand Forecast Methodology
Con~vrd's

1980 filing resembled the 1979 forecast and

showed il~provement in the narrative.

Concord used a fore-

cast mett~odology that combined judgement and time trend
regressi0~

analysis to project demand requirements in four

customer classes over the 1980-89 forecast period.
1.

Residential Customers with Electric Heat
The customers in this category (rate A-2) heat

wat~r

solely with electricity under a time switch

con~rol.

hea~ing,

for

Most of these customers have electric space
but some may not.

These customers accounted

7.5% of the system's sales in 1979.
The Light Plant separately projected the number

of

<;~nstomers

ave~·age

and average use per cuss>.tmer.

The

annual change 1975-1980 and judgement were the

bas~s for the selected growth rates in these two vari~
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abIes.

The two were then multiplied to derive total

sales for the class (Table E-l).

Judgement was based

partly on a tendency for customes on the A-2 rate to
switch to the A-I rate (uncontrolled water heat),

The

Light Plant intends to review the rate differential
with an objective to make the A-2 rate more attractive
to customers.
2.

Residential Customers Without Electric Heat
The Customers in this category (rate A-I) do not

use electricity as the sole means of heating water
under a time control.

For example, an electric back-

up for solar hot water unit would be included in this
rate.

This class accounted for 19.1% of the system's

1979 sales.

Projections for this class (Table E-2)

were derived using the same method used for Table E-l.
Judgements supporting a slow growth projection were
based on overall slow growth in housing development.
3.

Commercial Class
The projection of total class sales was based on

time trend linear regression analysis (base period
1975-80; 1973-74 was excluded because of atypical
changes during the "energy crisis").

This class re-

presented 26.8% of system sales in 1979.

Regression

analysis that includes only six data points, by~it- .
self, does not inspire confidence in the forecast of
commercial sales.

However, the light Plant pointed

out factors which make the 1.1% annual change appear
reasonable:

a new shopping center will add some load,
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but growth will be slow due to the Concord Planning
Board's efforts to control growth.

Currently, fast

food restaurants are excluded from Concord and development is constrained by relatively large historical
districts.

The Light Plant should consider giving

more weight to its jUdgement about commercial class
demand in light of town controls and potential conservation other than voluntary peak day reductions.
4.

Industrial Class
Industrial sales represented 30.6% of system sales

in 1979.

The Light Plant forecasted power demand

separately for each Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) group.

The forecasts for SIC's 20, 33, and

"other" were based on time trend linear regressions.
Projections for SIC 38 were judgemental based on information from firms in that group.

Although the

Light Department felt comfortable with the regression
results, the forecast method for the industrial class
is of questionable reliability.

The Light Plant does

not have a sufficient data base to produce a s·trong,
reliable regression model for a class in which power
demands change significantly year to year.

A time

trend is one factor to consider, but the method used
for SIC 38 (judgement based on specific customer information) should carry more weight where SIC groups
are made up of only a few firms.

Further, the Planning

Board enforced a one year moratorium (April 1980 March 1981) on industrial development.
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This and other

known or expected factors such as development of an
industrial park in southwest Concord and extension
of service ,to the Virginia Road development should
carry weight in the industrial class forecast.
The Council is not confident that the industrial
class forecast predicts what is most likely to occur.
The Light Plant projected that industrial power demand
would more than double from 1979 to 1989.

A growth

of this magnitude, even in a small service territory,
needs a methodology behind it to inspire confidence
that the growth is likely to occur.

In this instance,

a methodology that relies less on time trend regression
and more on specific industry information and the,
forecaster's judgement would likely be more reliable·
Peak Load Forecast
The peak forecast (Table E-ll) was based on "knmvn requested load amounts from a number of industrial and large
commercial customers and developments as well as including
a normal growth beyond those mentioned above':.

Although

this method appears reasonable, the magnitude of the
growth (1989 summer peak load would be 60% greater than
1979 summer peak) and the declining load factor raises doubts
about the method.

First, growth in the load factor would

appear to be constrained somewhat by the Light Plant's
load control efforts in all classes.

Second, the declining

load factor is not consistent with the growth in industrial
demand which generally improves a system load factor.

The

load factor is merely derived from the projected power demand
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(Mwh) and peak load (Mw) , but the load factor decline
at least indicates that the Light Plant should review
its peak load forecast method.
Supply
Concord's power needs are wholly provided under a
wholesale purchase agreement with Boston Edison Company.
The Town of Concord passed "Chapter l64A" which enables
the Town to join the New England Power Pool (NEPOOL) as
an independent member.

Concord is not likely to change

its contractual status soon, however,until more equipment and purchase options are obtained and more system
upgrading is completed.
The Light Plant listed one transmission line and
one substation as "under consideration" with an in-service
date for both changed from 1988 (in last year's filing)
to 1990-1992.
Conclusion
Concord has improved its forecast and willihgly cooperated with the Council.

However, the Council would have

more confidence in the forecast if Concord would rely less
on time trend regression in the industrial class and rely
more on knowledge of the industries and judgement of the
forecasteL.

Further, the peak load forecast should be

reviewed by the Light Plant to solve the

inconsisten~y

between growth in the industrial class and a projected declining load factor.

The Light Plant could also include

in the filing many of the facts and insights which were
discussed at the technical session.
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Order
The Council finds that the Concord Municipal Light
Plant's Supplement contains historical data that are
accurate and complete and a forecast methodology that is a
reasonable statistical projection method.

The forecast

is APPROVED sUbject to the following condition:
The Light Plant shall review its forecast methods
for the industrial class and peak load in light
of the discussion of time trend regression,

spe~

cific customer information, forecaster judgement,
and load factor contained herein, and describe
any resulting changes in methods in the next
filing.

Barbara Robinson
Hearing Officer

Dated at Boston this First day of May, 1981.
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In the ,"1atter of the Rowley HunidpCll Light Board
DOMSCYO

~4-1(Hay

5, 1981)

Petition of the Rowley Hunicipal Light Board for Approv~l
of the Fourth Annual Supplement to its Long-Ranqe~~rec~st:
---------------~~~~

Introduction
This decision concerns the Rowley Hunicipal Light Board's
Fourth Annual Supplement filed on April 23, 1980 pursuant to
M.G.L. c. 164, sec. 691 and Chapter G of the EFSC regulations.
The Supplement was reviewed by the Council's staff.

This deci-

sion addresses the forecast methodology, projected demand requirements, and the power supply plan.
History of the Proceedings
The Light Board published notice of adjudicatory proceedings
in local newspapers on Harch 13, 20, and 23, 1981 as ordered by
the Council in a letter dated March 3, 1981.
ceived no responses to the notice.

The Council re-

The Hearing Officer conducted

a public hearing on April 28, 1981 at the Council offices, with
G. Robert Herry, Manager, representing the Light Board.

Although

no new facilities were proposed and no significant change from
the Long-Range Forecast was noted, the Hearing Officer chose to
hold a hearing as the most practical way to cover a number of
technical issues not previously addressed by the Staff and the
Light Board.

The recent change of management at the Light Board

added to the need to cover a number of topics.
The Forecast
Rowley is served by the Ipswich Municipal Light
under an all-requirements wholesale power agreement.

D~partment

The 1980

filing shows a 4.1% compound annual growth rate for total requir8nents

1980~1989.

Last year's filing showed an equivalent
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growth rate for the same period.

Rowley projects that sales

to commercial/industrial customers will expand at a 4.8%
compound annual growth rate, while sales to other customer
classes will be closer to the 4.1% growth in the system as a
whole.
The Council's final decision on Rowley's previous filing
(79-47) included four conditions.

Rmvley complied with the

order in this 1980 filing, but the Staff needed further explanation of three of the resulting changes in order to review the forecast.

The fourth change was clearly stated:

the Board has not received any requests for "buy back" rates,
but will negotiate an equitable agreement on request (Supplement, p. 1).
Analysis of .Demand Forecast Nethodology
Rowley projected energy requirements in four customer
classes by extrapolating from historical data and adjusting
those projections based on judgements about local constraints
to growth such as water supply, wetlands-zoning, an apartment
moratorium, subdivision plans, and sewer system facilities.
1.

·Residential Customers
Rowley projected residential electricity sales by

projecting the number of customers and average use per
customer and multiplying the two to derive total sales.
In spite of recent declines in average use per customer,
explained to be the result of conservation and "abnormal
climate conditions"

(Supplement, p. 1), the Light Board

forecasted an annual growth rate of 3% in average use
over the forecast period.
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Judgement in this instance

was based on an assumption that rising oil costs are
sending heating customers back to electricity.

HOWT

ever,such a tendency may be more than offset by the
Town's conversion of master-metered apartments to individually metered units, new space heating customers
supplementing electricity with wood, and conservation by
all customers in use of appliances such as refrigerators,
water heaters and air conditioners.

The Light Board should

back up its forecast with evidence concerning the magnitude of these and other factors such as competition from
gas, the end of the apartment moratorium, zoning changes,
and the availability of new water services.

Spot checks,

for example, could be used as evidence regarding many of
these factors.
2.

Commercial/Industrial Class
The Light Board projected a 4% compound annual growth

rate 1980-89.

For a small town, this would translate

into significant growth.

The current mRnager's jUdgement

does not support such a growth rate.

~he

manager explained

that Rowley has no large industry and no large commercial
establishments and no municipal sewerage.

The manager.

should review the projections in the commercial/industrial class and, in the next filing (1981), state the basis
for judgements about growth.
3.

Streetlighting
The 1980 forecast shows a 3.1% compound annual growth

rate for energy requirements in streetlighting 1980-89.
The basis for this projection needs to be stated in the
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next filing.

The important determinants of power

needs in this class will likely be the rate at which
Rowley reduces the number of streetlights and replaces
lights with sodium luminaries.
4.

Losses and Internal Use
Losses represent about 5% of total requirements in

1980 and are projected to increase to 14% of total in
1989.

The present manager did not know the basis for

this projection and intends to review this category for
the next filing.
Peak Load Forecast
Rowley projected peak load 1980-89 by applying the 1979
annual load factor to the total requirements forecast, resulting
in a 4.1% compound annual growth rate.

Rowley has no programs

to control peak demand, but intends to look at potential for
reducing peak loads of electric space heating customers.

This

underscores the need for Rowley to continue to separate heating
and non-heating customers and to perhaps explore further the
characteristics of heating customers in the service territory.
Historical Data in the Demand Forecast
The Council requires that statistical projection methods
be based on accurate historical data.

In Rowley's case, accurate

historical data is no~essential to the largely judgemental projections.

Nevertheless, the Council has more confidence in

judgements that are based, at least in part, on accurate historical data.

In the 1980 filing, Table E-8 included subtotals

of energy requirements that did not add to total requirements as
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listed on Table E-ll.

The Light Board submitted a revised

Table E-8 {Exhibit A}, but the discrepancy (about 8% each
year 1979-89) was not solved.

The Light Board should re-

view the historical data and be sure that all sales are
attributed to appropriate customers classes.*
Supply
Of all the small electric utilities in Massachusetts,
Rowley is in a unique situation in that the Light Board obtains all of its electric power needs from another small
municipal utility --Ipswich.

The all-requirements contract,

renewed annually, has a limit of 7

l~v.

Rowley is now well

within that limit, and the forecasted peak load for 1989 is
only 4.84 Mw.

However, Rowley accounted for 21% of the

total requirements of Ipswich {1979}, making accuracy in
Rowley's forecast important to Ipswich's own generation plans.
From Rowley's viewpoint, the supply arrangement is far
from ideal.

Although the contract is renewable automatically,

Ipswich can be expected to press for rate increases and,
possibly, for upgrading of Rowley's transmission lines from
5 and 15 Kv to 23 Kv.

Presently, Rowley has no practical op-

tions, but the Light Board intends to explore possibilities
SuCh as joint purchase {with surrounding towns} of a New England

*

If, for example, not all municipal power requirements were
included in Table E-3, then municipal needs could be reported as a separate column or added to the commercial/
industrial category.
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Power Company line, a regional ::acility ·that \vauld burn trash
to generate electricity, or me~~ership in the Massachusetts
Municipal Wholesale Electric

Co~pany

(~1WEC).

Conclusion
Considering the size and nature of the Rowley system,
the 1980 forecast methodology is a. reasonable statistical
method based on accurate historical data.

However, the

Council would have more confidence in the forecast if the
bases for judgements were more fully stated in the narrative,
the discrepancy in Table E-8 were solved, and if the judgements about growth in residential average use, commercial/
industrial demand, and losses were reviewed before the next
filing.
The Council appreciates the cooperation of the new plant
manager and looks forward to seeing a reflection of his
judgerrent and his own growing knowlee.ge of the Rowley system in the next filing.
Order
The Rowley Municipal Light Board's Fourth Supplement
is APPROVED sUbject to the following conditions:
1.

The Light Board will review historical data,
especially on EFSC Tables E-8 and E-ll, to
verify accuracy and completeness.

2.

The Light Board will review judgements about
grmvth in residential average use, commercial/
industrial demand, and losses in light of
knOWledge of factors which are most likely to
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affect electric power requirements over the
forecast period.

Barbara Robinson
Hearing Officer

Dated at Boston this fifth day of May, 1981.
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In the Matter of the Groveland Electric Light Department
DOMEC

(May 4, 1981)

8'O-3Q
Petition of the Groveiand Electric Light Department for the
Approval of the Fourth Annual Supplement to its Long-Range
Forecast.

Introduction
This decision concerns the Groveland Municipal Light
De,pil:l:"tment's Fourth Annual Supplement filed April 26, 1980
pursuant to M.G.L. c. 164, sec. 691 and Chapter G of the EFSC
regulations, the Supplement was reviewed by the Council staff.
This decision addresses the demand forecast methodology, pro-·
jections of demand requirements, and the power supply plan.
History 6f the Proceedings
The Department published notice

ot

a public hearing on

March 12, 19, and 26, 1981 as required by the Council in an order
dated March 3, 1981.
notice.

The Council received no responses to the

The hearing officer suggested that no adjudicatory hearing

be held; the rationale for this approach was that no new facilities
were proposed, no si grd ficant change from the long range forecast
was noted, and technical issues were covered sufficiently in
discussions with Groveland's consultant, R.G. Vandervleil Engineers,
Inc. in April 1980 and April 1981.
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The Forecast
Groveland is served by the

~~~'v;

England Power Company under

an all-requirements wholesale power agreement.

The 1980 filing

shows a 0.5% compound growth rate compared to a 0.4% rate forecasted
in the 1979 filing.

No facilities were planned by the Department.

The Council made several requests in the final decision on
the 1979 filing.

Groveland met five of the requests:

the

Department expanded its narrative considerably, explained fluctuations in losses, provided

information on peak pricing,

. discussed rate design, and discussed "buy back" rates.
requests were not fully met:

The (It.her

the Department did not discuss how

new electric homes and sewer projects were expected to affect demand
nor.didit explain fully how future power requirements were projected.
These points were discussed ,'lith Vanderweil Engineers, Inc. and
should be more .clearly expressed in the Department's second longrange forecast (1981).
The Department's projections are based on
"extrapolations of previous yea~s' consumption,·
weighted averages and familiarity with the local
b~'

conditions

tehe r:epartment" (Supplement, p.2).

Groveland presented a few details on each of five
customer classes -- residential, commercial/industrial, other, street lighting, and losses.
1.

Residential
The residential class account.ec1 for 55% of total system

sales (1980).

The major difference between this Supplement and

the previous filing (1979) in the residential class is the prediction
of a high percentage change in consumption in the initial years of
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the forecast period and smaller percentage changes in later years
of~the

period.
The Department predicted that customers with

electric hear.t will increase by a 2.3% compound annual
growth rate, average use will be constant, and total
consumption for those customers will increase by a 2.3%
rate.

Residential customers without electric heat will

increase at a 0.5% rate, average use will stay the same,
and total use will grow at a 0.5% rate.

The Department

manager's judgement about future housing development and
Planning Commission policies was apparently factored into
these numerical projections, but that part of the methodology is not clear in the filing.
2.

Commercial/Industrial
This class includes municipal and light industry and made

up 30% of total system requirements (1980).

The Department

projected no increase in consumption in the class until 1984,
then a gradual increase in annual percentage change.

The

Department anticipated a decision to construct Phase I I I of
Groveland's Sewer Project near the end of the forecast period.
This would apparently spur growth in this class.

After a 4.3%

compound annual grpwth rate 1974-79. the class was forecasted
to increase consumption by a 0.2% rate
3.

1980~89.

Other
This class included privated area lighting, internal Depart-

ment use, and consumption by public authorities other than the
Town of Groveland.

No growth was expected in this small class
-171-

(4% of total system requirements).
4.

Streetlighting
No growth was expected in this class due to more efficient

sodium luminaries.
5.

Losses
The Department expected that capacitors installed on the

Groveland system would help reduce the compound annual growth
rate losses from 8.8% (1974-79) to 0.9% (1980-89).

Losses were

expected to account for 8% of total requirements in 1980.
Peak Load
The summer peak (3.7 Mw in 1979) was projected to increase
slightly at a 0 ;·5% compound annual growth rate.

This part of the

forecast lacks documentation in terms of the Department's judgements and the basis of such judgements.
The load profiles (EFSC Tables E-26 through E-29) were waived
as requested by the Department due to lack of necessary information.
Conservation
The Department discussed conservation briefly, mentioning
efforts in off-peak pricing, sodium luminaries, new capacitors, and
a study of off-peak electric space heating rates.

The forecast

did not explain how these factors fit into the calculations of·
future demand in the various customer classes.
Power Supply
Groveland's power needs are wholly provided under a wholesale
purchase agreement with the New England Power Company.

For the

near future, this arrangement appears to be.the most practical for
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Groveland.

According to the Department, neither membership in

the New England Power Pool (NEPOOL) nor the Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Company

(~L1WEC)

looks attractive when

current rates are weighed against future capital expenditures
or bond repayments.
Conclusion
Groveland improved its forecast in the 1980 filing and
has willingly cooperated with the Council.

The forecast metho-

dology included reasonable statistical projection methods considering the size and nature of the Groveland system -- small,
stable, largely residential.

The forecast of minimal growth

in energy requirements appears reasonable.

However, the Council

would have more confidence in the forecast if Groveland would
explicitly include judgements based on the knowledge and experience
of the Department.

In forecasts filed by Groveland and other

small electric utilities, the Council looks for evidence that the
utility is exploring and keeping abreast of the determinants of
electricity demand.

Therefore, the utility's insights and

judge~

ments are important supplements to statistical projection methods.
Without much effort on the part of the Department (and consultant), the next filing could show how Groveland incorporates·
into the forecast such factors as knowledge and assumptions about
housing developments, the TOIvn Planning commission ··S pQlicies....
commercial and industrial prospects, conservation programs and
trends, and consistency with NEESPLAN (Groveland's supplier's
energy plan for the years 1981-95).
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Order
The Council finds that the Groveland Municipal Light
Department's Supplement contains historical data that are
accurate and complete and a forecast methodology that is a
reasonable statistical projection method.
hereby APPROVED.

The forecast is

The Council requests that the Department

(or consultant) meet with the Coun0il staff prior to the next
filing to discuss the forecast methodology, especially those
issues discussed in this decision.

Barbara Robinson
Hearing Officer

Dated at Boston this fourth day of May, 1981.
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CO:·1.t·l0m-iEALTH OF
SSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilitie~ siting council

)

In the Matter of a
Proposed Rulemaking:
Amendments and a New
Chapter Relating to Licensing
of Hydropower Generating
Facilities
.

)
)
)
)
)
)

EFSC No. 80-35B

)

DECISION AND ORDER

BACKGROUND

The Energy Facilities Siting Council (Council) has
undertaken this proceeding in order to implement a new procedure for licensirig hydropower generating facilities in
Massachusetts. This rulemaking will complete a pro~ess
begun in 1978.
Chapter 7 of the Acts and Resolves of 1978 required
the Council and the Energy Office to study State licensing
procedures for hydropower projects. Their Report to the
General Court, issued December 27, 1978, found excessive
duplication, overlapping jurisdiction among agencies, and
potential for,significant"delay in the existing licensing
process.
Legislation was recommended. The General Court
passed G.L.c. 164 §69H1/2, which instructed the Council to
coordinate licensing of hydropower generating facilities by
simplifying requirements for permits and licenses, and to
promulgate rules and regulations. The Council was further
directed to establish preliminary notification forms and other
forms after consultation with the licensing agencies, to conduct
pre-licensing conferences between developers and those agencies,
to assist in resolving disputes, to set time limits for permitting and licensing decisions, and to serve as a forum for
final administrative appear of a permitting agency's action
or failure to act.
The Council has consulted extensively with hydropower developers and with the licensing agencies in the course of this
rulemaking.
SUl-1N.''IRY
The draft regulations attached here,.,ith set up a procedure
which follows the recommendations of the Report to the General
Court and the new law's directives very closely.
A brief description of the process established for hydropmver
proj ect licensing under 'these proposed regulations is as follows:
the developer will prepare a preliminary notification form for
circulation to all appropriate agencies. For most projects, this
form ,viII consist of the ENF nm., prepared under the Massasuse'tts
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Environmental policy Act plus a Hydropm'ler Supplement. When
an ENF is not required, the Hydropmqer Preliminary Notification
Form will be used. Hi thin 30,-40 days, a joint meeting of all
agencies will be held.
The developer will describe his project,
and the agencies will respond with questions and commentS.
Within 15 days, the agencies will submit letters to the developer
stating the extent of their jurisdiction over the project, and
what additional information, forms or applications will be needed
for a final permitting decision.
Once it has been determined
that an agency has enough information, the Council will set deadlines for final agency decisions not to exceed 90 days. The
Council will perform a dispute mediation function and will act
as a forum for final administrative appeal and review if the
developer is aggrieved by a final agency decision or failure to
decide.
P.ROCEEDINGS
Before this rulemaking pr=eding was formally corrrnenced, drafts of these
proposed regulations and preliminary application forms were sent to licensing
agencies, develo:?2!"s, and other interested persons for comment. Extensive
revisions were rrade as a result of the corrrnents received.
Public notice of this rulemaking was widely published in
Massachusetts newspapers in late January and early February,
1981. In addition, over 200 notices were sent by mail. Public
hearings were held in Boston or February 6th and in Greenfield on
February 18th.
Public comments were received until February 28,
19'81. The Tentative DecTsion, writh, by the EFSC's Senior Counsel, ...ris
issued on March 27, 1981 and was presented to the Council at its
meeting on April 3, 1981 for cor,';ideration and a vote.
COMl-lENTS
The comments received on the proposed regulations and forms
have been quite favorable, both from developers and from the
agencies. Many of the changes suggested by the commenters have
been incorporated into the final drafts; others have not been
specifically incorporated but have in substance been "taken care
of", often in sections other- than those referenced in the comments.
Other differences have been ironed out in face-to-face meetings
and over the telephone.
One common thread ran through the comments received on the
first draft - a concern that the appeal hearing provisions did
not comply with Chapter 30A's procedural requirements. That
concern has been laid to rest; the appeal portions of the regulations
being proposed for a vote nmq meet all statutory requirements.
One developer suggested an exemption from all state licensing
requirements for hydropower proj ects belmq 50 KI·I.
'I'his is
particulary interesting in light, of FERC's current movement tOiqards
leaving small hydro project licensing up to the states. Such an
exemption cannot be created by regulation; this "lould require
an act of the legislature.
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DEQE is now revising the "Notice of Intent" form used
under the Wetlands Act, G.L.c. 131 §40. Meetings with the
people involved at DEQE indicate that substantial changes will
be made. The questions asked of developers in the latest draft
of the "Notice of Intent" have in essence been incorporated into
the forms proposed with these regulations. Additional changes
can be incorporated into the forms even after these regulations
have been adopted, so it will not be necessary to delay adoption
of the forms as written.
DEQE's General Counsel would allow any agency to decide on
a permit application at any time up to the expiration of time
for appeal, and seeks a specific change in proposed Rule 95.4.
The appeal section is "flexible" enough "for an agency to act even
after the time for appeal has expired. Settlement of appeals
will always be encouraged under these regulations.
The Council thanks all participating parties for their
comments.
ORDER
It is hereby ORDERED that the amendments and new regulations
as set out in the Appendix to this decision be, and hereby are,
promulgated by the Council. The Council instructs its Senior
Counsel to take the necessary step remaining to record this
agency action with the Secretary of State so that this action
may take effect. The Council also instructs its Senior Counsel
to issue a directive establishing the two new forms described in
proposed Rule 92.2 for h}0ropower licensing as soon as these
regulations become legally effective .
.'

Energy Facilities Siting Council

by-;~+.(rT~-11
dCp-r 0
"
•
II
Robert T. Smart, Jr., Esq.
Senior Counsel

ThiB decision wa~ unanimously approved by those members present
and voting at the Energy Facilities Siting Council meeting of
April 3, 1981.

Joseph S. Fitzpatrick
Chairman
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APPENDIX: N\El\'I>:·IENTS

EFSC rules under Chapo..rs A, E and J are hereby' amended as follo'l1s:

I.

A-

1Ill'r2nc1m:.nts to Chapter 1\
"and §691I 1/2".

1.

Arrend Rule 1. 3 by adding to the el'ld of the sentence:

2.

~~nd

3.

A-rrend Rule 3.3 by striking the \\ord "and" in the sixth line of the seoond

Rule 2.3 try adding a second sentence:

"The ('.oemcll is also responsible for -=rdinating the licensing of hydroIX>'.·;CX g~erati.ng
facilities under G.1.. c. 164 §69H 1/2."

paragraph of the definition of JI.djudicatory PJ:o:::eedings, and byac1:1ing
to the end of that p=c"'\graph the follOl·ling: "and he=ings on apj?-:l<'lls
under G.L. c. 164 §6911 1/2".
B.

J\l'lEndments t.o Chapter E
Jlmend Rule 41.2 by substituting the follo·....ing sentence: "These regulations
are promulgated pursuant t.o the aut:>-ority of G.L. c. 164 §G9H, 69B 1/2, 69J."

C.

A'1l,mc1rn·:::nts to Chapter J
J\rrI..3nd. Rule 81 .. 1 by inserting tiL" l::et\·;:-een "KlI and "0 £11 in the secon:l

1...

sentence of the second paragraph.
2.
II

Rule 83.1(1) by inserting "69B 1/Z"'l':::t\·:cen "69B" and "691" i.n
the last line.
AllPJld

A n8\-1 t:'napter L to the EFSC Rules is hereby added as £0110'.-15:

-.
Regulatiol'ls of the Energy Facilities Siting Council
Chapter L - Licensing of HydrOiJO'·;er_ (",cnerating Facilities
TIillIE OF Co:-JTl::!I:"TS
Pa.l:t 91 lill)"

O:~l1cral

91.1

l~l1lc 91. /. - Still-.ntor)'

l'\lUnrit.y

!{l..l1c 91 .. 1i - l\p;:>liciILi.o:1 of CildP'':.C}~S 7\ an:.l B
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,'.

RuJ.c 91.5 - Application of 'Yois Chapter to Pinal Ord'3::s of tile Dep:tttn13nt
of
~0C"'ir1~0:L...,,·':'T
. E!'lvironm~nt..f.l.l (!113.1i-J.:."
..
.
~

Rule 91.6 - D2fini"tions
Part 92 - Forms
Rule 92.1 - General
Rule 92.2

Preliininary Notification

Fo.~s

Rule 92.3 - other Forms
Part 93 - CoordinOltion of Pe....'1l'.itting and Licensing l"1hen an E?~F Is ]3.21ng Filexl
Rule 93.1 - Applicability
Rule 93.2 - Filing
I

Rule 93.3 - Effect of Filing
Rule 93.4 - Date for Pre-Licensing Conference
Rule 93.5 - Notice of Pre-Licensing Conference
Rule 93.6 - Pre-Licensi!lg Conference
Rule 93.7 -, Staterrent of Agency]equircrrents
Rule 93.8 - D2t:ermination of Filing Ac1E.'C}uacy
Rule 93.9 - Information D3adlock
Rule 93.10 - Project Alterations
Rule 93.11 - Inform3.1 Dispute Resolution
Rule 93.12 - Time Limits for Final Agency Decisions
Rllle 93.13 - Effect of Environmental"IITI;?act R2port UfOn Tin", LilTl.its
Part 94 - Coordi!1ation of Permitting and Licensing \';'l1cn <ul ENF Is Not R2quired
Rule 94.1 - 1\O?licability
Rule 94.2 - Filing
Ru1c 94.3 - Effect of Fili!lg
Date for Pre-JJiCcllsing ConferenCe'

Rule 94.4
.
J :.'.ll('.~

C""
r.
J{1~j

--

Ap;">)"
1 "1"[
..lea.)J.
l:y

(,r.,,'

l"ll-l
Co . . . .()"
. ~) .fo·~·\i~·
\
.~.
d
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PT,,·f<. •. ~-

Chupter I, ~ .. :J.licensing of llydrojxr:i2l: G0i1erC1.L... J1g lc,~.::;j.lities
-----------~-----------_._--

'l'l\BLE 01'- CO:-JTENl'S
;

1
":I

i

1

Rule 95.1 - Scope

j

I

Rule 95.2 - Application of Ch'Olpter B

J

Rule 95.4

SettlCIT,zJ'lt of Apfl'.-"'al

Rule 95.5

T.irre for Appeal

Rule 95.6

Filing

Rule 95.7 - Appeal
Rule 95.8 - Notice
Rule 95.9

]\n5':1E'X I

1::
0.1.

i
1
Appea.

Petitions to Intervene or Participate

Rule 95.10 - Hearings, Hearing Officer
Rule 95.11

Official Record and Transcript

Rule 95.12

SCope of RevielV'

Rule 95.13

- Teatat:!..ve JEcision

l~ule

95.14 - Final D-3cision

Rule 95.15 - Effect of Decision

Rule 95.16

Judicial· Reviel'l

Chc:ptel: L - Licensing of Hyc1ropoI"er C.,e.;crating Facilities
Par t 91 - C-?.neral
Rule 91. 1 -------

.

SCO':>-3

This Chapter shall apply to actions taken by the Co,mcil u'-l:br G.J~. c. 164
§69:! i/2, which deals \'lith licensing of hycll:orx:y.,er gcmerating facilities..
!!.'.J:~_J1 .~

- Statutory Authority

'Jh.is Chapter is pro~nulgc:rtcd pur.su~lnt to .G.I.. c. 161 §G91I 1/2 zln:l c. 301\
fj'il'2., '9.
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j~,~.l"~ 91.3 -_._------

PtU-O~S'~~

--'---

Tn':! p . . 1CpOSC of t.his Chapter is to imi)lC'.m::-nt tha p::>licy and prov:ts.1.0ns of
G. L. c. 16t. §69H 1/2 \-lhich rc....>quires the Encergy Facilities Sit-in] Council to
c0:J::-c1i;1ate th~ pi3r.nri:tting and licensing of hydr.()pJ:\·,~~r generating ·fa:::ilitics by
sir:-,?llfying reguj.rc:-ents for pe:cmits and licenses in N~tssachusetts.. 'Ie th.is
e.t1.:l, the'! COL;'1c:il has e::'tablishecl prelimi.n:l.1:y notifiwtio:1 forms an::! oth~ forIT's
to b2 employed for pennitting and licensing; \"ill conduct pr:e-licc..'1sing
.
co"f'~n:~nces l'et\o~een devclo;.:>&s <mel these agencies jointly "lith theSecrecary of
L'1; Executive Office of Environ1Biltal Affairs; Ktll assist in resolving (1isputes
.....,:.- _:,.~:
-....... c": '--v;.•..VL
...... .,.~] . . . • ,;,. ~~.
=-on·1 c.,~'-n....,:J.c..::)
:.1.-' (:0 ,~.~~ ~.
·tl.1~-, f'''-'
..
t.
1._e\·;~:
"~l
lo-'-l
::- C'""~'.l
~ n..... t.!lI11!Y:J
_O~.!-1J'
CO!.1t.:;::~1,-,
.. OJ_r:;yce".Go~.
c:~,::l schedules of infonp~~t..ion ald da·ta rEX.flliren~rd:·.s; v.~ill s~t tim2 linti.·ts for
cc:c:isio:ls on permit and license applicationsj \·;ill increase cooperation J::.et\,.-een
t,'1e state and federal licensing agencies; anel l'1ill serve as a fOrl41l for final
a:l.u.nistrative app-eal for any p'lrty aggrievo:J by a p-:o~rmi"tting and licensing
eg'2I1C"};"t s action or failure to act.
#l

#

;'1 .......11

lor.

,....,-

._:".

1\ developer should use the procedures established by this ne;-; hydropm...er
s"tatute am regulations. If he does not enter and follo'.'1 this process, startir.g

wit..h filing one of the ne\'1 fonos - the Hydropow& Preliminary Notifici'ltion ;!CO~
or: the Envrron,-nerltal Notification Form and HydroP:M& Supplement, he cannot use
tJ:e ap?",--al section, Part 95.

It is to be noted that these regulations, proTI1'..llgated under G.L.
c. 164 §69H 1/2, do not affect the responsibilities of the Executive Office of
lli','iro:rrfl2ntal Affairs u.,c1er G.!'. c. 30 §§62-62il. They do not affect deadlines for
£i..113.] orders i..rn;.:x:,scc'l upon the Dci:>arW.2nt of Envirorll1'encal Quality Engineering
u.:,:::er G.L. c. 131 §40. Nor do they affect the "federal consistency" revic;"
authority of the l"iassachusetts Coastal Zone NanagcnY2nt Office tmcer 16 U.S.C.
§1!;51 et seq.
D"vclo:)&s who have alrec:dy b2gu.'1 the state licensing pro:::cs,-, I,'hen thC3~
re:rclle,tions· reCOIn2 effe:::tive ney utilize thQ p/ocedm:es of this Chapter, but:
c"-,,,"\ot. utilize .the aPP-2al section, Part 95. lIDless they have gO;10 throug~, em
:Lcforrral Council-run pre-licensing conference si!n.i..lar to trot aescrited in Rule 93.6.
Rule 91. 4 - App-lication of Chapters A and B
The Rules set forth in Chapter A shall ap?ly to tllis Cha;;>ter except to t]lC
extent that the ·t\·,"O Chapters are in .conflict. In the event of a conflict, this
Ch'lp-ter s]rill prevail over Chapter A. For tlle apr>lication of Chapter B to appeals
u.:"\:1er this Chapter, see Rule 95.2.
Rolle 91.5 - Application of T'nis Ch~pter to yiIl'll On1ers of tllC D:.?Crt!1'2i1C of
Environrrontal Quality Engineering.
!-":ot.:,';.i.. thsta"1c1L"'1g at-her provisions of this C'.napt.er, the D~p:}.rtrn·~nt of EnvironI:'2;rtal Q'u~lity Engineering shall act on a requc5t fora final order ,.;rithin the
tiI:e limitatioils specified by G.!,. c. 131 §t,0.
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!

lI J\c;L:i on Ot'
fai lul.:c 1.":t. dCV' (X..:CtKS ,·:hc:n (1) a p~l:mit~~ oj and licensing as!("!.i)cy
~rca.llU.; or d8nics (1n Clpj)rovul, permit, liccns-2, cC'xt.ifictl.tc or p21.inission to a cl'~
\"~"'!lO.i.X~l·, (2) tIn ag'2nc:y fails to grunt or d~ny an approvnl, p~rlllit, li.ccn~;cl
c:ct:LificCl!:.c or pc~nniss.i.on \·:,i-thin ~ tjm~ limi.t S'?t. Vj ·th8 Connc;il under Rule 93~ 12, or
(3) an in[oDnfltion dCCJc11~k is est:ahlis~";.:··~. ~lS c1escr-:iJ>:xl in BJlc 93.9.

IJi\SC~'!C'y1I

m.~a:n~.:; onr~ of th8 lIp2nnitting ~:;..:1 lic.en£dng ilgC:'2:i.CS" as c1cfin,~
in G.L. c. 1G4 §69l! 1/2. "Permitting a;1:1 liCo=nsing agencies" m:e c1efined tll::;i:e
ili-; "~ll a~Jcncie5. auth:>ritic3, vn~l d~p::U=l:.E"':~;"'ltS of t.l~e Cl);n:rorr.·.-..:;alth, cm.d 10::il1
·-..··.::··":'
O ..... ll:::o!·io~ Cj.."-::11~.::·i"""'..,,c·
,.·1.".~'.J_,.,;..
...
~I-)')ro·i:"l'
..' .....
O"'C'f"~
oe
~
'-."';.
c .........
1.'_.1.·.,
~\"'.'_~~'
J
c.-.t
.. ' "'u , 0 ...../ 1;...!_,
_.I.,•.
.L c ·.. 'l;·t·o.....
J. ,1:.0, f"..-.l:Tr.l'_1
-·1 i ccn.::i0 , certificate I or. p.~l·!!d.s~ion in i'tny fOY.1ii is requ:ixc·.:J. prior to or f"r cont-~ ~r';o~ c.e ~ h cJ
.
I .
r.
" ·l· .
l
L
f el·1v~r0.i1":"
"
oS_'.
u,__
~
).L
~l .ro~.<:r,·lcr gcncra~1.ntJ J·aCl. :l.1:'.Y, e:-:cep:. l:I18 secre-.... cu~y 0
rental affairs act.ing un~ler tile provisions of sectio;1 sixty-h-:o to sixty-h.-o II,
inclusive, of chapter thirt.y and shall include, but not b3 limited to, the c1c~
p-::trtrr.8Dt of enviromI'.:mtal qll3.lity engineering including the division of \"lter
p:>llutiorl control, the c1ep31ot'-1"Cnt of enviro,"T£~ntal rranagement, the departrr.cnt of
fisheries, \1.ildlife and recreational vehicles, the consE,rvation cOffi11.ission \'litl1
jurisdiction OVGr the prop:Jsed site, the .1··t-J.ss2ch'...lsetts Historlcdl CO!ll.mssion , the
departm(mt of public utilities, and any other agencj, authority, or departn'~,t of
the ccrrm:m\-;ealth, C01.'l.'lty, city or to\-ln goverm\",nt, as ll'.ay fro:n tine to ilia b:>. so
c1esigna·ted by the energy facilities siting co~mc.il."
J.J ••

.l.

.

.:"t:'lo

,.!. • . •

l:J

l,.

L'

U.

"Appeal" Ileans c:m app-2al undex Part 95 of this Chapter from an action or
failure to act on the part of a p2nnitting a.,c1 licensing agenc;y.
"Days" rreans calendar days; provided thOlt in cm't'Jllting 1:ili12 periods tmder
these recJulations, such p'3riods shall exclude th0 day of the event \'lhich triggers
t.'l-je time period.
It is furtl1er pl:ovic1ed that should the last (by of a p-.=ricxl
fallon a Satw:day, Su.n<:l3.y, legal holiday or declared sta t.e of c-rrergency dily,
such IY21oio:l shall boo extended to the -t:lose of business on t..'1e nexL business clny.
tlD3velope.r" rrt~aI1~' ·any person , cOIp"Jratio:1/ p..:trtrlc)~sllipl nl\.lnicipality, lltili·ty
or other entity \vhich is atter:pting to obtv.in the p-~rm.i.ts fin:1 licenses requiro.'
prior to or for tl1e construction or stal·t-up of a hydrol:o;·;er generating facility.

"EN'F n is an Environ..-rrental Kotificatio:1 Form tlS d~fined in the N:.l.ssachusett.s
Enviro::-J.'Tental Polic-j' Act regulations t",der G.L. Cn. 30 §§52-6211.

"Hearing Officer 1J means any person d8s.ignnted by the Councilor its E.xecutivc
Director to conduct hearings of app0als pursuant to Part 95 of tl1is Ci>oapter.
"
IrJ2fu'1S Clny electric or ll"echnnical pY..;er
GeJ1Cratl.ng
Fac)."lOt"
1. y
gcn:-~. r ating unit \·:hose pJ".-ver source is \\1atcr flu,., and \~hich is Dol: i1 facility as
"nydropo~'!el-

defin::::] in G. L. c. 164 §69G.
"JE'l\F" is the llyc1rop:J.., er Preliminary Not.ification Form established by th~
CmUlcil a5 the develop2r's prel:i.mi.nary filing fonn un:lc.1:: Part. 94 of this Chaptcr_
"By(lroL-Y.J~.;cr SuppleltBnt t : is .the form cstablishe::<l by the COl.LY1c:i.l to be filo:1
alan:] '.-.Tith tJl8: ENF as the dcvelop.2r's p:relir:lin:l1:y filing form Hi'1der Pa~t 93 of

this Ch:'t;>t:.er.
"i·:~::t;lj\ Uni.t tl is th~'lt branch of the: E:·;'=";:~:~':.i.y(~ Q[ric\'~ of :En\·.iro~r,...:~ntill Aff.:1irs
\·:hic1i i.~::;)]J:.::;n2nt.~ i".h:.' rr~~IS~:2'lc:hi.1~.:,.:.~tl:s r:!""IV.1:-:;(C~;:-.:::L:~l 1'0; .icy l\~t and r('!91.l1al:.io:~5

li JC1~(.:~1:1~1:::: •
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np.rcliccnsing ConEe.re.a"lCe" rr.eans tiie ffi-22ting l>?b.·:,~cn the devclop-:=x a.t11 th~
ag",n;:;ics to bz calleci, noticed and conducted under Rules 93.4 to 93.6. \"lh~nQver
p:::>ssible, this conference Hill be eomined \'lith th8 N8PA "seoping session".,
held under G.L.e. 30 §§62-62H and imple;nenting regulations, in'a single meeting.

Part 92 -

FOt1~.s

Rule 92. 1

~

•

Go-neral

The Council \'1ill cO;lsult "1ith the affected ,,,:;encics b?.fore establishing
or ITodifying a"1Y fo:::ms describ2cl under the neKt Do.O rules. lmy Council dirC'~tiv-e
establishing or m:x:1ifying these forms \~ill b~com-c effective on the fift..'1 day afte.c
llBiling of notice of said directive to the agei1cies.
Rule 92.2 -

Prelimin~ry

Notification Forms

The COUI1Cil hereby establishes t\-x> preliltUnary notification forms to be file.'!:
"Jith the agencies. The agencies may not require the developer to file any forms
other than these, except the "Notice of Intent to file an ENF" under G.L.c. 30
§§'627.'62H and i.rpple.'11e."1ting ri'!9Ulations, before the pre-licensing conference. The
first of these is a Hyc1rOp:lNer Supplement to the ]'..'I\;P, "lhich is to be attached \vith
an ENF so as to create a single form and filed under Part 93; tl)e second is a
H.1Jropower Preliminary l\'otifieaHon Form (HPNF), to be filed under Part 9·1 \,hen
a determination has been made by the Secretary of the Executive Office of Environrrental Affairs t..'lat an El\'F is not required. These ferms replace the J:o.'otiee of Intent
nornally filed ",ith local Conservation Cormtissions undex the "etlands IICt, G.Lc Ch.
131 §40.'

These fo= can be m:x:1ified in .,:ccordance ",ith the proceaures of Rule 92.1.
Rule 92.3 - Other Forms
The COlillcil may establis)" and later appropriately m:x:1ify, foans for US0- in
connection with the procedun, of Rules 93, 94 and ,95, belaw. It may also establish, consolidate, or m:x1ify :';mns to be used by onc or I1Dre of the agmcies, in
lieu of, or in addition to, any forms ',.'hieh deve1op-2rs are re.1lJi.red to prep-J.re
i.n order to obtain p"..rmits or licenses from s3.id agencies.
Part 93 - Coordination of Permitting and Licensing \'J!18."1 an ENF Is Being Filed
Rule 93.1 - Applicability
This Part applies "'h:."1 a develop?I is filing an Environ-nental Notification
Form (E?·rF).
~Jle

93.2 - Filing

A develop='J shall file the coTIlbined ENF-Hydropo:,er Supplement in accordance
',lith tJl'O! filing instructions ahd "List of N:Jencics" in the lIydropo\\'er Supple.1'2nt,
in the mX11b2r of copies indicated. Evidence of pr0p-2r filing sInH 1>e providGd
by a develop-2r to th'" COuncil.

TCles..:! £il -Lng inst'cuctions do not 2lfrc..··c· ~:he ~·(,"'('it.!irQ:rr~nt. to p;.~)1.ish :l. "mtic:e
of intei1t -to sul:ntit an r~\n:-'", unc.l,~r G.J....c .. 30 §~G2-G2H an,j in:ple:r02nting r~lulut.lon5,
\·:.Lthin thiI:ty dayG b:lEore filing th<:.> T0:P.
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rl'h-.:.~ OxuK:il l\V1Y
hi~

filing to

th(~

rfl'f. _J.C n c.1cveloi·x:.\r La r.iu~-:;.:n:i.t infc..~< _Jon ~~uppl(~r..;:~nti.ng
agc'nc\".=5, in advance of th~ prc-licen:'::.LnJ confe.Len::::e.

Recc:dpt of the ENF and lIydro?J",·:er SUiJplCiw~nt by the age:lcies will tcigger
the :.:Js..s~chusctts Envi1':o;1!~:ntal Policy Act rE:vic~.v process I . tl~~~ local Cons:::""-v\:ltion
C(;:r:1:is~iionts reviec"l pro~ess tmd.c=r G.L.c. 131 §40 (this cO~l1bin'2(1 form rcplac~s
the ~.)tice of Intent with reSt>2ct to hyc1roj,xy..: & projects), and the review precess
of all other agencies.
9J.4 -

D,;].b:~

~'he Council shull set a date for any pre-licensing confC'xence to b-e held miler
Rule 93.6 after consultation \'lith the !·EPA Unit. This date shall b-e \~ithin forty
(40) days after the Council receives an R'tT an."! HyC!rop::l\,:er Supple:nent, or \'lithin
thirty (30) days after publication in the Environl'l:'Ontal V.onitor wiler G.L.c. 30
§§62-62H una implf~l!e..r1ting regulations, \·;hichever is saone~4 ~ TrK~ pre-lic~:1sin;
conference, t\7henevcr feasible, should be held in conju!1c.:tion \-lith the 1-18PA Unit IS
"scoping session", held u..'1C1er G.L.c. 30 §§62-62H and irnple.centing regulations, and
should be held at or near the proj.cct site.

Rule 93.5 - Notice of Pre-I.icensing Confe]:enc~
The Council shall notify the develof)-2r, all agencies, Federal regulatm)'
agencies, provid!'!rs of financial assistance, the electric utility in whose service
territory the projX>sed facility is locat.ed, and other interested p2rsons or
p'Jrties, of the time, date and place of the pre-licensing co!1fere.'lce. Notification':
sh-all be a acco:nplished by mail and publication, CIS the Co,mcil deems appr-opriate.
Rule 93.6 - Pre-Licensing Conference
(1) Pre-Licel1sing Conference shall be co-chaire:l by a person desigmto..i
by the Council and one designatc-d by the Secretary of the Executive Office of
EnvironT2ntal Affairs, unless they agree othen~ise.

Pre-Licensing Conferences 1,o,ill b-e public and nOi1-adjudicatory, and it
Copies of documents circulated,
hO":ever, \'lill be kept by the Council for insp2ction by any persons interested.
(2)

. is not required that an official record De kept.

(3) ~latters for discussion ll'dy include the develo)?'2r' s prop::lsal an."! the
resp:mses of the age.'lcies and othel: participants. '1'118 agencies way be asked to
CO:m:""nt upon the follo·wing ll'dtters:
(i)

their jurisdiction over ·the project as proposed;

(ii)

their p:u:-ticular concerns rDJar-din,1 the project;

{iii}
(iv~

(1)

data'C'~'1d

"hat additional in fo:::matio:l ,

studies they will neE.\."!; and

what additional forms or applicati.ons the dc\!elo?2r \\jill be required to fill O~]t.

\·n, thin fiftee~n (15) c1ClyS ~l£tcr t.1:'2 p!~c-li..:.x:nsins con[ E':!.:CJ18e, c.:lch il92 r:.(;j'

n:Jtif ifY] of the prc-liccnsin0 co~fercnc~~ shall nHil or c1cl:i.vct: 2. state..-n-~nt to the
•
- - I and f'l
. t'll't1 1 ·tl
~l'l
'_.-,
~'r.·1tp-,,""
s'",,'''i'y'
·oC\/cJ.0i-"2r
.J. c a copy
"l~ Co..]11,-,
..
~U~.-,
.l.-._lh"_Hl. •~h"l
, ••
l.: '-''-.......
&

(i)

t.he extent of

':"l.1...

tJv:~ agency's' jl.a~is~Hction OVE":r th.~ p:::oje.::t as prop,:JSS\.l
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\';-~1:\t iH'l:1.Ltional 1"o'Oec; OJ~ (lj\.).1i(;;~~j.(;n::; dcr..!clo~·,,~!Y.~;

(jv)

\·::i.l1 b~ rC'ql.ltrcd

to fill 0:.1.1:; and
thal: the a9~i"!(..~~ I
ac-::ti"!,: £11:(: •

(v)

~

5

.l~e~ip:>i1:;C~; i.o (5) ·throl'::;h (i v) an:'! con?lctc Cll·1o:1

7

(2) Rule 97·!J(1) statements rray be used by a cle·...eloper as evidence of state and
local consultation for Federal Energ'j Regulatory Co;rrnission licensing.
(3) These Rule 93.7(1) statements sh1J.ll L-e considere:l by the Council in a'1Y
infocr;nl dispute rcsoJ.ution unc1-,r Hu1e 93.11, 2ncl shall be p:rrt of the rex.."'Ord
i~l ilr2"Y~al hrerings ll!1.:::lCr Part 9S of t.his Ch~?~::t;~:-.

Rlle

93~

-

~tenllir>ation

of Filing

kle::rl]~

(1) O:1ce Cl c1~\lelo?2r has fi 10.-1 tl1c infon~!LtC:11 data, studies, fOHIlS: CL"1c1
applications asked for by a p31:ticular agency und8r !(\ilc 93.7, he sln11 roail a
lettcl- 'to that agency, \d th a copy rrailed or h,m:l ck, li ,-,en:,,] tk, ~iUn3 day to the
ConDe:l, stating his opinion that he has file:1 all m.'ltm:ials nec"ssmy for that
ag2:n:::y to rr.w~e a finRl decisicn.
(2) l'li.thin fift:een (15) days after rcc'2i.pt, of i'I Rnle 93.8 (1) letter, a..,
zgency shall Trail a res~nding letter t.o tho.;; c1eve]oi.x~r I T.·;ith a. CO~)y rrailed or
h2.n:::-1 delivered the 52mu day t.o the COl~l1cil, st<lting:

th3t th3- 'nutcrials filc·d are
a final decisio:1; or

(i)

(ii)

su::fjci(~nt

for tJK~ <J:gcn::y to make

\·:hat ildditional rratcrials <t1:e still ncc"cd.

(3) If t11('~ agc,nc:y's resp:>ns8 Imdm: Rule 93.8 (2) is t11at a:,ditio;1Gl r..:.ttcdals
arc st:i 11 nce-.'12d, dcvelo;:>:~r should file t.h; a,1diti.o;',;tl requestc", ir.Oltcdals. If
th~ C1Cj:2'iICy d02S not resp:1nc1 \o:itl1in seven (7) dZlYS after tJlis filinSfI the filing
s11311 1>2 prcsl~!lred co;:plete ..
Rt.llc 93.9 ---_._-.-

-

Infol-rr.~tj.Ol1

D?adlo::k

If l1 (k~\"cloi).::r b~lieves t.h:.~t nn agen.=:y ~s UrB:-c..:rs0;1:lh10 in rf'.iuiring udClitio;::!~ inr:('ll:1:r~t.io!), dutCl, or studies 'under R!les 93,,7(i), 93aR(1) ,or 93.. B(2) (ii),
it-. Ii'To,· \0:.1 th::>l": the re;:p..l ire3 li',:1.tcrials Clnd r(~.r;.!e:3t a !>::!tnd.t 01- li.c:(~nse denictla

S;:;ch c,cnia1 shall be ':;rovide:l within seven days bv th-= ag'mc:y. '!'his denial l1'ay
tl:.e..i b~ Z!p~:\2ale...i un::'1e~ Part 95, after exhaustion
aCLtlinistrative re1t:..--uies, an an
HactiO:'l or failure to act" ..

of

];ulc 93.10 - Project Alterations"
If a dcvclop'2T fMkesany substutl::ial. Ch:'l.il92S 01· r:o:1.ificai.:ions in the design
of' hii; p;'"c>jc~ct:: aftt:'! l:~~~.' P~,~(!-J.i.(;(~:·:~;:i.ns c:o:,;::('r,,~;K;·~i he ~hClll .fi~j:.:l
r.::';"":!.:l;:~iun of s:lj.d Ch:1D']2S or m:x1ificz.ltio:.ij to 0::"tch a~iQilcy n:)Lif.i.o:l of the
(1)

~;~~ ~~:- '.":~~:~. .!.!~~1:~~!1 :.l!~~n~~
;1
...... , .. ; ····v··~
r)_C-j.n............'ll1':J
0

,....

or

''l'::: .. ~~-",..

c.~)lo~,l,.~;.\;,.:dC~1

•
d t O ...~I"
CoU .,
ar.
l_ k.
..C·)'1
.. ·
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(2) If an a~r~ll(:Y :finds -the clv.lnSJ2~; or- r.c):Jif.ic-i~ti.()ns si.~ln.i Li.cclnc" it shnl]
J:llfll:cl th"l. far.::·. in i U3 Rule 9:1. 7 Stit lv;;\:'n:·. , or ~h:l) 1 m;t.i.l OJ: del ivc:r to Ul(l
c1~~v(;~lo;".'<~l" I ilnd ~;cn'.1 <~ cOi:->Y t.O the C(J\ln~:il, Dn ClIlK!njex1 n111{·~
ClE'(~,~'::cd R~11c.~ 9]. 7 ~;tab:!lT·~nt is Hot· sc.~nt \·:Ithin fi(t(x~n (1:,)

93. ~I SLnb~::\.~llt~ I f Dn
c1rl~/::; after recl2i.pt
of n()Lio:~ o[ l.lr:~ ch:tr(!:~ or Jfo':l:i.ficHLi.otl, th~ clc\'C]oi;:~1:- ilndth~~ (~():.tnc.:l.l r.\1i' u:;SU"l:-3
"]'1
~~r;n,..I.
'1""-,·> 1""('
l·('I",ir
o~
[l·n*·l
J.·O·l
_ _ tl lei' \':.1
.. _ 11,0"... c..•
LL,.;.......... tll~t
~ •• C,':.J..,;..l!.....)
.....
-'.i ...... · ·:l1":'I·-I·I.(~
...;...1 l..• ' "
.
. .;.._ ..
'-i··~·J.·
••• -...... ..
.:J •
• ~.
t ',";-t!·

Rl1c • 93.11 . - •Inf.orm'll
.•••
• • ni soute
.1__ •

_ .

'":r""'
·J·c····..•··•·
\,'i·.t • .

R.'l~,'Olllt-.i.O;l
.._._._ •.•• _._ ••

1
('-,J_'-J.
•··· ·1·' ...."\....
...,,·
·:t' .I·l,~. •
Li 1
.... .·O.,.-:'l~::'" }-.l~':'1."··.·I.,,•.~'.hl
c..::f:fo~~ts i:o assist th·:~m in rcs()lvJn~J c1i~ip~-1t.c:. cono:·:nling tb.:: fOl..1H, Ci);1tent, lCVE.~l
of d.~t.C1il and schsuules of agency requ.ire:-n::?nts.
'''.:'~'_''''~'

~".
J>;.I,::

:'l

1'·;··'·""I(l~·"·'')·
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..../:..•.•• !....·~ . ()J...

n,l
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c·t············"
':y.·; ....

L~.;

oJ• • • •

_~_.

~

0;.0

Rule 93.12 - Tim..' I.imits for Final !\gency D2Cisions
---------------------- ---_.:.=_-------

Once an agency indicates, infonn2111y, in \·T.cit.in~j ()~: ir~ ~ stu·t~:tr;cnt ur~dcr
Rule 93 .. 7 or 93.8(2) (i), that it needs no furtl1er ITaterials fro:ll we develo;.}er in
order to lIDke a final d(,.'Cision, or once tllc Rule 93.8(3) pl·esUi1"t.ion is triggered,
Ule Council shall set a tin'3 limi:t of not gre3.tcr than ninety (90) clays \~i!:hin
.
t11at ag~ncy ml..~5t .
'~ J:J.na.
~.
I"
'
'"
.
tl. 18
\-7111Ch
1SS11~
oc!(.erm..
1. .:13 t'10:\ V:l1r~w)c:r
01- no!;. to ~ssue
apprOi)riat(~ licen~~8, certificate, sign-off or oth:~r cvid-2nc.'C of api,rovalof the
appliC:ilti.o:l.
.L.

If the d.::velo:x~r is required to file an envi.ron~r~::mtZll imp;lct:.. report urd.~l~
G. L. c. 30 §G2B, the Council may alter Ule: timCl fram~,-:o:r:~ cont'':'''",la Lex"! in tJ10
Rules of' this Chapter, to Conform with tlle requirements of Chapter 30 §62D.
Part 94 - Coor9ination Permitting aner Licensing I-,hen
Rt.~le

211

El\"'F' Is Not Required

94.1 - Applicabili"t~

This Part applies when a prop::>sed project does no-t require HF;PA revi€\·!,
pursuant to G.L.c. 30 §62E and implB~enting r~llations.
Rule 94.2 - Filing.
!\ developer shall file we Hydrop::>\';cr Preliminary Notification Form (lIP,,?)
'dth the agen:::ies listed in the HPNF's...Table of Agencies, in the m.'lD.'1er of copies
indicated thereon.
iQlle 9<;.3 - Effc-ct of F'iling

Re-;::eipt of the HPNF shall serve in lieu of we Notice of Intent for the local
Cbns0rvation O::mnission's resp::>nsibilities un:'ler G.JJ'C' 131 §40, and sh3.11 trigger
actio;l of all other agencies according to weir statutory resp::msibilities.
pulc_94.4 - Dnte for F2-c-Licensing Conference
Th0.

of

C()~rn~;il

th(~ ifP~··.

shall set a Otl:t(:! for the pre-licensinsr confcrcn:::e Up:>n receipt
'Ji1.i.f.;. d..:~t.(~ shall 1>2 \\'.i.thi.n thi:rr.y day~; nfL(lX" s.:1ic1 l"0C""c:ipt.
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H111cs 93.5 to 93.12, inclusive, shall ap?ly to Part 9" c:;cept that in Purt
Counc;il desiS!10C alo~e:,
of the E}:ccuth:e Offico of
En,..-ir.o:C'112ntal Affilirs as under ];\11e 93.6. In addition, Hulc 94 pre-licensin9
C0:l:crenc8s \·;111 J;::>t b.~ held in conjtl~lctio!1 \·..ith H:~Pi\ usco:.:iir..g' ~:essionstr,
h-:;C.3.'JS8 R1.lle 9~~ onl\'
\·:1"'.e::. Cl oro;,~~t
i~ catcC";"ocicallv
... a~;Jlies
..
. . . . . . t..::}:c1u:le.c from HS?A
revic';.·...
pre-liccnsir~g cO!lferen::::es shall }Y..~ ch~iro:l by th·~
rath(~r th.")n jointly '.·tith a dcsigrx:e of the s':'Cl.etary

94

~

I

Part 95
R..11~

__

}\_P?2«ls
to the ._._--._--Council
-_._----_.

95.1 -

SCO~~

This Part shall apply to «??,,--als unJer G.L. c. 164 §69H 1/2 to the co:m~il
or its hearing officer by parties aggrieved by action or failure to aet on the
Fart of any perwitting and licensing agency.
j~J] e

95.2 - Applic<ltio:J of Cr.Elpt.er B

The

foll0'~ing

Rules from Chapter B apply to appeals mlder this Part:

Docket

(12.1), Signatures (12.4), D~te of Roceipt (12.5), Extensions of Tune (12.6),
Ex Parte Coarnunications (12~ 7), Notice of He-'lring (n.3), Preh('«ring Conferences
(13.S), Hearings, Hearing Officer (14.1), I-btions ("14.3), Evidence, Privile.JOs
(14.4), ~Btters for Offical Notice (14.S), O~jections all:! OffeI~ of Prcof (14.6),
Pro:Iuction of Viel, of Objects (14. 7), Oral Argcnlents and Briefs (14 .S), ~llh;n(-'Q,'~ (15.
Intcrv·ention (15.2), Participation (15.3), Substitution of Parties (15.4), Consolld'-ltic
(15.5), Dzpositions (15.6), COntinuances (15.7), COnference'S (15.8), Stipulutions {15.'
~·lrittcn 1'es·ti.rrony (15. 10), Post Hearing Filings (15.11), Re-Opening Hearings (15.12),
Fo:cm of Dxisions (16.1) Settlen-,;nts (16.2), Tenti'ltive n,,"Cisinn.5 (1(;.3), Cb:nrtllnity f(
",,"ie'" of Tentntivp JRcisions (16.1;, Fifl?l T\""Cisions (16.5, Notice of DecisionsJ} 6.6:
-.,.'".'

Rule 95.3 -

~fuo l-~·lYA??2al

Parties aggrieved by an age.'"lCY action or failure to act TI,<,y alv::!al. Parties
aggrieved include the developer and any party to the agency pro:::,~ec1ings dete-cmincd
by the COLIDCil to be sp3Cifically and substantially affected by those proceedings.
Rule 95.4 - Settleme.,t of Appn--al
Before filing an appeal, a party aggrievEd must contact the Coun~il. The Council ::;;lall l1oti..:y the other parties to the proceedlIlgs belo,~, as \,011 as tne agency
being appealEd, and nay require an inIorrr,d settlement conference befOl:c th8 appeal
can D3 filed. said conference should b2 held \'lithin ten (10) c1nys after the
CCK1:1Cll has been contacted.
Rule 95.5 -

~'.im3

for Appeal

j\" Aooeal under this Part must be filo:1 I·iithin t\.lenty (20) days aft<?x the agency's
actio!1 or"failure to act, or with ten (10) days after the co:·,cll1sion of the Rule 95.4
s2ttlc~nent confc;'xence, ,olhichever is latex. An uCJe;1c~' is nClt decmErl to have "acted
or failed to act." t!2.1ti1 after the party aggriev0J haG exh~ust(Xl his adrnini.stxative

":'; l·l· ....-.

-\ _-::.- _:._. :_~

r.C!_ to a·•.)',,>·~31~.
tuY..1cl.· thi.~ Pa~~t sh:11.1 b·~ CC1.iV0Co.' by h:m:1
~...., .... uwc: n·~
...... rel~tl.·
~
•
I, apc:rs. or ...--'~
or rrai.lsd to the Cocmc.i.l or it:s··desig!Htcd h8ilrin;r officer. 'flK.'y :"hall h""! dc,;;:;}.x1
1
file::' O!1 the dat.c rece.ivEr] by the Coun-::il. PitD2XS Ol.- dOCln1:-)i1ls filC:~-1 s!1..\ll b~ title.::.
;"Vo,:1) froJI
(I\gency) .
( .D"-'·V
1lFlilc 95 lI.o·)-~nl bv
. u ... '-.... J.'.J':ri
.- ':.1- .... ~ ~
.. ,.
... --------- ..
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~!,nr;'

.. -.-~~).I
.. _.--

~

_-

..l\!);'}.:-.
....•....i.ll.
,:

u,,-,

foll G .. i.;n·:':
.'

l'he Ila!1B, address u...'1d phone Dumt.. .2Y of the apir-..;llant and uttorney, if any;

(1)

'lh(~ u~r.(·~s il~1d ad,J1:I~~:~~""7;S

(3)

o[ iln'!

o~h:~r ?:trticip.~l"ntf,

or

p~n:ties

to

th~:~

e<"1r li.er proceedings \.li th t.11C re~;p:mdel1 t agency;
h di::~3(:r.i!.I::':!_\Zl of:: ·.lde t::·.::L~.o:t (x: L\':'lurc tu' act v::'l!.ch .i.~ }Y"~.ir1'=J '!PiJ2a.l~X"1,

un:1 a b:[~i.(~f <')~ltlinc of p..c(r:~c't11.D:c:l ;;tep.s alr(~ctd='l tC!k(~lj

(5)

A desc;riptio~ of facts and doci..l;r.:mt~tion in Sl,lPi-Xxrt of apP-211ant s
t

cl~im

for relief;

·~~1t

0 ....

f.... l;.~
'-"
l..:;

i ~~.·.·l·lqC
_:.:>_,
_ '

of_ r.'n':·n·,,·
-:.. ~- ..'~ r cos'
J.I 1._
. _ to- (),·1.4.

Cll\'i.ro:)~w~ntal

im:..) ,JGt,·

(G)

I ..;"...
.1)..•. ':;.1""'"1._1

(7)

A description of the- reli.ef

(8)

1·~

(9)

"r"1("~e adjud:i.catol.y proceeJin~l~; h~\'(-~ lX:~eil conducted by the agency being
ao?~lcd, a full record of said ilgC:lC:)7 c1c:.:is.i.o:iL i\p;'>CIJ':lnt shall rcqlt~st:
that the ag(~ncy issue findings (l~ f~clv. an:1 c:Q:1clus.lon=; elf lat'7, and shall

"1'lr ....

~J.

'l,.;..

., •.•

D~ing

soughti

a"o~r-""iotio''''
ef='~or!', .... ~ ......-'-....
~ .. nf
v
... .1.. L~
settle the dis?ute; an:1

pro"\dc1e

t:l.e~~c.

- Notice of j\D:::-0al

----------".- - ...

fJ'he apix~llant sbnll ser.d, ce::ctif.i..-.:-:d 0"::" r{;Sri.sLcrc-xl n~:lil, l:C'tllrn rt:.\..-cipr. re~~
quested , or hand deliver, a copy of the ap;:r.eo.l at the time of filing to the director,
s£cretClr'J, co:rmissioner or other p-2rson authorized to rc-ceive process \..1t11in the
age:1cy from \·ihich the appec.l is tal(en and to any p'rrties anu p:'lrticipatin:J pel-sons at
the earlier a~re.'1CY proceedings. with t.he copy of the appeal, appe:tlant sl'klll also
'Jive notice that answ'ers, P-8titions to intcrv~nG and petitions to Dtlrticioate undl?.r
Rule 95.9 must be filed ~lit.hin t.en (10) days after receipt. of tJ1e notice.
Rule 95.9 -

An~'ier,

Pet i t.ions to Intervene or Participate

(1) AnS\'iers and Pet.itions t.o Intervene or Participate nRlst be filed \'lith
the Council, anCl copies shall be sent to t.he oti1el- p<,rl:i~s, \d.thin tPil (10) Q"~'~
after receipt of n~tice of the ap?2al, unless t.he COi.-mc:il, for 90:>:1 cause, ~ants
an addit.ional seven (7) days.
(2) The AnS\'e.r by tP.2 resp:m:1ent age.'1C)' shall describe (i) the e..\.1:mt to
\·;h.ich rQsr.x):¥k.~nt \\lhish-~s to particJp.:.te in the CtF~;a'1.1 prOCC0(1.i.n~;s, (ii) the course
of the earlier proce0..'!ings \·:ith the aPF:>llant, (iii) relevant facts and docum·entation,
an~ (iv) resp:>ndent 1 s [X>sitjon or relief ~;ou9'ht.
(3) Petitions to Inte:l'vc."1(·~ at" Part.icir:K.lte sl13.11 h2 fi12d in 2ccordan.::e \·:ith Co:.uK:il
r~u1(~:; 15.:> ..:lix1 15.3, fro!!\ Ci1Zl'cl:cr!L
'1'h,- ('o';.;!·!cil or it=.: h":'~.7!.r:jn9 off:i.c\,."lr s11.]]1 nl10:·:
.....
"
.
-., -.., '1' ' .. :) •.. H-:1... 1d1_.•_
••• \
····l+
, - 1:':>.4.') (~Jj(
::-..... j 1~:J • ..)~ \··;
... ·01·"
~::·::~~.:·.ii
~~.ty~:~ n)l' (~;J::':'Ct]'O~1:..~, t:rk.,: n .•. C .LI (',
\ •. 1. .~ ,.......l~.\,.
._L
."
,'!: .::. :~;

~.

!':·il.~J

~;-:'~\;-\,."li1

('1)

d~i·S.
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F'_11. ...: ~;:).. 10
-----------

-

r

}j:"!arifl~;!.;, l~.·n~_lnq Offic(~r
------_. _..-. - .. _-----_.:._--. - '-'._-'-

'l'!1C~ hsar.ing of.f:i.ccc zh.::lll (,:()n:lcc~..: hr~.:lI·.i.:I:::S 11!y-:10r this H.:·lrt j n acconl::1nc:e
th Rul e . . ,1. Bo.:n:ings sh:t.l_l b.: co:r;~\:"~ll:::\.:-d ~~~; 50-':):1 'a:-j p"--Jssib10 after ·th0 clo3c
of t.1:::: 1)]C';I,~;.i.n':.:s, ~ln:1 in no cvenl'_ J"Jl.,.
~P" '··r • •.\.:I~l..
~.. ,-. ~,······..
'·v r:··
,.1,,·,,- ~d_L
·.. r.'·Q-::"Ol
-Il"-~'~:t..... :,.:,.t.....l-"
.•
l \-. =,:: C'")';"
£oJl\ "~".i':.
....
c.1 Ct
t:t:-~.1:~~.: }~LilQ 9:i. 9 h:lS lx~en file.:].

\·;i

.l..

;;"lI ....

!:;Jl ...~ 95.11 - -Official
nr~cord an:l 'l'r.cl!l!.'<::l-l~~t
- - - - - - •.. _ - - - - - , - . - - •.. _•• __. - , --_.;!._.

- - _ .. _ - - -

F·:)";~ ,\ny ~:)2C'·(~1 u:i.:l;::\t" ·thi~:; rC1.~t'r t~:· h:··.::-::.Li'(! tJf.::i:·,:~~ ~}~:·.lJ }.:c::;,·p .:In off.i:::j-::ll
=-:..:~.::.~:·:·i, j.r:'::ll.!::}in~J. t:':~:::;:"irrc;·!y a:}] c}~h"i:)it.~,;, jZ'l ~!!1 :ir:d'i.i/lc";l~.£l]. c1o.:;k.·~t.
'fhe h~;:!l.~j.n9
Of:£iC0:l:: n1'::'Y, but .lS not: cO:i';pellcx:l to, )~(;.'1uire th:!t the h~iu:in0 1:>2 taken by !.i()und

,.
' the accuracy of
!:Cc.'O;:''::ll.ng
or b. . e rei,X>r tdb
c,.. Y,i' a stcno~Jl:-a~)hcr. A.T"'JY obj~"Ct:i.ons to
Cl transcript not rais'2d \·lithin ten d:t:fS after t.he tra.nscl~ipt. is Ji\::tde available to the
parties are \--laived. 1'J1.1Y transcript::. she.ll be inclu:1c'C1 'in the official record of
t:h~ Pl-O:X~~.:1.i..!lg.

R..lle 95.12 .- &::0;>2 of Ievie"l
t';'hen acju:1icacory findi.'1S;:; of fact in the context of a final decision nude
by an cY';J'e... 1C"'j \.;1. thin the st.atutor;' .
J·uris.....:U.c:tion
of s;lid c\<iei1CV are chf!11c.i1~:2d
bv
_
J_
an applicant, reviel" on an ap~<1l under this Part by the Council of said findings
shall })-2 limited to th= record p:rcs(;mb.:x:1 lx~fore the agcn-::Yi provid·~, h:r...~vcr,
t11Ut th~ CO"'il(:il !~ay l!o::'lify the Rgen:-:::' fjndin:;3 of fact or substitute its o ..m
findings therefor it the Council detennines that said agency findings are:
~

Ci)
'iii}
Ciii)
(iv)

in excess of the statut.ory authorit.y Ol- juri.sdictio:l of the agencYi
tmSuPix>rte~1 hy S\:~:'")st(.lnt.ial evidc.'!l(:Ci
arbitrary or capricious or ell"! <1b'.~sc of discretion; or
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Rule 95.14 - Final Decision
The requirements of Rules 16.5 and 16.6 shall be followed by the Council in
reaching a final decision. The final decision shall be reashed no later than
ninety (90) days after the appeal has been filed, shall state the reasons therefor, and shall be based upon energy needs, cost, and environrrental impact.
Rule95~15~EffectbfDeciSion

A final decision under Rule 95.14 shall for all purposes, including judicial
appeal, be deemed equivalent to final agency action on the approval, permit,
license, certificate or permission which is the subject of the appeal, unless
the Council specifies othe:rwise in its final decision.
Rule

95~16~·JUdicial Review

Any party aggrieved by the final decision nay seek judicial review in the
rranner provided by G.L. c. 30A.

II
!
~

~

!
(

I,
!
f
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CONMON,vEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities Siting Council
)

In the Matter of the Petition of
Boston Edison Company for Approval
of Its Annual Supplement (1980-89)
to Its Long-Range Forecast of
Electric Power Needs and Requirements

)
)
)
)
)

EFSC No. 80-12

)

MEMORANDUM and ORDER
This Memorandum and Order concerns the suspension of proceedings in EFSC No. 80-12. Before describing the history of
this proceeding and the rationale for the orders made today,
we would like to address certain statements by Boston Edison
Company which indicate that the Company does not fully understand the nature and purpose of the EFSC forecast review process ...
The Company, in a letter to the Council dated November 14,
1980, indicates that it desires a suspension of proceedings on
its 1980 forecast.
The letter reads,· "While \-Ie are extremely
concerned over such a proposed course of action given the
similar history of deferred consideration and consequent lack
of approval of the 1979 forecast, the Company is nevertheless
agreeable to such a deferral of hearings. It is the Company's
position in agreeing to this proposal, however, that the Siting
Council should move as quickly as possible to air out once and
for all the issues of forecast methodology which have kept
Boston Edison on an annual treadmill of forecast filings and
detailed, time - consuming, inconclusive adjudications so that
both we and the Council can proceed to use the forecast in our
planning efforts rather than eternally debate each underlying
assumption or source of data." Several misconceptions are
evidenced by the quoted language; they will be addressed in the
next three paragraphs.
Consideration of the 1979 forecast was not "deferred" by the
Council. Rather, an agreement was reached by the parties (including Boston Edison Company) and the Council to suspend those
proceedings so that review of the NEPOOL model could be accomplished.
See the Memorandum and Order dated March 4, 1980 on EFSC
No. 79-12. Additionally, a Council Staff memorandum outlining
concerns with Company methodology was attached to the March 4th
Memorandum and Order for the purpose of providing the Company
with the feedback forecast review proceedings supply.
-191-
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The nature and purpose of the Council's review of forecast methodologies is set forth in EFSC Rule 63.5. The council
does not prescribe a particular methodology; instead, the
Company's selected methodology must be explained and justified.
The Company must describe significant determinants of future
demand, data used, and assumptions made, and must show that it
has used a "reasonable statistical projection method." EFSC
Rules 63.5, 62.9. It is not the Council's intent to "eternally
debate each underlying assumption or source of da-ta" nor to
keep the Company on an "annual treadmill." Rather, the intent
is to help the Company improve its methodology; such improvements enhance the reliability of the forecast itself. Fore_cast methodologies have become increasingly complex, necessitated by the inherent complexity of the forecasting problem.
While a forecast presented in a filing is fixed for purposes
of adjudication , the process of developing that forecast
is dymanic and on-going, as is the review of that forecast
by council staff and intervenors. Each successive Company filing
reflects changes in methodology and assumptions, made in
response to changed conditions, criticis~ by the Staff or intervenors, or state-of-the-art advancements.
The Staff feels strongly that the technical sessions
and discovery over the past months have contributed to its
and intervenors' understanding of the BECo methodo.logy;
subsequent filings by the Company have demonstrated that the Ccr,lpany
has made efforts to improve its methodology.
The Company claims, in effect, that inconclusive adjudications by the Council have interfered with Company planning. Yet
no facility proposed by the Company has ever been rejected by
the Council. Since 1976, the Council has approved the following
facilities:
3 Mystic Station oil tanks, a substation for the
Chelsea-East Boston line, and these transmission lines: Walpole
to Needham, Hyde Park to Dewar Street, Mystic to Lincoln Street,
Woburn to Tewksbury, Chelsea to East Boston.
Proceedings on EFSC No. 80-12
Boston Edison Company filed its Annual Supplement 1-D
(1980-89), EFSC No. 80-12 on May 2, 1980, after requesting
and receiving an extensio~ from the April 1 -due date. A
technical session was held on May 14; the Company indicated
that it was preparing a technical appendi~ documenting the Supplement. The Company stated on May 21 that it was not seeking
in-service dates or siting approval for any facilities as part
of this adjudication. Publication and posting were ordered the
next day. At the first pre-hearing conference held July 2, the
Company filed its Affidavit of Publication. No potential intervenors appeared. The Company represented that it would provide
the technical appendix documenting its Annual Supplement as soon
as possible, and was ordered to do so by Procedural Order dated
July 2. The Attorney General's motion to intervene late was
filed on July 10, the 20mpa)1.y's response thereto came in on
July 21, and the motion was allowed by Procedural Orderdated
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July 28.
This Procedural Order also mandated preparation for
an upcoming technical session and specified August 5 as the
deadline for filing the technical appendix.
The Company's
technical appendix \vas finally delivered on August 8, making
it possible to commence the discovery process.
EFSC's Procedural Order dated August 25 required preparation of draft information requests by the parties. EFSC
Staff "Topics of Interest" and information requests regarding
supply were mailed out on September 10 and 11, respectively.
The Attorney General's "Topics of Interest" \vere filed September 16.
On October 1, the parties and Staff participated in a technical.
session on relevant portions of the NEPOOL model. The Company
answered the staff's information requests regarding supply on O:::tober 20.
A technical session was held at the Boston Edison offices on
November 6, 1980.
At that session the company stated it had
already essentially completed its 1981 forecast, and identified.
changes from the 1980 forecast methodology.
On l'iove~.lL2r 7, 1980, a second prehearing conference was held
to discuss the effect of the upcoming filing of the 1981 forecast
on the 1980 adjudication.
Three procedural options were discussed.
Under. option one, adjudication of the 1980 filing \vould continue until
completed; adjudication of the 1981 forecast \'oDuld then begin.
Under option two, review of the 1980 filing would be suspended, and adjudication of the 1981 filing would begin as soon
as possible. Materials prepared and filed as part of the 1980
proceedings would be reviewed to the extent relevant and nec~
essary to the 1981 filing, but only the 1981 filing would actually
be adjudicated.
Under option three, those components of the 1980 and 1981
filings which were the same, methodologically, would be reviewed
as quickly as possible and a decision reached.
Those components
which had changed would be adjudicated in a separate, and later,
proceeding.
At the November 7 prehearing conference the Attorney
General expressed a preference for option two.
The Company
opted for option two by letter dated November 14. The Staff
also agreed with this approach, based on its desire to provide
feedback to the Company on its current methodology within a
schedule which matches the Company's internal schedule for forecast preparation.
The reasons for selecting option two are as follm'75' First,
it appears likely that a decision on the 1980 filing could not
be given before March of 1981. Second, the Company has indicated
that it intends to file its 1981 forecast by December 15, 1980,
and the technical appendix thereto by January 15, 1980.
(The
supply portion of the forecast will not, according to the Company,
be ready until April 1, 1981). Because there are many similarities
bebveen the 1980 and 1981 filings, much of the review necessary to
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adjudication of the 1981 filing has been accomplished. The
parties and Staff feel that the time required for adjudication
and decision on the 1981 filing (excepting the supply portion)
will not be substantially greater than what would be required
to adjudicate the 1980 filing.
Third, proceeding under option
one would mean that the Company ~ould receive no feedback from
the staff or the Attorney General on its 1981 forecast before
it prepares its 1982 forecast.
The Company represents that this
preparation will begin in Narch of 1981.
(It is hoped that the
Company can hold off the major portions of its work on the 1982
forecast until i t has received at least a copy of the tentative
decision on the 1981 forecast).
Schedule for Proceedings on the 1981 Filing
The parties have asked for a schedule for the adjudication'
the 1981 filing.
Because the forecast and necessary technical
appendix have not yet been filed and because there may be additional parties to the 1981 proceedings, the dates set forth here
are necessarily tentative, and may be the subjects of future
Procedural Orders.
December 2, 1980 - technical session.
December 15, 1980 - filing of 1981 forecast
December 16, 1980 - commence publication and posting
January 15;

1981 - filing of technical appendix and prehearing
conference.

January 29, 1981 - technical session.
February 16, 1981 - technical sessions completed and all
discovery requests filed.
March 2, 1981 - answers to discovery requests filed.
March 12,1981 - pre-filed testimony docketed and prehearing
conference.
March 17, 1981 - hearing commenced.
Because the Company might not file the supply portion of its
1981 forecast before April 1, 1981, it may be necessary to separate the adjudication of that portion from the 1981 proceeding.
This will be the subject of a future Order.
Order
By suspending further formal proceedings on EFSC No. 80-12,
it is the intent of the Hearing Officer to close the official
record as to this 1980 filing.
It is recognized that much
work has been done in this case by the parties and the EFSC Staff.
All information gathered herein to date can be reviewed again
to the extent necessary when proceedings cowmence on the 1981
Boston Edison Company filing.
Comparison with the 1980 filing
should be expected and ~'lill be ~llm"ed to the extent relevant and
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necessary to the 1981 forecast review. But it is the 1981
forecast that will be reviewed and adjudicated; Boston
Edison will not have to defend two forecasts.
It is hereby ORDERED:
(1)
That the adjudicatory proceedings on EFSC No. 80-12
be, and hereby are SUSPENDED, until further notice by the·
Hearing Officer. Boston Edison Company shall file its 1981
forecast and technical appendix in accordance with EFSC statutes
and regulations; said filing is required before April 1, 1981,
and is expected before January 15, 1981.
(2)
That Boston Edison's Annual Supplement 1-D, EFSC No.
80-12, is hereby ACCEPTED as filed in compliance with statutory
and regulatory obligations with the understanding that such
acceptance is not to be construed as council approval of that
filing.
Energy Facilities Siting council

Robert T. Smart, Jr., Esq.
Hearing Officer

Dated at Boston this 2nd day of December, 1980.
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CO"mmll'lEl\LTH OF Hl\SSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities Siting Council

)

In the Matter of the Petition of
The New Bedford Gas and Bdison
Light Company for Approval
of Its 1979 Occasional Supplement to Its Long-Range Forecast
of Electric Power Needs and
Requirement~

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

EFSC No. 79-4B

)

RULING ON THE COMPANY'S JANUARY 7, 1981 MOTION TO
SEVER COLLATERAL ISSUE FROM PRI~ffiRY ISSUES
New Bedford Gas and Edison Light Company (hereafter the
Company) filed a motion on January 7, 1981 to "sever the issue
of the manner of long-term maintenance of a section of rightof-way from •.• the other issues in this proceeding". In
support of the motion, the Company argues that to delay the
hearing in this case pending resolution of the question of the
limits of Council jurisdiction over right-of-way maintenance
will make impossible a timely Council decision on whether the
proposed transmission line can be built. The Company also
asserts that "the issue of right-of-,,,ay maintenance is largely
an issue of first impression befor~ the Council", that maintenance jurisdiction has been delegated by the s"tate legislature
to the Pesticides Board in G. L. chapter 132B, and that jurisdiction over maintenance is not expressed, but rather is at
best implied, by the Council's enabling statute.
The Intervenors filed their written "Opposition to Peti tioner' s Notion to Sever" on January 14, 1981. In this writing
they ask that the Company's motion to sever be denied, arguing
that the Council lacks statutory authority to sever the
maintenance issue from the other issues in the case. In support
of their position, the Intervenors cite the Council's enabling
statute, G. r,. Chapter 164 §69H, and Council Rule 2.3, \iThich
requires the Council "to provide a necessary pov,er supply for the
Commonwealth with a minimal impact on the environment at the
lowest possible cost", The assert that none of the three
conside~ations - need, environmental impact, and cost - is
classified as "primary" or "collateral" by the Council's statute
or regulations. and that the council can take no action in
this proceeding without fully considering all three simultaneously.
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The Intervenors state, further, that a separation of issues
in accordance with the Company's motion would violate Council
Rule 42.1, which reauires that the Council in all its proceedings comply with Article 49 of the Massachusetts Constitution,
G. L. Chapter 30 §6l, and environmental statutes and regulations.
Article 49 establishes, in brief, that the people have the right
to clean air and water, and declares that their right to conserve, develop and use the natural resources is a pUblic parpose.
G. L. Chapter 30 §6l requires that agencies determine the impact
on the natural environment of their activities and that they
minimize damage to the environment. "Damage to the environment"
includes air, wa-ter, and pesticide pollution, but does not
include insignificant damage. Chapter 30 §6l also states that
"unless- a clear contrary intent is manifested, all statutes
shall be interpreted and administered so as to minimize and
prevent damage to the environment".
Discussion
The Hearing Officer does not intend to allow these proceedings to be delayed pending resolution of the jurisdictional
issue framed by the parties. It is clear from the arguments
recited above that a genuine dispute exists. It is also clear
that the dispute cannot be resolved without detailed analysis
of and argument concerning the council's statute and regulations
and other authority cited by the parties. To the extent that the
Company's motion asks that resolution of the issue of the extent
of Council jurisdiction over the manner of long-term maintenance be put off until after the hearing, it is allowed.
The Hearing Officer notes that the Company has stipulated,
both orally and in its motion, that it will not use herbicides
for right-of-way clearence, or for maintenance, for at least
one year. This should provide ample time for the Council to
consider the scope of its jurisdiction over the manner of longterm right-of-way maintenance. The Council intends to thoroughly
examine this jurisdictional question on its own, or perhaps in
conjunction with other agencies and interested persons, outside
the context of this adjudicatory proceeding. If the Council
deems it necessary" upon its own motion or upon the petition
on one or both of the parties, it will reopen this proceeding,
hear additional evidence or argument, and make appropriate changes
in its final order.
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When a facility is proposed, G. L. Chapter 164 §69I requires
that a Company's forecast or supplement include a description of
alternatives and of the environmental impacts of the facility.
The Council's Administrative Bulletin 78-2, made part of its
Regulations by Rule 64.8(3), requires that a company describe,
before it may construct a new transmission line, its planned
maintenance practices and provide information concerning surface
waters and water courses, aquifers, springs and major wells,
wetlands; private on-lot wells, and forest type and vegetation
to be cleared.
Before the line can be approved, it must be
found to be consistent with the Council's'mandate to provide a
necessary power supply for the Co~~onwealth with a minimum impact
on the environment at the lowest possible cost, G~ L. Chapter
164 §69J. Given these statutory and regulatory commands, the
Hearing Officer must allow the parties and their witnesses to
offer relevant testimony and doclli~ents into evidence at the
hearing on the costs and environnental impacts of the Company's
proposed line, including alternative maintenance practices.
This marks no change from existing Council policy.
Ruling
The Hearing Officer hereby rules on the Company's motion and
the Intervenors' written opposition as follows:
1.

'['he issue of the scope of Council jurisdiction over the
manner of long-term maintenance of transmission line
rights-of-way will be severed from the upcoming hearing
on the Company's 1979 Occasional Supplement. The issue
may be raised at a later date, upon the Council's own
motion or upon the motion of one or both of the parties.
The Council will entertain any such motion, and may
reopen this proceeding, hear additional evidence or
argument, and make changes in its order, as it deems
appropriate and in accordance with statutory and legal
requirements.

2.

Relevant evidence on the costs and environmental impacts
of the Company's proposed line, including proposed maintenance practices, will be admitted and will become part
of the record for this proceeding.
Energy Facilities Siting Council
by

~T~~.

Robert T. Smart, Jr., E~.
Hearing Officer

Dated at Boston this 15th day of January, 1981.

-,,
,
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· .'
COI-n·10N\\lEALTH OF NASSACHUSET'rS
Energy Facilities Siting Council
)

In the Matter of Cape Cod Gas )
Company's. Annual Supplement,
)
EFSC 80-19
)

EFSC 80-:19

)

RULING ON ATTORNEY GENEPAL'S PETITION TO INTERVE}lli
I.

Introduction

The Attorney General filed a brief written Petition to
Intervene in this proceeding on March 10, 1981. At a Prehearing Conference held at the Council offices on March 23,
1981, Palmer and Dodge, Attorneys for Cape Cod Gas Company
(hereafter "Company")
indicated they would oppose the intervention. A letter of enclosure and written "Opposition
to Intervent:'.on" were received by the Hearing Officer on
March 30, 1981. The Attorney General filed a letter replying to the Company's "opposition" on April 10, 1981.
II ;"

Summary of Arguments

The Attorney General cites G.L.c. 12 sec. lIE as
authorizing its intervention before the Council. It states,
in pertinent. part:
"The Attorney General is hereby authorized
to intervene' in administraU.ve or judicial proceedings held
in the Commonwealth on behalf of consumers in connection with
any matter involving the rates, charges, prices or tariffs of
a ••• gas ••• company doing business in Hassachusetts and subject to the jurisdiction of the Department of Public Utilities".
The Company argues that reliance on G.L. c. 12 sec. lIE is misplaced, because the statutory section contemplates proceedings
involving rates, i.e. ratemaking proceedings.
The Attorney General also cited Boston Edison Company,
EFSC 79-12, 3 DOMSC at lUi," 113-114 as precedent for its
intervention.
In that decision, individual customers were
allowed to intervene in light of the effect of forecast issues
upon their rates.
There was also administrative "dicta" sup-.
porting the Attorney General's position:
"Though it might be
said tha·t the Attorney General as intervenor represents all
interested consumers pursuant to G.L. c. 12 sec. lIE, this is
certainly no obstacle to intervention by individual BECo
customers", 3 DOMSC at 113-114.
In his March 27, 1981 letter the Attorney General indicates
an interest in the adequacy of the Company's supply planning and
demand forecasting.
The Company in response correctly points
out that the Council is prohibited from looking at dercand for
gas.
However, the Council does review forecasts of gas sendout.

-l

I
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III. Discussion
The Attorney General's reliance on G.L. c. 12 sec. llE
is proper.
That section authorizes him to represent consumers,
\vho are clearly persons "substantially and specifically affected"
by this Council proceeding, as required for intervention under
EFSC Rule 15.2. Chapter 12 sec. lIE authorizes A.G. intervention
in administrative proceedings (emphasis added), not just in
D.P.U. ratemaking proceedings, where they involve the rates
or prices of a gas company. There can be no question that the
price of gas to the Company's consumers now and in ,the future
will be affected by the Company's supply planning and forecasting
of sendout, which issues will be reviewed in this proceeding.
Because this linkage exists, this proceeding can be described
as "involving" rates and prices.
The Boston Edison Company case and past Council practice
support this intervention. The Attorney General has routinely
been allowed to intervene in both electric and gas proceedings
at the Council. To my knowledge, this is the first time a
formal opposition has been presented. The Attorney General
has provided useful service to Massachusetts consumers, and
to the Council, in past interventions; the Hearing Officer
expects that he will do so here as well.
The materials filed by the A.G. in support of his intervention meet the requirements of EFSC Rule 15.2. He will be
representing people "substantially and specifically affected"
by the proceeding, has cited suffic'ent statutory authority,
and has given adequate indication ot the evidence or arguments
to be presented.
To allow him to be involved in this proceeding
only as a "Participating Person" under Rule 15.3 would be unduly
restrictive; the Attorney General needs to ;,e able to engage in
discovery and to cross-examine witnesses to be effective.
IV.

Order

It is hereby ORDERED that the Attorney General's Petition
to Intervene under Rule 15.2 is allowed.

Robert T. Smart Jr., Esq.
EFSC Hearing Officer
Dated at Boston this 28th day of April, 1981.
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COMHONIVEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities Siting Council
)

In the Matter of the Petition
of Northeast Utilities Company
for Approval of a Long Range
Forecast of Electric Power
Needs and Requirements

)
)
)
)
)

EFSC No. 81-17

)

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
On May 1, 1981, Northeast Utilities System ("the Company)
filed a Five Year Forecast of Electric Power Needs and Requirements
with the Energy Facilities Siting Council ("the Council") pursuant
to 980 CMR parts 6.20, 6.30 and 6.40.

At that time, the Council

staff was in the midst of an adjudicatory proceeding concerning
EFSC 80-17, the Annual Supplement filed by the Company in 1980 pursuant to 980 CMR part 6.50. 1
On May 26, 1981, the parties to EFSC 80-17, the Company and the
A-ttorney General of the Cormnonwealth ("A.G.") agreed that since substantial discovery had been completed on the demand forecast filed
by the Company and since the Company's demand forecast methodology in
the 1981 filing was not substantially different from that utilized in
the 1980 filing, that there would be no objection to the joinder of
EFSC 80-17 and EFSC

81-~7

in to one proceeding, EFSC 81-17, which

would incorporate the docket compiled in EFSC 79-l7 and EFSC 80-17.

1

In a Procedural Order dated May 13, 1980, the hearing officer
for EFSC 79 17, review of the Annual Supplement of the Company filed in 1979, joined that proceeding with with EFSC
80-17 for reasons stated therein.
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On May 27, 1981, we issues an Order of Notice indicating, among
other things that,

10 • • •

because the forecasting methodologies in

the 1981 filing are substantially the same as those used in the.
forecasts under review, review of the 1981 Annual Supplement (sic)
will be consolodated with the ongoing proceedings.
#80-17, 79-17)

11.

(EFSC Docket.

The Order' further allowed that, •.. uThe Council \qill

consider the adequacy of the Northeast Utilities supply plan, including alternatives tooil fired generation, to meet forecasted system
demands at the lowest cost with minimal environmental impact •••
Council invited motions for limited intervention at that time.

11

The

Two

parties, the Conservation Law Foundation of New England, Inc. (UC.L.F. U)
and the Berkshire and Franklin County Community Action Corporations
(UC.A.P.sU)filed timely motions to intervene.
On June 16, 1981, we issued a notice to all parties, C.L.F. and
C.A.P.s

that a mot.ions session would be held on June 24th, 1981 to

consider:
and 3.

101.

The scope of the proceedings; 2.

A hearings schedule;

Motions to Intervene. 1I At that session C.L.F. and the C.A.P.s

motions were allowed to the extent only that they were granted status
as intervenors.

The scope of the instant proceeding was the subject

of considerable discussion and each party had a distinct view of the
Council's responsibility to consider a wide variety of issues.*

Parties

were given until 5:00 PM on Wednsday, July 1, 1981 to substantiate
oral arguments made at the session by written memoranda or other documentation if they saw fit.

None did and no such memoranda were sub-

mi tted.
The issues raised by the intervenors, and, i t must be noted, on
the Council's own initiative, reflect the changing characteristics of

*

A more complete description of the issues can be found in the
intervenors' Motions to Intervene. Docket No. 81-17.
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the electric utility business in the Commonwealth.

Of particular

note have been the decline in projected growth of demand for electric
energy from close to a 7% annual rate to between 1 and 2% at the
present time; and, the sharp increases in oil prices beginning with
the Arab Oil Embargo of 1973 and climaxing for the moment with the
1979 foreign price increases imposed by the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries and domestic price increases due to degregulation
of petroleum prices at the federal level. 2

The result of this energy

shock has been, at the state level, a strong statement of policy
from the Legislative and Executive branches to reduce the Commonwealth's
dependence on fore5.gn oil (Ch. 796 of the Acts of 1979, section 1;
M.G.L. Ch. 25A section 6

(~980

Supp.); Ch. 465 of the Acts of 1980,

section 2; Ch. 464 of the Acts of 1980) and a series of cases handed
dmvn from the Department of Public Utilities (the "Department") allowing
electric utilities "to finance capacity additions which are economically
justifiable as additions which substitute for present or planned oil

2

The issues of the continuing use of oil as a fuel for the generation of electricity are of overriding concern of the Council.
Using 1975 as a base period and November 1979, February 1980 and
May 1980 as end periods, historic price trends in the yearly rate
of increase of #2 fuel oil 19.3, 21.65 and 22.2 percent respectively. " DPU 20248 Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric
Company, p.51 The price for ]6 residual oil escalates similarly.
as~ng any prior base period to 1975 would increase this annual
growth rate by at least 39 percent. This trend, projected forward to the last year of the instant forecast would yield oil
prices close to $200/bbl. and the portion of a consumers electricity
bill reflecting the fuel adjustment alone would be about 310 mills/
kwh. id.,at 67.
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fired capacity.

See Fitchburg Gas

Electric et a1. consolodated as

&

D.P.U. 20055 (1980);MassaChusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Co.,
D.P.U. 20248 (1980).
The decision of the Department in M.M.W.E.C. D.P.U. No. 20248 is
of particular concern here in that the Department noted,
" ••. today's rising energy costs, any new source which offers
economic savings within a particular system mix can be cate~
gorized as being needed by that system . ••• Displacing oil
as a fuel source is a planning objective which cannot seriously
be questioned.· As early as .1974, this Department recognized
the need to reduce our dependence on oil stating that: 'because
of the energy crisis and the heavy reliance on fossil fuel for
most existing generating units in Massachusetts, there is need
for nuclear units to be included in the electric power genera~
ting mix.' Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Co. D.P.U.
18076 p.3 (1974)"
Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Co. D.P.U. 20248

pp.15~16

(1981) •
Such a statement of regulatory policy from the Department, considering the substantial influence its decisions have on the electric
utility industry, Catnbridg'e Electric Lig'ht Co. V. D.P.U. 363 Mass.
474,494 (1973), BOstOtl Edison v. D.P.U. 375 Mass. 1, 44 (1978),
cannot go unheeded by the Council.

Effective regulation, by the

Department to minimize short term costs, and by the Council to

min~-

imize long term costs and environmental impact, requires close coordination of policy; in particular, the policy favoring oil displacement.
The Council has acted in concert with the Department, implementing this
policy, and recognizing the displacement of oil fired capacity as a
justification for capacity additions.

In Re M.M.W.E.C. 5 DOMSC 9,

EFSC 79-1 (1981); In Re E.U.A. 5 DOMSC 30, EFSC 79-33 (1980); !n Re
Fitchburg Elec. 5 DOMSC 48-50, EFSC 79-11B (1981); In Re Commonwealth
Elec. 6 DOMSC ______ , EFSC 79-4, slip opinion at 24
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(1981).

The C.A.P.s raise the issues of conservation and load management before the Council and argue that such issues are proper in
a consideration and review of the Company's supply plan.

Given

the scope of the Company's submittal, and the recently announced
"Northeast Utilities Conservation Program for the 1980's and 1990's",
these issue are placed before the Council by the Company to the
extent that:

they will impact the demand projections of the Com-

pany included in v0.lume 1 of the 1981 submittal; or, that they will
provide the Company with a less costly supply of energy for its
customers.

See:

;0

re:

New England Electric Systems et ..,(al.,

5 DOMSC 97, EFSC 80-24 (1981).

The Council's role as a

policy review body is set forth in MGL Ch. 164 sec. 69J:
"The Council shall. •• approve a long range forecast •.• if it
determines that i t meets the f6llowing requirements: ••• all
information relating to current activities, environmental impact, facilities agreements and energy policies as adopted
by the co~~onwealth is substantially accurate and complete ... ;
and are consistent with policies stated in section sixty-nineH
to provide a necessary.power.supply for the Commonwealth
with minimum impact on the environment at the lowest possible
cost; .... ,i"
Since the Company's conservation program is a "current activity",
its review is properly before the Council to the extent necessary to
determine if it is, "substantially accurate and complete".
New England Ele'ctric Systems, supra.

In re

Such a review shall include

all conservation initiatives proposed by the Company in its conservation plan, as the Council considers conservation to the most secure
form of supply available, and an analysis of the consistency of this
plan with, "energy policy goals established by commonwealth .•. ",.

However

the Council declines to enter into the realm of speculation as to
future policies or technologies.

Therefore, the Council will limit
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the proceedings to consideration of presently available technologies in conservation and more traditional supply areas,
as well as to those fields into which the Company has already
entered Or which are within the traditional ambit of utility
service.,e.g.:

load management systems, load storage devices,

metering systems and the like.
~U.A.,

See In Re MMWEC, svpra; In Re

supra; In Re Fitchburg Elec., supra; In Re Commonwealth

Elec., supra.

We will not consider the relative merits of

rates or rate designs except as rates or rate designs information is necessary to make an informed judgement concerning the
relative cost justification of supply and supply alternatives
which are properly before the Council.
presentlybe~ng

Rate issues ~er se are either

considered by the Department or, if they are not,

would properly be the subject of a petition addressed to the
Department.

Nor will we enter into analysis of systems which

are not commercially available as valid alternatives to existing
or planned supply, or research and development programs.

If the

C.A.P.'s wish to submit evidence to the Council on such matters
not addressed by the Company in its submittal with an eye toward
improving the Company's future forecasts and supplements, the
proper procedure would be to move the Council to affix conditions
to our decision and submit substantial empirical evidence on the
matter.

In such virgin territory, the movant has the burden of

proof and can not establish a prima facie care for such a motion
by simple cross examination of the Company' s

3

.

~

Wl. tness.··

We note that load management studies have been ordered by
the Council in many of the recent decisions through
attached conditions.
see:
In Re MMl~C (1981) supra;
In Re EUA (1980), supra; In Re Fitchburg Elec. (1981) supra;
In Re Comm.Elec. (1981), supra; Tn Re New England Electric
(Footnot #3 continued on next page)
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Turning to the concerns of intervenor C.L.F. which have
not been addressed by the discussion above, we note that, except in the instance of a petition for a "Certificate of Environmental Impact and Public Need" pursuant to MGL Ch. 164 sec.
69K or a proposed facility, the main thrust of the Council's
consideration of environmental concerns focuses on the land-use
impacts of siting facilities.

The primary jurisdiction at the state

level for review of air and water quality impacts of proposed changes
to existing facilities rests with the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs and its constituents departments,4 see generally MGL
Ch. 131 sec. 40,

~h.

91, Ch. 21, Ch. 130, Ch. 132, sees. 13-17, Ch. Ill,

Ch. 21C~ and any jurisdiction exercised by the Council would be

(Continuation of footnote #3)
3

et.al. 5 DOMSC 97, EFSC 80-24 (1981). In Re New England
Electric et. al., supra; is most closley analogous to the
instant case. There, we reviewed the company's submittal
of the "NEESPLAN", a conservation coal conversion and
alternate energy, plan similar to the Northeast Utilities
conservation plan, and allowed intervenor A.G. to submit
expert testimony.

4

MGL Ch. 30A sec. 1 provides that an "adjudicatory proceeding"
must determine the "legal rights, duties or priviledges of
specially named persons". Although the doctrine of primary
jurisdiction is generally exercised by courts in defference
to agency expertise, its purpose is to assign the determination
of issues, "essentially ... of fact and of discretion in technical matters, ••• " to the agency with the most appropriate
expertise. Great Northern Railway v. Merchants Elevator Co.
259 U.S. 285, 291 (1922). To determine the most appropriate
forum, one must look to whether the subject matter in question
goes to the heart of the mandate of the agency and if the
agency's determination would be of material aid to subsequent
decision makers. Mashpee Tribe v. New Seabury Corp. 592 F 2d
575, 580-1 (1st Cir., 1979) The application of the doctrine
should be guided by principles of "harmony, efficiency and
prudence." id., at 580, n.l. Except in the instances noted,
Council approval of a forecast is materially aided by the
determinations made by environmental agencies on environmental
issues which go to the heart of those agencies various mandates.
(Footnote #4 continued on next page)
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ancillary in nature. 5 We do not, however, ignore our commitment to
"recognize the final Coastal Zone Management Plan .•• as a statement
of health, environmental and resource use and development policies of
the Commonwealth".

Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Program,

(March 3, 1978), p. 216; 980 CMR parts 8.31, 8.32.
We also note the limited nature of the review of the Company's
demand forecast and methodology.

Much work has gone into compiling

the present docket and the rerespective staffs of the Company,
the A.G. and the Council (past and present) are to be commended for
an effort wbichhas spanned three years.

In the instant proceeding,

we will allow discovery of only those issues which have not been
dealt

with in the past or have been substantially changed from the

1980 filing by the present filing.

The Council noted its intent in

the Order of Notice of May 27th, 1981 to follow such a course and
consolodate EFSC NO. 80-17 with 81-17.

The notice was specifically

served on intervenor CLF and many other parties because of the
Council's perception of the increasing importance of electric utility
regulation to the citizens of the Commonwealth.

Having heard no

objection to such a course, this order formalizes such a consolidation
and we limit the scope of the present proceedings, as to the demand

4·

(Continuation of Footnote #4)
This does not preclude a later Council determination which is
not entirely consistent with an earlier decision by an environmental agency, provided it is based on evidence substantial
enough to overcome the significant defference we give to that
former adjudication. ~: Mezines, Admin. Law. Vol. 5 sections
47.00 et s§8., esp. 47.02(2); Pearl Grange Fruit Exchange v.
Imperial Frozen Foods (DOA, 1969); W.M.R. Watch Case Corp. v.
FTC (FTC, 1965).

5

We recognize that an agency cannot exercise the equity based
ancillary jurisdiction as that doctrine is understood in the
Federal Courts. Wright, The Federal Courts 39 (1980 ed.)
and cases cited therein; American Cyanamid Co. v. pTC 363 F 2d
757 (6th cir 1966); Pearl Grange Fruit EX., supra.---
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forecast, to the discovery which is presently complete, and one
additional round of discovery limited to new issues raised in the
1981 filing.

A list of these new issues is affixed as an appendix

and incorporated herein.
It is ORDERED:

1.

The proceedings in EFSC No.'s 80-17 and

79~17,

and the

dockets compiled therein are joined with this proceeding.
2.

That the scope of discovery in the instant proceedings
on the demand side will be limited to those portions
of the 1981 demand forecast which differ substantially
and materially from the 1980 filing.

The parties will

use the comparative analysis of these forecasts appended
hereto and incorporated above as a guide to the appropriate
issues.
3.

That the scope of the instant supply side proceeding

~ill

he

limited to analysis of the 1981 submittal of the Company
which incorporates by reference the "Northeast Utilities
Conservation Program for the 1980's and 1990's", and al-

ternativesther~towhich are presently available, commercially practical or are within the traditional ambit of
electric utility service, provided, however that rates and
rate design issues will not be considered as a part of
this proceeding except to the extent that existing rates
have impacted the filing and except as such rate or rate
design information is necessary for the Council to make
an informed judgement concerning the cost justification
of supply and supply alternatives which are properly
before the Council;
-209~
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4.

That, as far as concerns the demand forecast, all intervenors shall file with the Council staff and the Company
any requests for information or documents and a memorandum describing their areas of interest, to be discussed
with the Company at a subsequent technical session, within
seven days of this order;

5.

That, as far as concerns the supply forecast, all intervenors shall submit to the Council staff and the Company
a written memorandum outlining their areas of interest,
on which they wish discussion with Company staff at a
subsequent technical session, within fourteen days of
this: 'order;

6.

That all parties be prepared to submit lists of witnesses
which they intend to calIon the demand forecast within
seven days of the end of the technical session on the
demand forecast; and,

7.

That all testimony in this proceeding is to be prefiled
with the Council, and copies served on all parties at
least fourteen days prior to the formal introduction of
such testimony at a hearing.

8.

That the parties will reply in full to all information
requests within thirty days unless the Council allows
otherwise.

A procedural order on'hearings and filings for the supply forecast will be issued at a later date after parties have had sufficient
time to digest this ORDER.
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for: The Energy Facilities Siting Council

by'

?au.Q~GJh~
Paul T. Gilrain, Esq.
Chief Counsel

Issued in Boston this 9th day of July, 1981.
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Energy Facmties Siting Council
Room 300,73 Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108 (617) 727-1136

MEHORANDUM
TO: Interested Parties
FROM: JoAnne Bos, Economic Analyst
DATE: July 2, 1981
RE: Northeast Utilities 1981 Forecast, EFSC Comments

--------------------------------------------------------------The attached is a summary of the similarities and differences
between the 1980 and 1981 Northeast Utilities forecasts,
followed by a listing of the implications of each point and
the Council Staff concerns. Hore detailed comments will be
deye;J,opectaftermore documentation is received. Also note that
the NU Conservation Program for the 1980s and 1990s was not
reviewed as a whol,e herein, but only as a source of assumptions
to the various models.
PART A: COHPARISONS OF THE 1980 AND 1981 NU FORECASTS
-Economic/Demographic Model
-Residential Class Sales Forecast
-Commercial Class Sales Forecast
-Industrial, Class Sales Forecast
-Wholesale Sales Forecast
-Streetlighting
-Rail,road
-Hourly Load Hodel
-Price Forecast
-Sensitivity Tests
PART B: IMPLICATIONS AND EFSC STAFF CONCERNS
-Economic/Demographic Model
-Residential Class Sales Forecast
-Commercial Class Sales Forecast
-Industrial Class Sales Forecast
-Wholesale Sales Forecast
-HOurly Load Model
-Price Forecast
-Sensitivity Tests
NOTE: The comments herein reflect only the written material
contained in the EFSC NU docket, and do not take into
account any information exchanged verbally at any
teChnical sessions.

~\-(~~}

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts

\-'0>'

-212George S. Kariotis

Eileen Scheli

Edward J. King

Joseph S. Fitzpatrick

John A, Bewick

GO'/(Nnor

Cha+rman
Secretary of
Energy Resources

Secretary of

Environmental Affairs

Richard A. Croteau

Haril Majmudar

David H. Marks

Ganson P. Taggart

Public Member
Electricity

Putllic Member
Engineerinq

Public Member
Oil

PubliC Member

Labor

.

Secrelary of
Economic and Manpower

Secretary 01
Consumer Affairs

Dennis.). Brennan
Public
Ga:l

/I.~amOer

Alfnirs

Geor~e S. Wislocki

Publlc ,1ernber
Environment

A.

ECONOMIC/DEMOGRAPHIC MODEL

1980 Forecast

1981 Forecast

1) Forecasts population using
cohort-survival method.

Same.

2) Forecasts are regionally
specific due to initializing
data by area.

Same.

3) Equations and re~abionships
taken from State of Conn.
data and national (DRI)
.forecasts.

Same.

4) Nonmanufacturing employment

Same.

forecast by SIC, as a function
of national employment to
population ratio.
5)

Manufacturing employment is
estimated as a function of
national employment and time;
equations are SIC specific.

6) Cohort-specific migration
equations are estimated, using
employment variables as a share
of national.

Same except for:
SIC 20 = f(local population,
national employment)
SIC 37 .- f (production index SIC 372,
time, dummy for war periods)
Aggregate migration of the working
age population is estimated as a
function of relative per capita
income and time.

7) Residential electric customers Customers are forecast using ARMA, an
are forecast using a population AutoRegressive Moving-Average---and household model.
regression technique.

A.

RESIDENTIAL CLASS SALES FORECAST

1980 Forecast

1981 Forecast

1) Highly disaggregated end use
model using housing forecasts
plus forecasted annual use.

Same model used for long run forecast.
For short run: econometric model
using semilog function of sales
regressed on customers and an
interaction price term.

2)

Addition of many conservation
assumptions from NU 80s/90s.

3) Penetration rates for ESH and
EIlli largely judgemental.

Penetration rates for ESH and EWH
quantified. Other penetration rates
unchanged.
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4) Appliance efficiency standards Same.
taken from DOE Preliminary
Notices of proposed rulemakings.

A.

COMMERCIAL CLASS SALES FORECAST

1980 Forecast

1981 Forecast

1) end Use model driven by
nonrnanufacturing employment
from econ/demographic model.'
3 end uses: heating, cooling,
and other. Also divided by
stores and offices.

End use model used for long run
forecasting, with modifications
as noted below.
For short run: econometric model
using semilog function of sales
regressed on residential electric
customers and energy proce. These
are dis aggregated by o~e~ating company.

2) CONsumption analyzed using
square footage estimation.

Consumption analyzed on a peremployee basis.

3) Growth in potential energy use
determined judgementally.

Potential energy use determined
econometrically, using end use
energy consumption by type of fuel.

4) Penetration is forecast in
aggregate.

Penetration is disaggregated into
heating, cooling, lighting, and other.

5) Sales are split between
stores and offices based on
the NEPLAN forecast.

Sales are split between stores and
offices by sales by SIC by operating
company.

6)

Addition of conservation

A.

assumption~.

INDUSTRIAL CLASS SALES FORECAST

1980 Forecast

1981 Forecast

1) Econometric model by SIC, in
New model uses a single equation by
a constant elasticity format.
operating company, for total industrial
variables used: national prod- sales. This is because "dramatic
uction indexes, national employ-changes occured in the level of recorded
ment, local employment, and
sales by SIC due to the codification
dlli~ies for unusual circumof accounts that accompanied the
stances, ego strikes.
creation of the SIC data base".
The model uses a semilog equation
of sales regressed on electricity price
and state and service area-specific
production indexes.
2) A one-time "good housekeeping"
conservation measure is
utilized.

There is explicit treatment of price
induced conservation.
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A.

WHOLESALE SALES FORECAST

1980 Forecast

1981 Forecast

Individual, company provided
forecasts are used, with slight
modification.

Same.

Connecticut Municipal Electric Energy
Cooperative was formed, which
shall no longer purchase power from NU.

A.

STREETLIGHTING

1980 Forecast

1981 Forecast
Assl~ption:

Assumption: 90% incandescent
streetlighting installations
will be changed to mercury
vapor units by 1989.

A.

All current incancescent
and mercury vapor streetlighting
installations will be changed to
high pressure sodium.
(NU 80IS/90'S)~

RAILROAD

1980 Forecast

1981 Forecast

Complete changeover to NUsupplied power for the commuter
line will occur 4/1/81.

A.

New estimated date: 1/1/84.

HOURLY LOAD MODEL

1981 Forecast

1980 Forecast
End use model, highly
disaggregated.

Improved methodology of projecting
hourly loads of heat pumps for the
residential model.
Wholesale soles changed to distribute
customers own generation more
realistically.
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A.

PRICE FORECAST

1980 Forecast

1981 Forecast

Derived by multiplying a
percentage oil price increase
by a conversion factor.

A.

Is "based on an indepth analysis which
accounts for all costs of generation ...
the analysis is very complex ... no
further documentation will be included .. "

SENSITIVITY TESTS

1980 Forecast
Class by class sensitivity
test of end use models.

1981 Forecast
Comparisons of econometric and
end use model sensitivity tests.
End use model varied by exclusion
of conservation assumptions;
econometric model varied by .'
assumption of constant price.
Short run elasicities were computed
with the econometric models.
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B.

ECONOMIC/DEMOGRAPHIC MODEL

Implications of 1981 forecast
2-5) Regional data not available.

Concerns
National trends not clearly applicable
for service area.

6) Consistent treatment of
cohorts.

Differences between cohorts cannot be
addressed; documentation on formulation
of model is lacking.

7) Can be a more effective model.

Needs careful specification and
evaluation; documentation lacking.

B.

RESIDENTIAL CLASS SALES FORECAST

Implications of 1981 forecast

Concerns

1) Better short run forecasting.
Lack of documentation on choice and
Can compute price elasticities. application of model.
2) More complete model.

Lack of documentation of values and
sources of assumptions.

3) More precise data.

Lack of documentation on method of
quantification.

4)

possible misapplication of data.

B.

COMMERCIAL CLASS SALES FORECAST

Implications of 1981 forecast

Concerns

1) Short run forecasting with
price elasticity computation.

Lack of documentation on choice and
application of model.

2) Removes some troublesome
assumptions, ego that net new
employees are proportional to
net new floor space.

Still assumes total energy use per
employee in a given year is the same
for all employees.

3) Potentially more reliable.

Lack of documentation on model.

4) More explicit determination
of penetrations.

Actual method of projection not
documented.

5)

Service area specific.

6) More complete model.

Lack of documentation.
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B.

INDUSTRIAL CLASS SALES FORECAST

Implications of 1981 forecast

Concerns

1) Loss of detail

Reason for change unclear; lack of
documentation for new model.

2) Price elasticities computed.

Other conservation effects not
considered.

B.

WHOLESALE SALES FORECAST

Implications of 1981 forecast

NU d~s no tests on the validity of
the forecasts; there is no documentation
available for review.

NU relies entirely on its
customers forecasts.

B.

Concerns

HOURLY LOAD MODEL

Implications of 1981 forecast

There is no documentation of how these
changes are determined or implemented.

These adjustments would
apparently make the model
more effective.

B.

Concerns

PRICE FORECAST

Implications of 1981 forecast

Concerns
Methodology completely unknown.
This
is particularly important because the
price forecast is used as an input
into the other models.

B.

SENSITIVITY TESTS

Implications of 1981 forecast

Concerns

These are valuable to
Further tests would be useful.
determine the sensitivity of
the forecasts to the assumptions
made.
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OF MASSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities Siting Council

COo~ONWEALTH

)

In the Matter of the Petition of
Boston Gas Co. and Massachusetts
L.N.G., Inc. for Approval of a
Long-Range Forecast of Gas Needs
and Requirements

)
).
)
)
)

EFSC No.

81-25

INTERVENTION ISSUES

Boston Gas Co. and Massachusetts L.N.G.

("Petitioner") jointly

filed their second Long-Range Forecast ("forecast") with the Energy
Facilities Siting Council ("Council") on April 15, 1981 pursuant
to M.G.L. c. 164, §69H and 980 CMR §§7.06, 7.07.

The Council

published a Notice of Intent to Conduct Session on Interventions
on May 13, 1981 in response to a letter from the Massachusetts
Attorney General's office ("A.G.") indicating a desire to intervene
in the instant proceeding.
The Attorney General filed a Motion to Intervene in the
instant proceedings with the Council on May 22, 1981.

On May 29th

the Petitioner filed an Opposition to the Attorney General's Motion
to Intervene.

After discussion with Attorneys for the Petitioner

and the Attorney General on May 29th, the parties agreed to a schedule
for submittal of memoranda of law on the Motion and Opposition.

This

schedule \vas formalized in the Procedural Order of the Council
dated June 2, 1981.

Petitioner filed a response to the council on

June 8, 1981 per agreement of the parties.

The Attorney General

submitted two letters in response, dated June 3, 1981 and June 9, 1981.
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Petitioner filed corrections to their initial brief by letter
to the Council dated June 10, 1981.

Oral argument on the Motion

and Opposition was heard on July 6, 1981.
Petitioner asserts that the A.G. should not be permitted
to intervene in the instant proceedings because he is not expressly
authorized to do so by statute and, in the alternative, that such
participation would unnecessarily duplicate the efforts of the
Council to regulate in the public interest pursuant to its statute.
In addition, Petitioner asserts that the Motion to Intervene is
deficient in that it fails to make the showings necessary pursuant to M.G.L. c. 30A and 980 CMR part 2.152(2) which require a
potential intervenor to state:
" • •. the manner in which ·the petitioner is
substantially and specifically affected by the
proceeding, the contentions of the petitioner,
the relief sought, the statutory or other authority,~he~efore, the representative capacity, if any,
in which the petition is brought, and the nature
of the evidence or arguement which petioner will
present ••• "
We will address these contentions in reverse order.
I.

Petitoner correctly identifies the initial Motion to

Intervene as deficient.

By no reading of that one sentence docu-

rnent can we determine the interest of the A.G.; the nature of the
evidence to be presented; how the A.G. will be "substantially and
specifically affected," M.G.L. c. 30A IHO; the representative
capacity of the A.G.; or most important, the contentions of the
petitioner.

We were, and remain, sympathetic to the plight of the

Petitoner in this regard.

We ordered the Petitioner and the A.G.

to submit briefs or memoranda on the issues in contention and
scheduled oral argument at the conclusion of the briefing session.
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Petitioner submitted a short brief in support of their Opposition
while the A.G. chose to submit two letters, dated June 3 and
June 9, 1981, in support of his Motion.

In the former letter the

A.G. responded that:
..
This proceeding impacts the same interests of
Boston Gas customers as those of Cape Cod Gas Company
and Lowell Gas Company customers which are impacted
by their respective company's forecast filing.
Just as
in the case of Cape Cod and Lowell, the customers of Boston
Gas have interests in insuring the adequacy, accuracy, and
reasonable cost of the Company's projected sendout and
supply planning. It is the intent of the Attorney General,
through discovery, cross-examination and briefing to
insure the adequate representation of these gas
customer interests."
Interestingly, the A.G. closes by volunteering to amend his
"short form petition" if the council wishes that he explain his
interests in further detail.

The offer is misdirected.

The

Council has a long and productive history of cooperation with the
A.G. in adjudicatory proceedings.

3 DOMSC 110, 113-114; 6 DOMSC

--'

EFSC No. 80-19, ORDER dated April 28, 1981, and we are fully
cognizant of the role played by the A.G. as intervenor vis a vis
M.G.L. c. 30A slO.

However, it would be unwise for the A.G. to

assume such knowledge is held universally.

When administrative

action is taken in an adversarial proceeding, as in the instant
case, basic constitutional rights affording adequacy of notice
and opportunity to be heared must be respected.
61 Fed. Supp. 175 (D.C. D.C. 1945).

u.s.

v. Wood

To determine if such notice is

adequate, we are guided by the legislative definitions in M.G.L.
c. 30A §10 and our own interpretation.

980 CMR part 2.152(2) (3).

Petitioner's right to such notice is a basic constituional right
and should not be given such short shrift by the Commonwealth's
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chief law enforcement officer.
We are directed, however, to be guided by the Massachusetts
Rules of Civil Procedure, M.G.L. c. 164 §69J, c. 30A §11(2),
to be "practical" in allowing amendments, to pleadings and the
scheduling of proceedings, M.G.L. c. 30A §ll(l).

In that all

such procedural rules must be, ..... construed to secure the just,
speedy and inexpensive determination of every action .....

M.R.

Div. Pro. Rule 1, we now read the combined submittal of the A.G.
to date, including oral argument, to be sufficient and adequate
notice to the Petitoner, meeting the requirements of M.G.I,. c. 30A
§10 and 980 CMR.

The A.G. has submitted: the manner in which he,

representing the public as affected by the company, is substantially
and specifically affected by the present proceedings, A.G.'s
letter of June 3, 1981 in support of his Motion; his authority to
intervene, Motion to Intervene of the Attorney General; the nature
of his argument, letters of June 3 and June 9, supra; and, his
representative capacity, id.

Pursuant to M.G.L. c. 30A §ll, we

hold that a representation of the A.G.'s contentions and, if any,
relief

..

sough~

is premature at this time but must be stated,

M.G.L. c.30A sll{l) .
2d
994 (1976) : Dioguardi v.
See: Friedman v. Jablonski 358 NE
as soon as practicable."

Durning 139 F2d 774 (1944).
II.

The next concern of the Petitioner is fear that some-

how, the A.G. will perform the role assigned by statue to the
Council, giving the A.G. "de facto"jurisdiction" over the
SUbject matter of the proceeding.

To reach this conClusion,

Petitioner states that:
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"To allow the Attorney General· to appeal whatever
eventual order the Council might issue would not only
give the Attorney General de ·facto jurisdiction, but
also give him a chance to second-guess the Council in
matters in which the Attorney General has no legal
interest. Intervention would .•• allow the Attorney
General to tell the Council how to run this and subsequent
proceedings .•. "
Petitioner's Brief in support
of Opposition. p. 7
In its broadest sense, jurisdiction is the right and ability
to apply law to a given situation.

M.G.L. c.164 §69J delegates

the jurisdiction over energy facility review and the review of
Forecasts and Supplements to the Council.
that jurisdiction for

appella~e

Section 69P allows

review of such decisions shall

rest in the Supreme Judicial Court of the Commonwealth and sets
forth that Court's standard of review.
We find no support in any arguments made by any party,
nor in any precedent known to us, for the Petitioner's assertion
in this regard and agree with the A.G.'s characterization of it
as .. specious. ..

To the extent that intervention allows ';the Attorney

General to tell the Council how to run this ••• proceeding," such
advice will only be enforceable by the Supreme Judicial Court,
on appeal, pursuant to the standards set forth in M.G.L. c.164
§69P.· This is properly the role of the chief law enforcement officer
of the Commonwealth, and we welcome it.
of Trustees of Boston Elev. Ry.
III.

Attorney General v. Board

319 Mass. 642 (1946).

Lastly, Petitioner challenges the legal authority of

the A.G. to intervene before this Council.
the opening sentence to their argument:
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Petitioner states in

"It is axiomatic that in order to act, the Attorney
General must be statutorily empowered to do so."
Brief in Support, p. 3.
Petitioner cites no case, constituional provision or statute
in support of such a broad restricition; The Attorney General
does not argue the point in his submittals.
A~torney

We are, like the

General, an agency charged with the care of the public's

interest, albeit in a" much narrower subject matter area; however,
we cannot afford to luxuriously bypass a question which bears so
directly on our fiduciary role.
The authority of the Attorney General is not only based in
statutory enactments, but is found deeply rooted in the common
lay/.

In a challengEil', by the Governor, to hisauthori.ty to direct

the course of litigation involving representation of a state
agency pursuant to M.G.L. c. 12 s3, the Supreme Court clarified
the broad responsibilities of the A.G.:
"The Attorney General represents the Commonwealth
as well as the Secretary, agency or department head who
requests his appearance. G.L. c.12 §3. He also has a
common law duty to represent the public interest. Attorney
General v. Trustees of Boston Elev. Ry.
319 Mass. 642, 652 (1946)."
See also: Feeney v. Comm.

373 Mass 359 (1977); Richardson, "The

Office of the Attorney General: Continuity and Change," 53 Mass.
L.Q. 5

(1968).

Such a common law duty survives and inures to the current
Attorney General through the Massachusetts Constitution which adopted
the common law as the legal fabric of the Commonwealth except where
the legislature altered or abolished such law.
Ch, 6, Art. 6.

Mass. Const. Pt. 2,

Further, it is an established rule that a statue

is not to be construed so as to repeal the common law, unless the
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intent of the legislature is clearly to do so.

New Bedford

Standard Times v. Clerk of Third District Ct. of Bristol
1979 Mass. Adv. Sh.,515 (1979).
Chemical Works

Commonwealth v. Rumford

82 Mass. 231 (1860); Commonwealth v. Knapp

26 Mass. 496 (1838).

We cannot discern even a.hint of legislative

intent to abrogate the common law duty of the A.G. to represent
the public interest in sections 3 or lIE of chapter 12 of IDe
General Laws, but find substantial and recent case law reenforcing the existence of such a duty.

Secretary of A & F. supra;

Corom. v. Feeney, supra; Attorney General v. Kenco Optics, Inc.
369 Mass. 412 (1976).
The duty of the Attorney General to represent the public
interest is bolstered by yet another constituional provision.
Article 17 of the Articles of Amendment of the Constitutional
Convention of 1853, allowed for the direct election of the Attorney
General, giving the appointing power back to the "supreme power,"
the people.

Official Report of the Debates and Proceedings of

the State Convention, 704 (1853).

Through this amendment, the

Attorney General's common law duties, so far as pertinent to the
needs of the Commonwealth, become

a direct delegation of authority

from the ultimate source of sovereignty under our constitution,
the people.

Official Reports, supra; Commonwealth v. Kozlowski

238 Mass. 379 (1921).
The final step in defining the scope of the powers and duties
of the Attorney General was the consolidation of all responsibilities
for appearing on behalf of the Corrunonwealth in "all suits and other
civil proceedings."

Ch. 490 of the Acts of 1896.
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The Court in

Secretary of Administration and Finance observed:
"This statue dramatically changed the prior scheme,
wherein the Attorney General appeared only in the Supreme
Judicial Court and acted as advisor only, on request, in other
tribunals. It required instead that the Attorney General
represent the Commonwealth and department heads in all proceedings in which the Commonwealth was a party or interested ••

~

•..• ' Al though it has undergone minor revis ions, the statue
governing the powers and duties of the Attorney General
has remained in substance virtually unchanged since 1896. See
G. L. c .12, :33 • Thus , the Attorney General is currently
mandated to "appear for the commonwealth and for state departments, officers and commissions in all suits and other civil
proceedings in which the commonwealth is a party or interested,
or in which the official acts and doings of said departments,
officers and commissions are called in question, in all the
courts of the commonwealth." G.L. c.12, §3." (emphasis supplied).
Most recently, the legislature established a fH.naing mechanism
to allow the A.G. to intervene in any matter, " ... involving the
rates, charges, prices or tariffs of

an ··electric, gas

com-

pany doing business in the Commonwealth and subject to the jurisdiction of the department of public utilities.
1976, 266, S3.

n

St. 1973 c.1224, §2;

The intent of this legislation was to remedy a

deficiency, perceived by the Governor and General Court, in the
adversarial administrative process established for the regulation
of public utilities.

The chosen method of remedial action is to

fund the A.G., through assessments against the utilities, and
direct him to represent consumer interests in such adversarial
regulatory proceedings.

At the time of enactment of Ch. 12

~llE,

the Council did not exist (although it was soon to be created by
St. 1973, c. 1232)and neither the legislature nor the A.G. had
any experience wtih its operations.
Petitioner would have us interpret the case of the single
phrase "involving" rates, charges, prices or tariffs" (emphasis
-226-

supplied) in this section to prohibit the A.G.'s intervention
because, technically, the Council's action "affects" rates but
does not "involve" them.

Petitioner's Brief at 4-5.

It is axiomatic that a remedial statute must not be given
a "narrow, cramped reading" to defeat its purpose.

u.s. v.

Standard oil 384 u.s. 224, 225-6 (1966); u.S. v. Esso 375 p2d
621 (3rd Cir, 1967) ,annotation 16 L. ed. 2d,'256, 1259-60' (1966).
Rather, such a remedial statute must be given a liberal construction to effectuate its purpose.

u.S. v. Standard oil supra;

letter of the A.G. June 9, 1981 in support of his Motion.

Since

the intent of Chapter 12, section llE was to remedy a deficiency
in the adversarial, process regulating public utilities, we decline to accept Petitioner's "narrow, cramped reading" of that
section as precluding the A.G. from participating in the instant,
or, any Council,adjudicatory proceedings.

The A.G. has the

authority to participate before the Council and represent the
public interest.

Secretary of A & F supra;

~omm.

v. Feeney,

supra; Richardson, supra; M.G.L. c. 12 sec. 3, IlD, llE, and we
now exercise our discretion to allow him to do so.
v. D.P.U., 375 Mass. 1, 44 (1979).

Boston Edison

Since there is no need to

reach the question of whether the A.G. may intervene before, the
Council as a matter of right, we decline to address that issue.
It is therefore ORDERED that:
1.

The Attorney General's Motion to Intervene in the instant

proceeding be ALLOWED:
2.

The motion of petitioner to delay this proceeding until

after their testimony in D.P.U. Docket number 555 is granted;
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3.

That Petitioner respond to the requests of the Attorney

General and Council Staff on or before September 7, 1981;

4.

That, by agreement, the parties will meet in a Techni-

cal Session in order to clarify issues of interest at 10:00 A.M.,
August 25th, 1981 at the Council chambers
~~~LFacilities

Siting Council

by
Paul T. Gilrain
Chief Counsel

Dated at Boston this 6th day of August, 1981.
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